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Introduction
Recent decades have witnessed a significant increase in anthropological
and archaeological research concerned with the nature of being and reality in nonWestern societies. By critically reviewing the concepts and categories of Western
modernity, scholars realized that they had inadequately referred to non-Western
ontological systems. This critique has drawn attention to the ways people understand
the worlds they live in, and one of the responses to the crisis of postmodern
anthropology in the 1980s resulted in the emergence of the so-called “ontological
turn”, a methodological project that focuses on how different societies define the
entities that inhabit their worlds and the relationships between them.
Rather than dealing with people as bounded and fixed entities, the focus
has shifted to analyzing the relationships that link them. By moving the attention
from humans to material objects, from material objects to non-human entities,
and from bounded and fixed entities to continuously changing entities sustained
by complex interactive relationships, archaeologists attempted not to impose our
modern ideas on prehistoric and other peoples. A theoretical response to the study
of interactions between human and non-human environments goes by many names
(animism, perspectivism, relationalism, nondualism, etc.), fueled, on one hand, by
anthropological thinkers such as Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, Philippe Descola,
Tim Ingold, Bruno Latour and, on the other, by process philosophers such as
Alfred North Whitehead and Gilles Deleuze (to name just a few). Different ways of
perceiving environmental settings must be described, studied, and discussed to gain
a more differentiated picture of the past (and the present!).
The growing interest in such phenomena lead us to organize a conference
entitled The Essence of Life and Ontology in the Maya World which, along with
a series of workshops Introducing Ontological Turn to Maya Anthropology and
Archaeological Theory1, attracted speakers and audience from over 40 universities
around the world. This volume is a product of this conference and aims to present
the results of the discussion to a wider public.
The discussion starts with the contribution of Ernst Halbmayer, known
from cross-cultural analyses reaching from Amazonia through Isthmo-Columbian
region to Mesoamerica. His article constitutes an excellent point of departure.
His precise language and great knowledge of current debates in Latin American
anthropology introduce the reader to certain significant concepts in order to
propose a framework that observes both similarities and differences of Amerindian
ontologies.
1

The 3rd Warsaw Maya Meeting conference was held online in May 2021. The main organizers
were Michał Gilewski and Stanisław Iwaniszewski with the support of a group of Warsaw-based Mayanists: Agnieszka Hamann, Przemysław Trześniowski and Gabriela Dziki.
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The above mentioned concept of perspectivism, so far hotly debated
in Amazonian and Andean studies, relates to attempts to describe how through
the act of “seeing”, indigenous peoples may actually “see” various worlds. Allen J.
Christenson, an expert on the Highland Maya culture and translator of Popol Vuh,
explores the Highland Maya concepts of “ancestral vision” and “bundles”, which
could be related to this discussion.
Daniel Grecco Pacheco contributes a study of the Maya concept of pix, or
wrapping. Following recent debates in Maya anthropology, Daniel’s paper investigates
how textile bundles created, structured and separated various worlds by the very act
of wrapping. As this implies that the concept of wrapping and containment was
a fundamental philosophical point of reference in the Maya worldview, Daniel rereads and re-interprets the role of textiles as archaeological artifacts.
Christenson’s discussion of how the Maya perceive seemingly ordinary
and familiar things is further explored in Alice Balsanelli’s study of the Lacandon
hunt. Her investigation represents a cautious and empirically grounded import
of ontological logics from the Amazon to Mesoamerica (which is postulated by
Halbmayer in his paper). She argues that the modern Lacandon do not see the
nature as a hostile environment, but as a living world of animated beings involved
in a network of social relationships, which results in an extension of the Lacandon
notion of personhood to animals.
The various conceptualizations of nature are examined in the study by Harri
Kettunen. His cross-cultural linguistic investigation of the words for “nature” suggests
that, as in many languages of the world, Mayan languages saw nature as a personified
entity, though the popular concept of “Mother Nature”, now in use among indigenous
Maya communities, appears to be a modern borrowing from the outside.
The notion of the Maya personhood is taken up in a carefully designed
study by Susan D. Gillespie, who focuses on its processual and relational character.
She continues important for Maya studies debates about jaloj-k’exoj ‘change and
continuity of life’ and “living with the ancestors” by re-examining the concept
of k’ex “substitution, replacement”, presenting a new and innovative vision of
what personhood was and is to the Maya. In her review of anthropological and
archeological evidence, a person is something that continues across generations and
is extended both in time and space.
The processual and relational character of Maya personhood is also the
subject of archaeological research presented by a group of Mexican archaeologists:
Josuhé Lozada, Silvina Vigliani, Guillermo Acosta, Patricia Pérez, Jorge Ezra
Cruz, Diana B. Chaparro, and Víctor Hugo García. Their paper showcases how
interdisciplinary interpretation of ancient Maya personhood may be applied to
iconography and archaeological material on the example of their study of Postclassic
rock art on cliffs of Mensabak Lake, Chiapas.
Further, Stanisław Iwaniszewski uses ontological approach to analyze the
set of 13 animal figures from pages 23-24 of Paris Codex, frequently compared to
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12 European zodiac signs. He suggests that instead of representing Western-style
constellations associated with the Sun’s apparent path in the sky, they are rooted in
ontological systems of premodern societies, who perceived celestial bodies as entities
endowed with properties analogous to living beings, thus, he seeks an interpretation
of the figures based on ethnohistorical sources.
In the final paper of this volume, Nikolai Grube offers an overview
of animated logograms and syllabograms in Maya hieroglyphic writing. He
meticulously analyses how throughout its history Maya writing exhibited a strong
tendency to give the signs characteristics of living beings. In his view, both writing
and language were considered animated beings, proving that Maya hieroglyphic
texts also offer an opportunity to evaluate emic perceptions of human engagement
with the world.
The diversity of approaches collected in the present issue of Estudios
Latinoamericanos reflects the search for an appropriate research framework for
analyzing how (human and non-human) entities understand and create their
worlds, which is entangled with how they get to know that world.
Michał Gilewski
Stanisław Iwaniszewki
Agnieszka Hamann

Estudios Latinoamericanos
41 (2021) : 9–28
https://doi.org/10.36447/Estudios2021.v41.art1

Some reflections on principles of Isthmo-Colombian
Amerindian ontologies
Ernst Halbmayer

Abstract:
The search for ontological principles specific for the Isthmo-Colombian region developed slowly during the
last decade and started from ethnographic data and anthropological experiences which diverge in specific
ways from the ideal-typical ontological notions of animism or analogism. The paper presents reflections
on a set of ontological principles, which – based on the current state of analysis – allow to characterize a
variety of Isthmo-Colombian socio-cosmologies in non-essentialist terms and in delineation to Amazonian animism, which became used as interpretative frame also for contemporary indigenous groups further
north. Thus, rather than proposing the existence of a specific and rigid Isthmo-Colombian ontology I will
try to summarize a number of basic principles along which local socio-cosmologies differ from the great
ontological schemes like animism and analogism. By making some ontological links between the IsthmoColombian area and Mesoamerica visible the paper invites to rethink local principles in ontological terms,
while avoiding the imposition of theoretically attractive, but only partially fitting ontological schemata,
which may cause selective misreadings and biased interpretations of local ontological principles.
Keywords: Isthmo-Colombian Area, ontological principles, Amazonia, Mesoamerica
Resumen:
ALGUNAS REFLEXIONES SOBRE LOS PRINCIPIOS ONTOLÓGICOS AMERINDIOS
ISTMO-COLOMBIANOS.
Durante la última década la búsqueda de principios ontológicos característicos para la región istmo-colombiana se desarrolló paulatinamente y empezó con los datos etnográficos y experiencias antropológicas
que discrepan específicamente de las nociones ideales del animismo o analogismo. El artículo despliega las
reflexiones sobre un conjunto de principios ontológicos que, a partir del estado actual de análisis, permiten caracterizar las variedades istmo-colombianas de sociocosmologías en términos no esencialistas y en
cuanto a la descripción del animismo amazónico, que se convirtió en un marco interpretativo también
para los grupos indígenas contemporáneos situados más al norte. De este modo, en lugar de proponer la
existencia de una ontología rígida y específica istmo-colombiana, intentaré resumir la presencia de una
serie de principios básicos en la que las sociocosmologías locales muestran diferencias con respecto a los
grandes esquemas ontológicos como lo son el animismo y el analogismo. Exhibiendo varios vínculos ontológicos entre el área istmo-colombiana y la región de Mesoamérica, el presente artículo invita a repensar
los principios locales utilizando los términos ontológicos. Al mismo tiempo se evita de imponer los esqueErnst Halbmayer ■ Institute for Social Anthropology and the Study of Religions, Philipps-Universität
Marburg, email: halbmaye@uni-marburg.de
https://orcid.org/0000-0002-7132-5158
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mas ontológicos que parecen ser teóricamente atractivos, pero que solo parcialmente se pueden ajustar a
las realidades locales. De este modo se pretende eludir lecturas equivocadas o interpretaciones sesgadas de
los principios ontológicos locales.
Palabras claves: Area Istmo-Colombiana, principios ontologicas, Amazonia, Mesoamerica

Introduction
The search for principles of Isthmo-Colombian ontologies, to which this paper contributes, is inspired by the broader anthropological debates on Amerindian
ontologies and multinaturalism (Descola 2013; Viveiros de Castro 1998) and a certain gap in socio-anthropological research on the Isthmo-Colombian area. Since
Clark Wissler’s (1922: 229–231) and Paul Kirchhoff ’s (1943) proposal of a “Chibcha Area” and Julian Steward’s studies on the “Circum-Caribbean Area” (Steward
1948; Steward and Faron 1959), anthropology has failed to offer a new comparative
understanding of the region. The search for a comparative view on the region has
rather been led either by archaeology – for example, by the archeological studies of
Haberland (1957) and Willey (1971) on the “intermediate Area”, by John Hoopes
and Oscar Fonseca on the “Isthmo-Colombian Area” (2003) or Broekhoven, Geurds
and Hofman’s research on the “Greater Caribbean Area” (Geurds and van Broekhoven 2010; Hofman et al. 2010) - or the linguistic studies of Adolfo Constenla
Umaña (1991, 2012).
In Julian Steward’s cultural-ecological understanding, the so-called “Circum-Caribbean Zone” was defined most importantly by the existence of chiefdoms.
After these chiefdoms1 had disappeared, the contemporary, transformed, and numerically reduced groups resembled the cultures of the Amazonian Tropical Forest
Area. For this reason, since the 1950s the theoretical framework for their study was
- at least in the region’s lowlands – provided by Amazonian anthropology.
Even if aspects of social differentiation and complexity have disappeared
over the last 500 years and contemporary local economies seem to resemble those
of the Tropical Forest Culture, a closer inspection brings economic as well as sociocosmological or ontological differences to the fore. In economic terms the region
was characterized by elaborate trade and what is more, by the existence of markets
(Kurella 1993, 1998), irrigation systems. and intensive cultivation on raised fields.
Some regions like the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta (Kogi, Ika, Wiwa) even today
are characterized, as has been described for the Andes (Murra 1972), by the vertical
control of various ecological levels and by the systematic exchange of products from
such levels among different groups, like in the Sierra Nevada del Cocuy among the
1 For more contemporary reflections on chiefdoms of the area see, for example, Drennan and Uribe
1987; Helms 1980, 1992; Keegan and MacLachlan 1989; Drennan 1995; Redmond 1998; Langebaek
2005; Oyuela-Caycedo 2008.
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U’wa (Falchetti 2001; Osborn 2009). Basic agricultural techniques included putrefaction, incineration, and fallowing (Niño Vargas 2018, 2020b).
In socio-cosmological terms, I argue, there are some striking differences from
the ideal-typical Amazonian animism or multinaturalism, as defined by Viveiros
de Castro (1998) or Philippe Descola (2013). Thus, the region has the potential to
make an important contribution to the debate about the plurality of Lowland South
American ontological schemata, establishing links to Mesoamerican and Andean
schemata, and providing empirical evidence for cosmological schemata that go
beyond unified theories of Amazonian sociality (Viveiros de Castro 2001). In the
South American lowlands such alternatives have been discussed in different terms
for Arawak-speaking groups (Hill and Santos-Granero 2002), the Northwest Amazon and the Upper Xingú, or Carib-speaking groups (Halbmayer 2012, 2010), while
the discussion has been lacking reflections on the northwestern part of the continent and Lower Central America so far.
The principles I will present have emerged from a series of conferences and
discussions with fellow anthropologists working ethnographically in the area between Mesoamerica, the Andes, and the Amazon. Mònica Martínez Mauri of the
University of Barcelona, with whom I organized several workshops on the topic2,
deserves special mention, as well as Juan Camilo Niño Vargas of the Universidad de
los Andes in Bogotá, with whom I discussed the principles of Chibchan ontologies
intensively on various occasions. Results have been published in the book Amerindian Socio-Cosmologies between the Andes, Amazonia and Mesoamerica: Toward an
Anthropological Understanding of the Isthmo-Colombian Area (Halbmayer 2020a),
which presents the outcomes of a conference organized in Lyon in 20173 and a special issue of the Colombian Journal Tabula Rasa that deals specifically with modes
of relations in the area (Martínez Mauri und Halbmayer 2020). The current paper
builds upon and adds to these insights.
2 Among others: the workshop “Between the Andes, Amazonia and Mesoamerica: Cultures and Ontologies of the Intermediate Zone” at the 6th Meeting of German-speaking researchers on South
America, Mesoamerica and the Caribbean (Bonn, 2013), the symposium “Cultures and Ontologies
of the Intermediate Zone: between the Andes, Amazonia and Mesoamerica” at the 55th International Congress of Americanists in San Salvador (2015) and the panel on “Gifts, Exchanges and
Other Modes of Relations among the Contemporary Indigenous Societies of the Isthmo-Colombian Area” at the 56th International Congress of Americanists in Salamanca (2018).
3 The book is the outcome of a Senior Fellowship of the European Institutes for Advanced Study (EURIAS), a program of the European Commission’s Marie Skłodowska-Curie Actions. The fellowship
allowed me to stay at the Collegium de Lyon and work on the project “Amerindian Socio-Cosmologies in North-Western South America: Toward an integrated Analysis across Chibcha, Carib,
and Arawakan Language Families” during the academic year of 2015/16. With the support of the
Collegium de Lyon – Institute for Advanced Studies; the French Network of Institutes for Advanced Studies (RFIEA); the Laboratoire Dynamics of Language (DDL) – CNRS-Université Lumière
Lyon 2; and the Department of Cultural and Social Anthropology, Marburg University, I was able
to organize the workshop “Socio-Cosmologies in the Isthmo–Colombian Area: Toward an Understanding of Relationships among Chibchan and Neighboring Cultures and Languages”, which took
place in Lyon from 25 to 27 January 2017.
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I will summarize some basic principles in terms of which local socio-cosmologies differ from the great ontological schemes – like animism, analogism, or
totemism - proposed in the literature (Descola 2013). These principles serve to establish a dynamic and flexible characterization of the Isthmo-Colombian region in
terms of Wittgenstein’s family resemblances or Rodney Needham’s polythetic classification (Needham 1975; Osborn 1988). The identified elements are characteristic
of the region, but not all of them are necessarily present in each specific case. And
the single principles are not necessarily exclusive to the Isthmo-Colombian area.
Several of them are likely to exist also elsewhere, for example in Mesoamerica, the
Andes, or Amazonia in different configurations and along with other principles. In
attempting to offer a more elaborated ontological conceptualization of the Maya
world, which is the theme of this special issue, my paper calls for a cautious and
empirically grounded import of ontological logics like multinaturalism or animism
to Mesoamerica or the Andes. While there may be aspects of socio-cosmological
logics that are governed by human-animal relations and notions of perspectivism,
I doubt that such logics are at the core of the socio-cosmological principles of Mesoamerican or Andean ontologies. Regional specialists must likewise investigate how
analogism, as proposed by Descola, will provide a fruitful theoretical framework of
Mayan ontology.
My reflection on Isthmo-Colombian ontologies started from two general
principles that made the divergence to Amazonian ontologies - based on my own
empirical research among the Yukpa - first visible to me. The Yukpa are a Caribspeaking outpost, living in the neighborhood of different Chibcha-speaking groups
(Kogi, Ika, Wiwa, Ette, Barí) and the Arawak-speaking Wayuu in the VenezuelanColombian border region. While the Yukpa show typical aspects of Carib-speaking
groups, they also interacted with and adopted various characteristics from their
Chibchan neighbors. When I tried to apply the animic schemes of identification, it
became apparent that the metamorphosis of humans into animals is largely absent
and avoided and, if it occurs at all, irreversible. Moreover, there is a continuously
reinforced relationship with the dead among the Yukpa that is of outstanding importance (Halbmayer 2013, 2019). The above-mentioned two principles go hand
in hand with a third one, namely, that humans and animals have not only different
physicalities but also different interiorities and selves.

The avoidance of metamorphosis into animals
Metamorphosis of humans into animals, which is at the core of Amazonian
shamanism and the basis of communication between different human and more
than human collectivities, is avoided and, if it occurs, irreversible. Such transgressions of the boundaries between species are mentioned in myths, but hardly form
part of contemporary practices. Local myths, in fact, remind people that such trans-
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gression must be avoided. When metamorphosis occurs, it is the outcome of unethical or norm-transgressing behavior (Velásquez Runk et al. 2019) and likely to
produce dangerous monstrosity (Halbmayer 2019). It is understood as an irreversible dehumanizing process that ends in disaster (Niño Vargas 2020a). Rather than
humans or shamans turning into animals, animals or spirits may appear in human
shape to establish contact with humans (Goletz 2020).

Animals as sub-humans
Human and animals have not just different physicalities but also different
interiorities and selves. Animals are commonly seen as personalized but gradually
different entities that are potentially able to enter into dialogue and relation with
humans, but rarely do so. Animal interiorities are simpler and lack aspects that are
constitutional for humans (Martínez Mauri 2019; Niño Vargas 2020a; Velásquez
Runk et al. 2019). They are human-like but not identical to humans as they are
composed not only of different bodies and substances but also of distinct spiritual
aspects. In short, the classical Amazonian multinaturalism along with the spiritual
unity and corporal diversity of animism apparently assumes a different character
among the groups of the Isthmo–Colombian Area. Animals are lacking the completeness of humans; they were human-like in the mythical past, but are no longer
today. This establishes a hierarchy and places animals in a secondary, potentially
subhuman position (Niño Vargas 2020a). While human-animal relations may still
be important in the context of hunting, for example, it is the relations with deified
ancestor-like beings that take center stage in local cosmologies.

Complex relations with the dead
There is also a special relationship with the dead, sometimes performed in
elaborate death rituals and secondary burials (on the Yukpa, see Halbmayer 2013,
2019; on the Wayuu, Perrin 1987; on the Bribri, Bozzoli 1979, Cervantes Gamboa
1990), which contrasts with the paucity of death rituals and the practice of disremembering the dead described for the Amazon (Taylor 1993, see also Chaumeil
2007). In the Isthmo-Colombian area, the dead do not turn into animals, they return to their relatives’ villages/houses in the land of the dead4 and must be buried in
the earth or in the cemeteries of their families, villages, or clans (Halbmayer 2020d).
Thus, we have species-specific cycles and the avoidance of being transformed or
eaten by predatory animals on the way to the land of the dead. The arrival in the
4 Which is – in contrast to other parts of Amazonia – also the case in Northwest Amazonia were a
“vertical transmission of identities” occurs and there “is an ideal of keeping each system closed, even
at the level of exogamic clans: human souls should return to their ancestors’ “houses” and be reborn as
the same kind of person” (Fausto 2007: 501).
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land of the dead hinges on the life lived and may involve a prolonged period of suffering due to misconduct committed during lifetime and on the ritual support by
the living. The dead can be benevolent but also dangerous, if such a transfer cannot
take place (Losonczy 2020) or relatives do not provide the necessary support. On
the dead persons’s journey, an elaborate moral evaluation of their lives takes place,
which may delay their arrival in the land of the dead considerably (Halbmayer, under review). All in all, the cycles of transformation between the living and the dead
establish “a highly anthropocentric view of the world” (Perrin 1987: 109).

The materialization of thought and substances’ spirits
A next set of principles leads from the observation that human and animals
have not only different physicalities but also different interiorities to the observation
that a clear separation either between substance and spirit or between physicality
and interiority is often missing. Substances may entail spirits and forms of vitality,
thoughts may be collected and materialized. Interiorities may thus become materialized, detachable, and transferable and the transmissions of substances may entail
the transmission of abilities and knowledge. Animal or plant substances that are
inserted into the body of a newborn through the navel change a person’s abilities
and skills, and an offering of food may either establish relations with the mythical ancestors (Arenas Gómez 2020a) or induce changes in the person. Detachable,
transferable, and incorporable elements thus induce gradual changes in the individual’s knowledge and abilities. These practices are obviously part of a larger logic
concerning the fabrication of the person that is expressed in terms of the incorporation of substances, plants, or body decorations. Of equal importance is the fact that
specific substances must not be incorporated but avoided (Martínez Mauri 2019).

Graduated personhood
Due to the low relevance attached to the physicality/interiority distinction,
however, the Amazonian emphasis on the fabrication of the body as a cosmological differentiator appears to shift toward the fabrication of the person through the
simultaneous elaboration of body and spirit. The overarching ontological principle
seems to be based – not unlike Århem’s argument for Southeast Asia – on the logic
of “different degrees of spirit/potency, different bodies” that leads to “classes of people [who] are essentially different - different in spirit and therefore different in body”
(Århem 2016: 18).
Thus, there are graduated forms of personhood with unequal degrees of
similarity in terms of spirit/potency/capacity/bodies. Differences exists between
various human and non-human entities of distinct physicalities and interiorities.
They may be established through rituals that fabricate more elaborate and capable
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humans by selectively incorporating aspects of the Other, by acquiring elaborate ritualized and often verbalized and musicalized knowledge and/or by connecting the
individual to the original entities of creation. Such rituals may entail the so called
ombligado among the Waunaan (Velásquez Runk et al. 2019) and Emberá (Losonczy 1986, 1987), Bribri (Bozzoli Vargas 1979: 139-140), baptism among the Iku
(Arenas Gómez 2020a), the children’s dance among the Yukpa (Halbmayer 2020b),
priestly initiation among the Kogi (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1976), or the transmission of
knowledge through contacts with non-human beings that appear in human shape
among the Yukpa (Goletz 2020).
Graduated forms of difference may also encompass people of different clans
and their forms of being. Hierarchically ranked clans (Halbmayer 2020d) can be
observed among the Bribri, Cabecar, Iku, Kogi, Wiwa, and Wayuu. Clan members
may have exclusive rights to specific knowledge, specific duties, and ritual obligations, and may differ substantially in terms of wealth (for the Wayuu, see Mancuso
2020).

Toward homological forms of identification
However, the notion of “classes of people [who] are essentially different - different in spirit and therefore different in body” (Århem 2016: 18) relates to totemic
rather than analogic logics that involve chains of graduated difference of interiority
and physicality. From the very beginning, totemism establishes hybrid collectivities
that are divided into various totems, each of them consisting of specific and different kind of beings such as humans, animals, or plants. In terms of continuity and the
importance of substance, a (seemingly) totemic mode of identification can be found
especially among those groups organized in clans like the Bribri, the Cabecar, the
groups of the Sierra Nevada, the U’wa, and the Wayuu.
Among the groups of the Sierra Nevada the prevalent notion is even the
explicit idea of the creation of the universe from a single original being. This being is conceptualized as the great mother and identified with the sea and darkness;
it existed only in aluna (thought) when the world was still non-existent. Everything originated from this original mother as the only existing entity. Consequently,
myths provide a detailed description of the process of the materialization of thought
in terms of gestation and a theogenesis of the great mothers’ sons, daughters, and
grandchildren, of today’s spiritual fathers and mothers, their different qualities, and
their association with places, the cardinal directions, and human clans.
Beside well-described analogistic features with regard to the temple (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1975), the universe, the human body, the mountains (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1990), the loom and the universe (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1978), or the spindle
and the cosmological layers, an all-integrative identity of physicality and interiority exists. Everything emerged from the original mother, their children and chil-
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dren’s children, the different clans, to the contemporary humans that are involved
in a process of continuing differentiation associated with genealogical distance. The
identification with the ancestral parents, by contrast, is assumed as given and permanently recreated. I have called an ontology integrated in this way homological.
While “analogical pairs are necessarily ontologically discontinuous, […] homological
pairs are predicated on ontological continuity” (Matthews 2017: 277-278). ‘Homology’ refers, by contrast to analogy integrated only by similarity, “to characteristics
derived from a common phylogenetic origin” (2017: 278).

Humans as plants or seeds
Humans are generally conceptualized as plants or as having emerged from
plants (Kaviany 2020; Niño Vargas 2020a). Humans are often sown as seeds or harvested by gods (on the Bocota, see Peña 1994; on the Bribri, Bozzoli 1979: 167, Kaviany, 2020; on the Ette, Niño Vargas 2008, S. 120; on the Kogi, Reichel-Dolmatoff
1985 [1950–1951]; on the U’wa, Falchetti 2001: 115, 135, 138; Osborn 2009). The
god Sabasewa, for example, harvested the first Barí from a pineapple (Castillo 1989:
325-326), the Ngobe sprouted as vegetables (Niño Vargas 2020a: 50, Séptimo und
Luz 1986), and the Bribri god Sibö planted humans, or rather the first six human
clans, as maize kernels (ditsö). They are today’s most important clans and represent
the central house post of the Bribri ritual house and universe. The closeness of these
clans to the creator establishes a hierarchy where they rank above the other clans.
As Niño Vargas argues, among the Chibcha “humanizing movements are thought
of as vegetal germination, while dehumanizing movements are understood as animal
metamorphoses” (2020a: 55).
However, there may be humans of a different, non-vegetal origin. This seems
to be the case with regard to former humanities that still inhabit Chibchan cosmologies of worlds that failed due to cataclysms that were mostly caused by moral misconduct. They are associated with beasts in the contemporary world. Extremely powerful
and transformative beings, like the priestly usekar among the Bribri, did not emerge
from the maize kernels Sibö planted but had existed already before. They are considered jaguar people (Bozzoli Vargas 1979: 48) and turn into jaguars after death.

Cultivating the world and hierarchical symbiosis with ancestor-like beings
The world, the universe, and vegetal germination are generally thought
about in agricultural terms (Niño Vargas 2020a, 2020b). Agriculture rather than
hunting serves as the dominant relational logic that establishes what Niño Vargas
and myself have called a hierarchical symbiosis between the one who cultivates and
those that are cultivated (Halbmayer 2020c; Niño Vargas, under review). Such a relationship implies central dimensions of agricultural care and includes aspects of
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protection (Descola 2013; Kaviany 2020; Martínez Mauri 2020a), subjection (Martínez Mauri 2020a; Niño Vargas, 2020a), and nourishing/fertilizing the cultivator or
the spiritual ancestors (Arenas Gómez 2020a; Kaviany 2020). These relations “operate between terms set in a hierarchy” (Descola 2013: 321) and therefore differ from
relations of exchange, gift, and predation that take place between subjects of equal
status. In the case of Chibchan groups this hierarchical relation secures cosmological reproduction, and the one who is cared for and protected reciprocates by caring,
feeding, and fertilizing those who have provided care. The relationship operates on
various levels - between gods and humans, between priests and common people,
between the one who cultivates his field and the plants he cares for. By feeding and
caring for others, vital relationships are nurtured. A good example of such practices can be found among the Gunas of Panama, who feed the spirit helpers that
are manifested themselves in wooden statuettes called nuchugana (Martínez Mauri
2020a, 2020b)5 and live with them by smoking them with cocoa and bathing them
with aromatic plants, so the spirits care for them. Thus a mutual dependence is
established as each entity provides services for the other, which results in a form of
identification.
The central relationship thus does not concern a logic of prey and predator
but is an asymmetrical relation between “the ancestral parents (…) and their offspring
(the I’ku people)” (Arenas Gómez 2020a: 198) and thus a consanguine relation. In
the so-called pagamentos, the mamo of the Kogi and Ik’u materialize thoughts and
feed the spiritual mothers and fathers. The people deposit their thoughts in the material they offer as food. Nourishment is a primary spiritual force that manifests itself
in different forms: food, information, music, bodily substances, communication, or
thought. Sacred sites are conscious entities, “mothers and fathers” that sustain the
world, but also “think”. They “eat” Kogi payments/confessions, but they also “listen”
and understand what is said/found to them. At the same time, the obligatory exchange
expresses an ecological relationship (Arenas Gómez 2020a, 2020b; Parra Witte 2020).
In this way, a hierarchical relation of mutual dependence, a hierarchical mutualism is
established. Gods plant humans as seeds and care for them while vice versa humans
feed or fertilize the gods to be protected. Although the relationship is hierarchical and
asymmetrical, it does not cause differentiation and conflict, but creates identification
and relies on establishing an ontological continuity.
Such continuity and interaction are not enabled by metamorphosis but rely
on the creation of ontological similarity (Goletz 2020) between ontologically different entities. They rely either on a synchronization of distinct timescapes (Halbmayer 2013, forthcoming) or on ritual co-activity (Pitrou 2016, Goletz, forthcoming)
that allows for the transmission of knowledge, substances, and capacities and serves
as a functional equivalent to the Amazonian metamorphosis. Among the Kogi, for
5 For an interpretation of the Kuna nuchu that is inspired by Amazonian anthropology, see Fortis
2012.
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example, the relationship with natural phenomena is guided by yuluka (“estar de
acuerdo,” to agree), by maintaining harmony with and becoming part of the phenomenon or one of its aspects and assuming its characteristics. This “’agreement‘
implies the identification of the individual with the personification (of the great and
omnipresent Mother, the Masters or owners, the rain, illnesses, etc.) and its simultaneous neutralization” (Reichel-Dolmatoff 1985: 95).
It has become increasingly clear to me – and may seem obvious to specialists working further north – that such kinds of relations figure prominently in Mesoamerica. They are, for example, present in the identification of maize and humans
among the Maya. As Christenson notes,
The creator gods seek to form beings who would be able to take care of them as
a parent would supply the needs of his or her children. This reciprocity is fundamental to Maya thought – humans could not exist without the gods nourishing and
sustaining them with food, light, and water. At the same time, however, the gods
require nourishment as well in the form of prayers, offerings, and properly timed
rituals of rebirth. The goal of creation was to create ‘true people’ who would act as
mediators. Through ritual prayers and ceremonies, the gods would be ’sustained,’
literally recreated and reborn as they are venerated by humankind. (Christenson
2017: 97)

Among the Maya, the identification of humans with the creator gods is apparently so strong that “the Maya do not worship separable ancestors. They recognize
the presence of the ancestors within them. It is part of their blood and their flesh, renewed
at each meal by the same maize used to create the first “true people” at the beginning of
time. As long as they are alive the ancestors are alive and present”, as Christenson notes.
“For a Maya to remember a deity or ancestor is to bring him or her forth from his own
blood” (2017: 110-111).To the best of my knowledge, no such strong forms of identification are documented for the Isthmo-Colombian area. Deified beings are ancestors
with whom humans share physicality and interiority, but they remain distinct beings
with whom contact must be established and maintained and who must be nourished.
Among contemporary Chibchan-speaking groups humans tend to feed spiritual beings with their own substances (Arenas Gómez 2020a) or the products of their crops.
Following such logic, nourishment of ancestor-like deified beings who brought humanity into being does not rely on affinity, exo-cannibalism, or the de-subjectivation
of meat. Rather, one cares for and nourishes one’s own spiritual parents who, in turn,
conceptualize their children as seeds.

Multiple alterities and forms of feeding
In the Isthmo-Colombian area there is not one single vector of alterity based
on symbolic affinity. Alterity includes not only relations to Gods, deities, or spiritual
parents, conceived in paternal or maternal terms and as generally benevolent and
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protective beings who figure prominently in cosmologies. Alterity is not a single
position of symbolic affinity and the ideal-typical other is not the theriomorph,
symbolic affine. In the anthropocentric cosmologies of the Isthmo-Colombian area
alterity becomes differentiated and multiplied, with a dominant benevolent relation
to ancestor-like deified beings and relations of a different kind to the dead, or specific spirits, animals, or former humanities. The logic of nourishment and feeding
may extend beyond the original deified beings to beings who are potentially predatory and dangerous. Nourishment thus becomes a strategy of subjecting and taming
the other and keeping the other in a hierarchically subordinate position. The nourishment of potentially dangerous entities that have a symbolic affinal relationship is
a way of avoiding predation - and in my understanding, not just a gift but a way of
domesticating the spiritual others. Among the Pumé, the women feed the predatory
beings with their “bad” (menstrual) blood to keep the cosmos in balance. Through
the gift of their blood, the women strive simultaneously to integrate the predatory
beings (Orobitg 2020) and to keep them at a distance. Such a domesticating nourishment is, in my opinion, a relation quite different from predatory familiarization
(Fausto 1999). In many Isthmo-Colombian societies it is necessary to nourish nonhuman beings in order to sustain a vital balance in the relations with other beings
in the cosmos. It is therefore not a relationship of mutual predation and incorporation but one of mediation where aspects that assume the position of nourishment
or vitalizing force (be they body substances, songs, agricultural products, hunted
meet, or stone powder) are offered to a third party. This logic also encompasses the
capture of enemies in order to provide nourishment for the gods among the Aztecs
(Köhler 2001; Christenson 2017; Maffie 2019). Maffie, for example, summarizes his
findings concerning the Aztecs as follows:
The Mexica see feeding and nurturing as ways of respecting, worshipping, loving,
and honoring other beings (creator or otherwise). Such nourishment consists of
well-spoken words (what we call ‘prayer’), song, dance, music, ceremony, incense, foodstuffs (…), and human or animal blood. The creator beings gift life to
(…) humans so that humans will cool, refresh, and rebalance them by nurturing,
nourishing, and feeding them in return. (…) Humans (…) are wholly dependent
upon creator beings, creator beings themselves are subsequent to creation wholly
dependent upon human beings. The continuing existence of creator beings depends essentially upon human nourishing, nurturing, and care. (2019: 62)

From shamanic metamorphosis to priestly synchronization and similarization
Within such a relational logic it is the responsibility of those who are cared
for to reciprocate and nourish the father- or mother-like deified figures. It is, in other words, the responsibility of humans to sustain the relationship. Often a specialized priest-like group of people, like the mama among the Kogi or the usekar among
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the Bribri, is in charge of collective and individual rituals to maintain and secure the
order of the world. Horizontal Amazonian shamanism with its logic of metamorphosis gives way to vertical forms of shamanism and priesthood. Where shamanism
exists in the Isthmo-Colombian area, it therefore tends to be non-metamorphic but
mediated by spirits that are controlled and nurtured by the shaman.
The above-mentioned hierarchy between humans and non-humans influences the mode of relationship: it favors offerings and sacrifice over predation, and
rather than hunting and metamorphosis, offerings and sacrifices nourish the spiritual beings and establish relations with them. It is a logic that resembles an agricultural rather than a hunting way of appropriation. Following such a logic, perspectivism, when present, also assumes a specific form. It is either selective – as among
the Yukpa where perspectivism mainly affects the relation to the collectivity of the
long-time dead but not to animals - or perspectivism assumes a specific hierarchical
form as identified by Niño Vargas. He states,
Subjection presupposes a positional logic from which a singular perspectivism
emerges. The dominant or subordinate position of one entity with respect to another is expressed through the ¿gures of the “cultivator” and the “corn”. Humans
clearly illustrate the game: although they are “cultivators” from their own perspective, they are “corn” from the perspective of the gods.
The gods see them, not as people, but as grains, while they see the gods, not as
equals, but as superior people. Both views establish a hierarchy, although the former emphasizes difference and the latter similarity. Predatory relationships only
appear when turning to the alien. Humans see the jungle divinities as hunters and
the maize they cultivate as prey. (Niño Vargas, under review)

In that way hierarchical symbiosis encourages the establishment of asymmetrical links that integrate dominant and dominated entities. At the same time,
numerous strategies are mobilized to create ontological similarity (Goletz 2020)
between different entities (like gods or spirits and humans), synchronicity of different temporal spaces (Halbmayer 2013), ritual co-activity (Pitrou 2016), or by the
mentioned agreement yuluka that all allow the transmission of both knowledge and
capacities by stressing synchronicity and similarity without relying on the Amazonian metamorphosis.
Viveiros de Castro offers valuable description of such priest-like vertical
shamans. They “comprise master-singers and ceremonial specialists, peaceful guardians of an esoteric knowledge indispensable for the reproduction and internal relations of the group (birth, initiation, naming, funerals, etc.)” (2014: 154). While the
“archetypal Other of the horizontal shaman is theriomorphic, the Other of vertical
shamanism tends to assume the anthropomorphic traits of the ancestor. […] Vertical
shamanism can therefore be linked to the separation of the dead and the animals in
two distinct positions of otherness” (2014: 155). Relationships with deified beings
and the dead become more important than those with animal spirits. The long-dead
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may even mediate between the living and the spirits as described for the Barí and
Wayuu (Halbmayer 2019).

Morality and cosmological temporality
Such a relational logic implies a specific morality and responsibility toward
the dominant entities. Failure to reciprocate causes cosmological consequences and
establishes a specific temporality expressed in cataclysms and deteriorating cosmological structures from an origin that is “associated with divinities” to a future that is
“an impoverished reflection of present conditions” and related to “the realm of beasts”
(Niño Vargas 2020a: 53). Thus temporality is neither an eternal cyclical return nor
a flattened or bi-linear multiple time of distinct collectives that converge at specific
events such as the hunt (Stolze Lima 1999), but a degenerative process associated with
“the fear that humanity will disappear as a result of cataclysms” (Niño Vargas 2020a:
53). Such transfer is embedded in a more general temporal movement from an origin
“associated with divinities” to a future that is “an impoverished reflection of present
conditions” and “related to the realm of the beasts” (2020a: 53).
Chibchan cosmologies tell of a succession of old aborted humanities; the
present cosmos is the result of a series of degrading cataclysms. We thus often find
– like in Mesoamerica - the idea of several creations of mankind that came to an
end due to humans’ moral misconduct. Former or failed humanities may belong to
a broad category of beasts, including animals. Such an understanding leads to specific
forms of cosmological temporalities, much deeper than in Amazonia and in animism
in general, where “time is crushed, flattened, without relief or depth. The mythical events
that gave birth to the current state of the world took place a few generations ago at
the most and the protagonists are still present. (…) In short, it is a temporality of the
instantaneous, unscathed by the weight of history and the memorialization of ancestors” (Descola 2011: 88-89). In contrast to either Mesoamerica or the Andes, however,
Isthmo-Colombian cosmological temporalities lack the recurrent cyclical dimension
of great changes that are represented even in calendrical time. We see a time marked
by deterioration with increasing distance from the original creators and their moral
order, a degradation whose prevention is the obligation of humans and part of human
ritual activity, especially through priest-like individuals who reestablish the contact,
nourish and vitalize the primordial beings.

Conclusion
All in all, there seems to be a set of principles at work that characterize an
Isthmo-Colombian package. The principles include:
1. the avoidance and irreversibility of metamorphosis of humans into animals;
2. animals tend to assume a sub-human position;
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3. species-specific cycles of transformation of the dead who do not transform into
animals but join the villages of their deceased relatives;
4. There is no clear separation between substance and spirit or between physicality and interiority. Substances may contain specific forms of spirituality and
thoughts may become materialized. This allows for the detachable and transferable transmission of substances, abilities, and knowledge between beings of
different kinds.
5. Humans and animals, as well as different graduated forms of human personhood, differ in terms of their physicality and different interiorities and selves;
6. In some areas, like the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, homological forms of
identification exist.
7. Humans are conceived by the gods as seeds and crops/plants.
8. The principle of hierarchical symbiosis based on a logic of cultivation, agricultural care, and nourishment is of central importance for relations between
humans and gods/deified beings/spiritual persons. Instead of a theriomorphic
metamorphic horizontal shamanism, priestly hierarchical and harmonizing relations with ancestor-like deified beings are at the center of vertical cosmological relations.
9. Besides the ancestor-like deified beings, relations with other entities exist, which
lead to multiple forms of alterity and feeding.
10. Shamanic horizontal metamorphosis into theriomorph others gives way to
priestly vertical processes of synchronization and similarization.
11. For the area a specific cosmological temporality seems characteristic marked by
the risk of gradual cosmological deterioration that may lead to cataclysms. Th is
temporality is associated with notions of morality and the need to reconnect
with the beings of origin or darkness in order to revitalize the world and avoid
or slow down dehumanizing transformations. Such a temporality transcends
the flat or bilinear Amazonian time as well as the cyclical or even calendrical
great transformations of Mesoamerican and Andean ontologies.
While since the 1950s the theoretical framework for the study of contemporary Isthmo-Colombian cultures was - at least with regard to the region’s lowlands
– provided by Amazonian anthropology, there are, as I have tried to show, significant differences of ontological principles that may not be reduced to the schemes of
venatic animism or analogism. It is therefore safe to assume that, while the empirically grounded debate of ontological principles from other areas, in our case from
Amazonia, may produce creative theoretical proposals, an uncritical import of such
ontological schemes is highly suspect of creating selective misreadings and biased
interpretations. For the Isthmo-Colombian Area, efforts have been made in recent
years to correct such misinterpretations and identify ontological principles at work
in the area. When introducing the ontological turn to Maya anthropology and archeology, which is the aim of this special issue, it seems important to rethink local
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principles in ontological terms and avoid the imposition of theoretically attractive,
but only partially fitting ontological schemata, as such a procedure might produce
systematically selective misinterpretations of local ontological principles.
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„Straightaway Their Vision Came to Them”:
Maya Ancestral Vision and Blood Memory
Allen J. Christenson

Abstract:
According to the Popol Vuh, a Maya text compiled soon after the Spanish Conquest in the sixteenth
century, the first men created by the gods had the gift of extraordinary vision whereby they could see all
things: “Perfect was their sight, and perfect was their knowledge of everything beneath the sky. If they
gazed about them, turning their faces around, they beheld that which was in the sky and that which was
upon the earth. Instantly, they were able to behold everything. They didn’t have to walk to see all that
existed beneath the sky. They merely saw it from wherever they were. Thus, their knowledge became full.
Their vision passed beyond the trees and rocks, beyond the lakes and the seas, beyond the mountains and
the valleys” (Christenson 2007: 197). Although the creator gods eventually clouded this vision so that
men could only see those things which were “nearby,” the progenitors of the Maya and their descendents
nevertheless bore within their blood the potential for divine sight, bestowed upon them by their creators.
Present-day Maya traditionalist priests in the highlands of Guatemala believe that their divine ancestors,
who set the pattern for contemporary rituals, continue to operate through them as conduits at appropriate times and under appropriate circumstances. It is their sacred ancestral vision that allows indigenous
priests to “see” beyond the limits of time and distance as the first men once did as they conduct divination
ceremonies connected with the ancient Maya calendar.
Keywords: K’iche’, Highland Maya, vision
Resumen:
“LES LLEGÓ LA VISIÓN DE REPENTE”: LOS HOMBRES DEL MAÍZ MAYAS Y LA MEMORIA DE
LA SANGRE ANCESTRAL
De acuerdo con el Popol Vuh, un texto maya recopilado poco después de la conquista española en el siglo
XVI, los primeros hombres creados por los dioses tenían el don de una vista extraordinaria mediante la
cual podían ver todas las cosas. “Fueron dotados de inteligencia; vieron y al punto se elevó su vista, su
mirada lo abrazó todo, alcanzaron a conocer todo lo que hay en el mundo. Cuando miraban, al instante
veían lo que estaba a su alrededor y contemplaban en torno a ellos la bóveda del cielo y la superficie de
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la tierra. Las cosas ocultas y distantes las veían todas a su voluntad, sin tener primero que moverse; en
seguida dirigían la vista al mundo y veían igualmente todo lo que contiene. Grande era su sabiduría;
su conocimiento abarcaba los árboles, las rocas, los lagos, los mares, las montañas y los valles” (Popol
Vuh 2008: 128). Aunque los dioses creadores finalmente velaron esta visión para que los hombres solo
pudieran verlo que estaba cerca, los progenitores de los mayas y sus descendientes, sin embargo, llevaban
en su sangre el potencial de la visión divina, otorgado por sus creadores. En la actualidad, los sacerdotes
tradicionalistas mayas de los Altos de Guatemala creen que sus ancestros divinos, quienes establecieron el
modelo para los rituales contemporáneos, continúan actuando a través de ellos mismos en los momentos
y las circunstancias apropiadas. Es esta perspectiva ancestral sacralizada la que permite a los sacerdotes
indígenas “ver” más allá de los límites del tiempo y la distancia como lo hicieron los primeros hombres
mientras realizaban ceremonias adivinatorias relacionadas con el antiguo calendario maya.
Palabras claves: K’iche’, mayas de altiplano, visión

According to the Popol Vuh, a K’iche’-Maya text compiled in the highlands
of Guatemala in the mid-sixteenth century, the first men created by the gods had the
gift of extraordinary vision whereby they could see all things:
Perfect was their sight, and perfect was their knowledge of everything beneath the
sky. If they gazed about them, turning their faces around, they beheld that which
was in the sky and that which was upon the earth. Instantly, they were able to behold everything. They didn’t have to walk to see all that existed beneath the sky.
They merely saw it from wherever they were. Thus their knowledge became full.
Their vision passed beyond the trees and rocks, beyond the lakes and the seas,
beyond the mountains and the valleys (Christenson 2007: 197-198).

A slightly older K’iche’ document, the Title of Totonicapán, describes the
first highland Maya ancestors as people of great vision and power:
Then the enchanted people contemplated their journey. From far away they arrived
in their obscurity in the sky and on the land. There are none to equal them. They
saw everything beneath the sky. They were great sages (Title of Totonicapán; Folio
8 recto, lines 1-4; translation by author).

Although the creator gods eventually clouded this miraculous vision so
that people could see only those things that were “nearby” (Christenson 2007: 201),
the ancestors of the Maya and their descendants nevertheless believe that they bear
within their blood the potential for divine sight. Today, Maya ritual specialists who
carry out traditional ceremonies are called ajq’ijab’ in the K’iche’ language, which
means “they of the sun, or day.” I will use the highland Maya term ajq’ijab’ throughout this paper rather than daykeepers, shamans, or priests which are sometimes
used in English. None accurately convey the meaning of the term and can be misleading. Maya ajq’ijab’ believe that their sacred ancestors, who set the pattern for
contemporary rituals, continue to live in their blood and can be awakened at appropriate times and under appropriate circumstances. It is this sacred ancestral vision
that allows the ajq’ijab’ to “see” beyond the limits of time and distance as the first
people once did (Figure 1). Evon Vogt wrote that the Tzotzil-Maya of Zinacantán
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Figure 1. Ceremonial procession, Santiago Atitlan (A. Christenson)

Figure 2. Cosmogram, Lake Chuwi’kab’al (A. Christenson)
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Figure 3. Ajq’ij bundle (wrapped) (A. Christenson)

Figure 4. Ajq’ij bundle (unwrapped) (A. Christenson)
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believe that anciently their people could see
inside sacred mountains where the ancestors
live. The very word Tzotzil is in part derived
from the root -il (“to see”), implying not only
vision, but insight or sacred knowledge. Thus
the Tzotzil term h’ilol means “seer,” in the sense
of one who can “see” things on a supernatural
level (Vogt 1993:205).
Among the Maya, there is no institution or bureaucracy religion to sanction the
qualification of a person to become an ajq’ij.
Every Maya man and woman potentially has
this ability because it is inherent in their blood.
Ajq’ijab’ are chosen by the ancestors to serve as
mediators between this world and that of the
spirit not because they are qualitatively different
from anyone else, but because they are called by
the spirit world to do so as a service to the community. Once called, generally through dreams Figure 5. Rilaj Mam, Santiago Atitlan
(A. Christenson)
or the discovery of a sign interpreted as an invitation from the ancestors to serve, the prospective ajq’ij often enters a period of apprenticeship. The approach that experienced ajq’ijab’ take in training their apprentices is to
teach how to interpret signs and spirit communication, often described as lightning in
the blood, that they had always received since young childhood but had not the experience to understand properly. Ruth Bunzel wrote in the 1950s that ajq’ijab’ have no
special relationship with divinity, and their prayers, though perhaps more eloquent, are
no more powerful than those that are voiced by any Maya person (Bunzel 1952:299).
This is because every Maya has the blood of his or her ancestors and traditionalist
Maya believe that blood carries the soul and knowledge of those ancestors.
A prospective ajq’ij generally undergoes a period of training under an experienced person who already holds the title. Ideally, this training continues for two
hundred and sixty days, the same number of days as the traditional Maya calendar.
It is also approximately the length that a human child develops in the womb of its
mother. Thus, when apprentices complete their training, they are considered reborn.
During this time, the prospective ajq’ijab’ often live with their teacher and observe
everything that she or he does. The period of instruction begins on the evening of
a new moon and ends on an evening with a full moon. After the period of apprenticeship is completed, the apprentice receives the title of ajq’ij and is presented by
his teacher with her or his own bundle. This is a particularly sacred location called
Chuwi’kab’al that is often used for receiving the bundle—a high volcanic lake with
flowery altars laid out to represent the world and the four cardinal directions.
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Figure 6. Ceremony at the Rilaj Mam Shrine above Santiago Atitlan (A. Christenson)

The ajq’ij’s bundle is generally made of woven cloth containing approximately two hundred seeds, preferably the red seeds of the tz’ite or coral tree, although some ajq’ijab’ may use maize kernels. mixed in with the seeds are pieces of
obsidian, jadeite, quartz, and fragments of ancient stone or terra cotta artifacts (see
Figure 6). Divination using tz’ite seeds is closely related to the 260 day traditional Maya calendar and is used extensively throughout the highlands of Guatemala
(Ximénez 1977:88; Schultze Jena 1954; Douglas 1969:103, 154-55; B. Tedlock 1982;
Watanabe 1992:188). Ceremonies conducted with the tz’ite seeds are believed to reveal the knowledge of the ancestors and deities to help those with illnesses or other
significant difficulties in people’s lives.
The Popol Vuh notes that prior to the first dawn of the sun and the creation
of the first generation of true human beings, several unsuccessful attempts to create
people were carried out by a pair of aged grandparent gods. Prior to the last of these
unsuccessful attempts, the creator gods performed a divination ceremony in which
grains of maize and tz’ite seeds were cast, no doubt a similar ceremony to those
conducted by ajq’ijab’ today:
Thus began the divination ceremony, the casting of grains of maize and of tz’ite,
the revelation of days and of shaping. Then spoke the one Grandmother and the
one Grandfather to them.
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For this was the Grandfather, the Master of the Tz’ite, Xpiyacoc by name. And this
was the Grandmother, the Mistress of Days and the Mistress of Shaping who is at
the foot, who is called Xmucane.
Thus they began to speak, to carry out their divination ceremony:
“May it be discovered. May it be found. Say it! Our ears hear you. Speak! Tell it!
May the tree be found that is to be carved and chiseled out by the Framer and the
Shaper. If this is to be the provider and the sustainer, then may it now be sown
that the dawn may come. You, grains of maize, and you, tz’ite; you, days, and you,
the shaping– you are called, you are summoned.” Thus it was said to the grains of
maize and the tz’ite, to the days and the shaping. (Christenson 2007:82).

In modern practice, ajq’ijab’ also speak directly to the tz’ite seeds as they
carry out their divinatory ceremonies, urging them to give an accurate and true
answer to their petition, just as in this passage from the Popol Vuh.
As a result of this divination ceremony, the men of the wood were created,
carved from the wood of the same tz’ite tree from which the divinatory seeds were
taken. Although the wood people failed to remember their creators and thus lost their
position as the principal mediators between this world and the next, the incident suggests that certain carved wooden effigies belong to a previous creation and are thus
more ancient than the world in which we live. Among the Tz’utujil-Maya, the wood
of the tz’ite tree is still considered to have extraordinary power, including the ability
to speak and predict the future (Orellana 1984, 98). In Santiago Atitlán, traditionalists
venerate an effigy carved of tz’ite wood that they call Rilaj Mam (Ancient Grandfather)
or alternatively Maximon (Ancient One Who is Bound) (Figure 10). The trunk of this
effigy is approximately 76 cm in height and 15-20 cm thick, with separate pieces of
wood attached to form the head and legs. A carved mask with a roughly hewn face is
tied about the head. This effigy is said to be more ancient than Christ, having been created “in the beginning of time, or of the world” (Mendelson 1959, 58, 60). Although
powerful, Rilaj Mam is considered dangerous and unpredictable and does not conform to the rules of society. The Mam figure may be a remembrance of the chaotic
world prior to the creation of humankind when the gods were not remembered or
worshiped properly by the tz’ite wood people described in the Popol Vuh.
Rilaj Mam, being made of tz’ite, is also the patron of all ajq’ijab’. The place
where the Mam figure was first carved in the mountains east of the present day
town of Santiago Atitlán is frequently visited for particularly powerful divination
ceremonies. At this shrine one can still see the stump of the tree from which he was
carved. Below the stump is a small cave-like entrance surrounded by remnants of
pine needles, white candles, and incense ashes from previous ceremonies. It is said
that the cave-like hole is one of the principal entrances into the underworld where
the Mam reigns and where ajq’ijab’ can consult the ancestors and deities.
Not all ajq’ijab’ go through a process of apprenticeship. A well-respected ajq’ij, named Diego in Santiago Atitlán told me that although he had watched
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Figure 7. Petition Ceremony, Santiago Atitlan (A. Christenson)

Figure 8. Ajq’ij performing a healing ceremony, Chichicastenango (A. Christenson)
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Figure 9. Ajq’ij divination ceremony, Chutinamit (A. Christenson)

Figure 10. Ajq’ij’s mesa, Chutinamit (A. Christenson)
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a number of elderly ajq’ijab’ carry out prayers and ceremonies in his youth, he did
not learn how to do his work from them:
When I was born, I already knew how to do these things. I had no teacher. I speak
with the ancestors and ancient kings and they speak with me. They help me to
know how to heal and solve problems for people. I ask the ancestors these things
in places that are holy where I can be touched by them.

Michael Mendelson was told by an ajq’ij that sacred knowledge cannot be
passed from one person to another. It must come from otherworldly sources:
He said that a young man who wished to be an ajq’ij tried to learn the prayers,
bit by bit, from another ajq’ij but that there were no direct courses or lessons given by an old man to a pupil and that there could not be since these things came
from God. For this reason each ajq’ij had a different way of praying (Mendelson
1957:280-281).

Apprenticeships, and learning by example, are undoubtedly important
methods of passing along knowledge from one generation to another, however, the
perception among Maya ajq’ijab’ is that this is not the principal means by which
sacred knowledge is gained. This must come directly from within oneself, directly
from their own blood, or it is powerless. Non-Maya do not necessarily have this
kind of ability, because their blood did not come from the same visionary ancestral
source. I apprenticed with an ajq’ij in Momostenango in the late 1970s. At the time,
my slowness in learning divinatory and calendric skills was interpreted as the lack
of Maya blood in my veins. I was not able to see with ancestral vision in the same
way as the K’iche’ apprentices because I did not have Maya blood. My ancestors did
not have knowledge of the Maya calendar and ceremonies and therefore they could
not help me. The ajq’ij that I apprenticed with often told me that one doesn’t memorize calendrics, prayers, or other complicated ceremonies. They teach themselves to
remember what they already know in their blood.
Ruth Bunzel wrote that the K’iche’ of Chichicastenango claimed that their
formal speech and ceremonies came from ancient ancestral precedent: “And now
this rite and custom belongs to the first people, our mothers and fathers.... This
belongs to them; we are the embodiment of their rites and ceremonies” (Bunzel
1952:232, 238). To alter the words or actions of the ancestors would be to change
the very fabric of their existence in potentially destructive ways. As mediators between this world and that of the sacred, it is the Maya’s obligation to continue the
work of their divine ancestors in as an authentic manner as possible: When asking
Tz’utujils when certain rituals began, a common response is that they are as old
as the world and were first performed by their ancestors who had divine power
(Christenson 2001:22-23, 68; Mendelson 1965:91).
At the beginning of ceremonial prayers, ajq’ijab’ in Santiago Atitlán call
upon a long list of sacred beings and objects whose power they wish to invoke
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on behalf of their clients. Prominent in this list are the “Holy Table” and the
“Holy Chair” used in divination ceremonies. These objects are considered living
beings with their own souls. Possession of a divinatory table implies acceptance
of the role of shaman and responsibility to act as a mediator with spirit beings
(Mendelson 1957:281; B. Tedlock 1982:74). This table may be an actual table or
altar within the home, or it may be any flat surface utilized for ritual purposes.
In 2006 I accompanied an ajq’ij in Santiago Atitlán to conduct a ceremony on
a group of ruins called Chutinamit. The ajq’ij chose this location because he believed that there it was “closer to the kings of old and is therefore sacred.” Prior
to the ceremony he selected twelve flat stones and arranged them into a rough
square which he called his “Holy Table” before laying out a clean cloth and arranging his ritual objects for the ceremony. He said that the makeshift altar had
the same power as the tables and/or altars on which sacred objects are kept in his
home. He placed four lit cigars on the north side of this temporary table so that
the ancestors who were called upon to be present at the ceremony could smoke
and be content (Figure 3).
The four corners of a ceremonial table’s surface represent the four corners
of the world and the placement of objects upon it suggests the arrangement of specific locations on the earth such as mountains or shrines. The table thus represents
the sacred geography of the world in a form that becomes intimate, close, and potentially controllable. Evon Vogt quoted a highland Maya man from Zinacantán
who expressed a similar understanding of the world, saying that the universe is
“like a house, like a table” representing that which is systematic and well-ordered
(Vogt 1993:11). Charles Wisdom also recorded that the Chortí-Maya of Guatemala
considered both the squared maize field and the shamanic altar as the world in
miniature (Wisdom 1940:430). By laying out the maize field, or setting up a ritual
table, the Maya transform a physical object into sacred space. With regard to the
maize field, this charges the ground with the power of creation to bear new life. In
a similar way, the ceremonial table provides a stage on which sacred geography may
be intimately studied, and even altered. The possession of a ceremonial table allows
the ajq’ij the ability to manipulate the world itself with divine power and sight inherited from their first ancestors.
When the ajq’ij sits at his table, he places himself in a transcendent role that
bridges the three layers of the cosmos. His legs extend beneath the surface of the
table, representing the surface of the earth. His arms manipulate its sacred geography, while his upper body rises into the upperworld. In so doing, the ajq’ij is able to
“see” all places where the spirit beings live and converse with them. The ajq’ij who
sits at this table thus acts as the representative of the first ancestral priest who set the
precedent for such ceremonies. In a similar way, the ajq’ijab’ of the Tz’utujil-Maya
are believed to carry within their blood the power by which they are able to pray
“according to the ancient words of god” (Mendelson 1957:281).
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Figure 11. Ajq’ij at his ceremonial table, Momostenango (A. Christenson)

In the K’iche’ community of Momostenango, a prominent ajq’ij told me
that when he sits at his table, he becomes a living representation of the organization
of the world:
When I am seated at the table, I am aj nawal mesa. My body is in the form of
a cross just like the four sides of the world. This is why I face to the east and behind me is the west. My left arm extends out toward the north, and my right arm
points to the south. My heart is the center of myself just as the arms of the cross
come together to form its heart. My head extends upward above the horizon so
that I can see far away. Because I am seated this way I can speak to the World.

The ritual table is called either the Santa Mesa (Spanish for “Holy Table”)
or, as described in the previous quote, with the K’iche’-Maya term Nawal Mesa.
The word nawal has no English equivalent that embraces all its various meanings.
In K’iche’ theology everything, both living and inanimate, has a spirit essence or
nawal. This spirit essence is believed to give humans, animals, and even inanimate
objects, like trees or mountains, the power to communicate on a supernatural plane.
Although originally borrowed from the central Mexican Nahua group of languages,
modern-day highland Maya associate this word with the verbal root na’, meaning
“to feel,” “to know,” or “to remember.” In the Popol Vuh, the creator deities themselves brought the first mountains out of the primordial sea at the dawn of creation
by means of their nawal, their spirit essence, rather than by physical action (Folio
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33 recto, translation by author). It was by
this same power that the first ancestors of
the Maya were created by deity:
Merely by miraculous power and
nawal (spirit essence) was their framing and shaping brought about by
the Framer and the Shaper, by She
Who Has Borne Children and He
Who Has Begotten Sons, by Sovereign and Quetzal Serpent. (Christenson 2007: 197)

Nawal may refer to the power
of any object, person, or god that has supernatural qualities, but it may also refer
specifically to deified ancestors. Thus the
authors of the Title of Totonicapán described their ancestors as “Nawal People”
who performed powerful, miraculous
works at the beginning of time (Carmack
and Mondloch 1983:folio 84, lines 1-2).
In the highland Maya underFigure 12, Central Altarpiece, Church,
Santiago Atitlan (A. Christenson)
standing of the term, nawal is most commonly used to describe a great ancestor
or ajq’ij of the past who had the power to work miracles (Mendelson 1957:42).
When a living ajq’ij repeats the actions of a nawal ancestor through ceremonies or
prayers, he/she becomes a substitute or vessel for sacred power.
The ajq’ij functions as a living representative of deity or his own sacred
ancestors when he sits at the Nawal Mesa. A common misconception is that the
Maya of the Guatemalan highlands worship their ancestors as separable entities.
This is not true. The Maya recognize the divinity that is inherent within themselves.
They are the embodiment of the ancestors, and therefore they are constantly present
within them, particularly within their blood. In a very real sense every Maya individual is an expression of ancestral power. A young traditionalist Maya ajq’ij in
Santiago Atitlán once told me, “As the old people say, when the Spaniards came they
broke off many of our branches. They even burned the trunk. But we will never die because the roots have power. We draw strength from the ancestors who live in our blood.
If we as a people ignore our roots, only then will we all die.” One of the highest titles
held by the priest-shamans of Momostenango is chuch-qajaw (“mother-father”) as
he represents a living manifestation of his ancestors. As such, he is able to act in
their name because he possesses their blood. It is essential, therefore, that he approach the duties of his office with great seriousness and in a state of ritual purity.
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Figure 11. Ajq’ij at his ceremonial table, Momostenango (A. Christenson)

Non-Maya believe that memory is a function of the brain. The Maya see memory as
coming from the blood. These are not just individual memories, but the thoughts
and memories of their parents, grandparents, and all the ancestors back to the first
creation. They believe that these memories may be called upon ceremonially.
There is a carved depiction of a ceremonial table on the central altarpiece
of the church in Santiago Atitlán. Originally constructed at an unknown date during the early Spanish Colonial period, the altarpiece fell into severe disrepair and
collapsed during an earthquake in 1960. The broken pieces of the fallen altarpiece
were left in storage until 1976 when the parish priest, Father Francisco Rother, commissioned a local Maya sculptor named Diego Chávez Petzey to initiate repairs and
carve replacement panels for those portions of the altarpiece which were too damaged to be used. Rather than simply restoring the altarpiece to its original design,
Diego Chávez subtly modified it to give the impression of a sacred mountain with
niches representing caves from which the patron saints of the town emerged. At the
base of the altarpiece, Diego carved a series of five panels of his own design representing traditional Maya ceremonies meaningful to his community.
According to Diego Chávez, the first panel represents the revelation of divine will in the life of a Maya child as mediated through an ajq’ij:
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The scene represents a child’s naming and blessing ceremony. The
ajq’ij is in the center of the panel
seated behind his table. The ajq’ij
prays to “Heart of Sky, Heart of
Earth” to determine what blessing
the child will receive, whether he
will grow well and what he will
come to be. The man on the right
is the child’s father, holding a book
containing the count of days. Many
years ago, ajq’ijab’ were much
more powerful than now and knew
how to read the days, the clouds,
and the calls of animals. I’ve been
told by old people that some of
them kept books ¿lled with ancient
knowledge. So I included one in
the panel to show that our ancestors also had writings containing Figure 12, Central Altarpiece, Church, Santiago
Atitlan (A. Christenson)
revelations from the spirit world
that were equally as powerful as
the words in the Bible. All these books are now gone though and ajq’ijab’
today aren’t as powerful as our ancestors once were. The woman on the left is
the child’s mother. It is a boy child, so he is on the ajq’ij’s right-hand side. If
it had been female, the child would have been on the other side. On the table
are candles, incense, a piece of an old Maya clay head like farmers ¿nd in their
¿elds, and a quartz crystal. When an ajq’ij looks into the crystal he sees little
Àashes of light that speak to him. Atop the ajq’ij’s house in the panel is a cross.
This is not a Christian cross, but represents the four cardinal directions with the
house being the center place. The twisted posts in front of the house are like the
serpents that guard sacred mountain caves where the saints and ancestors live.
The stone blocks of the house represent the mountain itself. The maize canes
and thatch above these stones are the maize ¿elds, trees and vegetation that grow
on the mountainside.

The objects on the ajq’ij’s table as depicted on the altarpiece panel are still used
in modern ceremonies. The small carved head is a fragment from a Precolumbian
figurine. Small stone and terra cotta sculptures are relatively common in the area
in and around Santiago Atitlán. Most Atiteco families, including Diego Chávez,
keep a collection of them on their personal altars as relics of the ancestors. Each is
considered a powerful sign of divine communication. Ajq’ijab’ use them along with
quartz crystals, jade, or obsidian flakes as ilb’al (“instruments of seeing”) whereby
mountain or ancestral spirits may be consulted on behalf of their clients.
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A characteristic of Maya theology is the tendency to see seemingly ordinary
and familiar things as shadows of the sacred. Laying out the boundary stones for
a maize field is treated by traditionalists as no less than the delineation of the limits
of the world, preparing it to give birth to new life as if it were the dawn of creation. The traditional three stone Maya hearth replicates the three stones of creation placed by the gods to serve as a foundation for the sky (Figure 12). Caves, or
even small clefts in a mountain, are portals to the spirit homes of the ancestors and
gods. These are not mere symbolic representations of the sacred, they are divine
symmetries different in scale but not in their essential nature. Divination tables are
therefore not merely symbols for the world. When used under appropriate circumstances they are “seen” as the world itself on a small scale. Ajq’ijab’ who carry out
ceremonies on the table’s surface thus become vessels for sacred communication,
replicating with the same power the actions of their ancestral parents who were created with visionary sight, transcending the limits of their immediate surroundings.
It is this ancestral vision that the Maya believe gives them their identity and place in
the world as mediators for the sacred.
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The concept of wrapping and its ontological character
among the Maya
Daniel Grecco Pacheco

Abstract
A textile with its threads, its weft, and warp, for the western ontology, is a simple utilitarian object or a
body adornment. This study will discuss the wrapping among the Maya, starting from concepts present
in ancient and contemporary Maya thought to identify the ontological character of some ceremonial
textiles present in these societies. Based on an approach proposed by the ontological archaeology, I will
discuss the conceptual proximity between the terms pix (to wrap, to cover) and pixan (soul, or something
that is received from the other world), to think of the wrap as an element of articulation between the two
ontological spaces, allowing the presence of beings and entities of the cosmos in Maya cities of the Classic
and contemporary periods.
By generating the materialization and performance of these beings, wraps create relational fields that
activate these entities temporarily in ordinary space, establishing effective contact with the Maya cosmos.
A brief analysis of these Textile Beings present during the Classic Period will be discussed as a case study,
in order to consider such a conceptual proposal.
Keywords: ceremonial wrappings; Textile Beings; relational fields; ontologies; Maya
Resumen
EL CONCEPTO DE ENVOLTURA Y SU CARÁCTER ONTOLÓGICO ENTRE LOS MAYAS.
El textil con sus hilos, su trama y urdimbre son para la ontología occidental, un simple objeto utilitario
o un adorno corporal. En este estudio se discutirá la envoltura ceremonial entre los mayas, partiendo
de conceptos presentes en el pensamiento maya antiguo y contemporáneo para identificar el carácter
ontológico de algunos textiles ceremoniales presentes en estas sociedades. Desde un enfoque propuesto por
la arqueología ontológica, discutiré la proximidad conceptual entre los términos pix (envolver, cubrir) y
pixan (alma, o algo que se recibe del otro mundo), para pensar la envoltura como un elemento de articulación entre los dos espacios ontológicos, permitiendo la presencia de seres y entidades del cosmos en las
ciudades mayas de los períodos clásico y contemporáneo.
Al generar la materialización y actuación de estos seres, las envolturas crean campos relacionales que
activan estas entidades temporalmente en el espacio ordinario, estableciendo un contacto efectivo con
el cosmos maya. Como estudio de caso, se presentará un breve análisis de estos Seres Textiles presentes
durante el Período Clásico, con el fin de discutir dicha propuesta conceptual.
Palabras-clave: Envolturas ceremoniales; Seres Textiles; campos relacionales; ontologías; Mayas
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Introduction
Textiles have been present among the different Mesoamerican peoples since
the most ancient times, with the earliest date around the year 8000 B.C. for textile
remains collected in a cave at the Guilá Naquitz site in Oaxaca, Mexico. The oldest
evidence of the presence of unspun cotton dates back to before 5000 B.C. and it was
found in another cave in Coxcatlán, in the Tehuacán Valley, south of Puebla, Mexico
(Anawalt 2000: 206).
The antiquity and the wide presence of the Maya and Mesoamerican textiles
contributes to the understanding that fabrics and yarns in these worlds are much
more than elements used for body adornment, transport, and wrapping objects and
food. In fact, they are present in the very conception of the creation of the cosmos
and its inhabitants. This article aims to discuss this fundamental element of Maya
cosmology and ontology, namely objects wrapped in textiles. Commonly called “sacred bundles”, such objects are present at different times in different sources relating
the Maya and Mesoamerican. But why are some types of objects wrapped? What
does such a bundle mean? How do the wrapped objects participate in relations between the different ontological spaces? These are some of my research questions that
will direct this study.
To answer these questions, I will discuss the concept of wrapping among
the Maya, based on the theoretical and methodological approach called ontological
archaeology in an attempt to consider a concept from the ontology of the current
Maya peoples themselves. By following such a theoretical proposal my objective is
to approach the study of the ontologies of the peoples of the past from an ethnographic reflection to consider material elements of the Maya of the past.
My approach seeks to go beyond traditional approaches that are of representational character and based on the idea that things can exist and be understood by themselves, and not just a reflection of the representation of something
else (Henare et al. 2007; Alberti, Jones, Pollard 2013; Alberti 2016). Things can be
social actors and have an important role in the social dynamics of different groups
in the past and in the present (Olsen 2010). By proposing to work with the concepts
and philosophies of the Maya peoples to reflect on the performance and materiality
of ceremonial wrappings, I move away from traditional approaches that consider
such sets of objects as being simple powerful objects, artefacts that represent the
power of the ajaw, transformative objects, relics of ancestors, objects related to the
maintenance of purity. All of these interpretations come from a representational
perspective.
My study represents a different proposal. I seek to identify the ontological
aspect of Maya bundles. These ideas come from the study of the lexicon of contemporary Mayan languages and the pre-Hispanic and colonial periods, to identify
the conceptual proximity between the terms used for “thing wrapped” or “wrap”
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and “soul” or “something that is offered or received from the other world” (Barrera
1980: 658). In addition, my interpretation attempts to integrate contemporary Maya
knowledge, especially of the Tz’utujil communities of Santiago Atitlán, Guatemala,
where it is possible to identify the ontological character of Maya textiles.
The cult of beings wrapped in cloth is still present in the brotherhoods (cofradías) in Santiago Atitlán. From previous studies carried out by Michael Mendelson (1958), Robert Carlsen (2011), and especially from the ethnographies carried
out by Allen Christenson (2006), come important elements and ideas that contributed to my first observations about the concept of wrapping. For example, Martín
is a wrapped being present in the Brotherhood of San Juan Bautista, in Santiago
Atitlán. Martín’s body is considered a “sacred” bundle called Yol Jap, “navel of the
rain” (Vallejo Reyna 2005: 108). This being is responsible for incorporating positive
and generative aspects of life, and according to the Tz’utujil ontology, Martín is the
“face of the earth”, the field where plants grow. He is the patron of maize crops, of
the land, of the mountains, of the volcanoes that surround the community, of the
ancestral spirits (Christenson 2006: 232). The bundle of textiles and animal skins
gives it a physical corporeity. And he allows the presence of these intangible beings,
like the beings of the cosmos in our ordinary world.
Another important set of observations comes from the work carried out by
Martin Prechtel and Robert Carlsen (1988) connecting the manufacturing of a textile with the process of birth. Maya textile manufacturing is an ontological event, an
act of creation of a new Being. This processing is carried out through an animated
loom, with different parts of the body, connected to the tree of life. Maize brings
consistency to threads, the body of the Textile Beings. When the weaver connects to
the loom at the waist, she shapes this new being from her corporality, from a bodily
movement, which gives birth to the new being.
Thinking about these cases as well as the recent studies carried out by Pedro
Pitarch (2020) about Maya textile metaphors as elements of contact with the other
ontological space, I decided to work with the approach of the recursive ontological
archaeology to think about the concept of wrapping between the Maya with the
focus on their ontological aspect. Such an approach seeks to recognize the existence
of multiple ontologies in the past and allows for different possibilities of understanding these other ways of thinking and contributing to the recognition of the
existence of other modes of existence beyond the human, such as alterities, beings,
and subjectivities, that are not part of the modern ontology (Alberti 2016). With
this in mind, I propose to use the concept of ontology as a possibility to reconsider
other worlds and to enable the creation of new concepts of materiality (Alberti and
Marshall 2009).
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Wrapped objects
Weaving plays a fundamental role among the Maya and throughout Mesoamerica, where it is widely believed that the cosmos is formed by a great interlacing of
threads that form a woven fabric, in a weave that unites heaven and earth in a huge
seam (Klein 2015: 235). The presence of wrapped objects has an ancient origin in
Mesoamerica, dating back to the Preclassic Period (2000 B.C. - 250 A.D.) with the Olmecs. The practice and importance of wrapping certain types of objects is a tradition
popular throughout Mesoamerica and in other parts of the world, especially among
the indigenous peoples of the Abya Yala1, such as the Andean peoples (Brown Vega
2015) and the indigenous peoples of North America (Zedeño 2008). In Mesoamerica,
according to Fray Andrés del Olmos, who participated in the intellectual conquest of
the indigenous groups of this region, textile wrappings would be the main objects of
worship and reverence for these peoples (Olivier 2007: 281).
In addition, another material piece of evidence confirming that there is
a large presence of images of objects wrapped in textiles between the Maya are,
on one hand, stone objects such as panels and stelae, and on the other, ceramic
objects, in contexts of scenes related to the other Maya ontological space, known
as the Underworld, which is dominated by “fantastic” beings such as “gods”, ancestors, and other non-human entities. In other images present especially in the
lowland sites of the Classic Period (250 – 950 A.D.), we find bundles associated
with scenes of rulers ascending to power as well as self-sacrifice, for example in
the Palace Tablet of Palenque, which shows a scene with the ruler K’inich K’an Joy
Chitam accompanied by his father, K’inich Janab Pakal, and his mother Ix Tz’akbu
Ajaw, who hands him an open bundle with a lithic eccentric and a shield (Grecco
Pacheco 2019).
Textile wraps are associated with different elements and objects such as images of divinities or forces of nature, effigies, lithic material, objects used for the
performance of self-sacrificing ceremonies, and mortal remains of important ancestors. From the analysis of the archaeological material, it is possible to find two types
of wrappings: the important and powerful wrapped objects deposited in offerings,
caches, or tombs, and wrapped people, such as mortuary packages. Some wrapped
objects found in archaeological assemblages are feathers, flint, jade (green stones),
wood, ashes, self-sacrifice paraphernalia, small objects used for the extraction of
blood, such as eccentrics or striped thorns, small stones, leather, animal parts, and
bones.
During the colonial period, the main records of the presence of wrapped objects point to two main characteristics. The first is body wrapping in mortuary practices. The second is items wrapped as relics of lineage founding chiefs (Carmack 1981)
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Investigating the ontologies of the past
One of the goals of this research was to develop an approach in archaeology that investigates the ontologies of the past. The starting point for these reflections has been the application of the concept of relational ontologies, and the development of local theories for archaeological studies (Holbraad and Pedersen 2017;
Henare et al. 2007; Alberti 2016; Haber 2006).
The main idea of the concept of ontology offered by this approach is related
to other worlds, other ways of thinking, and acting differently than expected by
the western world (Venkatesan et al. 2010). It proposes to discuss the constitution
of Beings and elements of other ontologies besides the Western one. It recognizes
the existence of multiple ontologies in the past and allows different possibilities of
understanding these other ways of thinking, helping to recognize the presence of
other modes of existence beyond the human (Alberti and Marshall 2009). These
approaches use ethnographic concepts to reconfigure archaeology theoretically and
conceptually, thinking about materiality. The recursive ontological archaeology is
an approach proposed by Benjamin Alberti (2016) based on the work of Martin
Holbraad and Morten Axel Pedersen (2017); an approach that was influenced by the
idea of “methodologies that think through things”.
Another important point discussed by this archaeological approach is the
idea of conceptualization, to access other worlds and other ways of thinking. Or, like
it was proposed by Amiria Henare, Martin Holbraad and Sari Wastell, “we need to
seize on a methodology that allows for concept production that makes worlds” (Henare et al. 2007: 19). These concepts can be discussed through the use of ethnographic data from societies associated with the archaeological material studied, or concepts that come from the material analysis of things. Benjamin Alberti’s proposal
for a recursive ontological archaeology (2016) is an attempt to identify the intrinsic
ontological differences present in things for the proposition of concepts from the
materials themselves and from indigenous theories.
From such theoretical bases, an approach was developed to think about the
concept of wrapping among the Maya. My main proposal is to think about wrapping based on Maya thought and philosophy. To current Maya communities and
also to the ancient Maya, the cosmos is divided into two ontological spaces or states
of being: the ordinary world and the other side of something, also called the Underworld, a space composed of the presence of unstable substances, essences, soul entities, ancestors, entities of the cosmos, and “gods”. Ceremonial wraps are the result of
a relation between these two ontological spaces (Pitarch 2020).
Based on this proposal, a method was developed for the creation of a reflection on the concept of wrapping among the Maya, to work with the archaeological
material related to this topic. The first step was to think of the thing as a heuristic
phenomenon, removing their previous Western meanings from Maya wrappings,
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such as the idea of “sacred objects”, or “sacred bundles”, or the idea that they are
simply objects to carry something. The next step was to transform things into concepts by the use of ethnographic, ethnohistoric, linguistic, and epigraphic data from
different Maya peoples to “fill in” the blanks.
From my investigation of the lexicon of different Mayan languages in different temporalities, I have identified that the word pix, used for “wrapping, binding, covering”, in many of the Mayan languages has the same linguistic root and is
related to pixan, which is used to designate “the soul or something that is offered
or received from the other world” (Barrera 1980: 658). In two of the dictionaries
studied, the Calepino de Motul, from Yucatán from the 16th century, and the Maya
Cordemex, from contemporary Yucatecan, indicate that the same word pixan can be
used both for “soul that gives life to the body of man” and for “thing that is covered,
and thing tangled” (Arzápalo Marín 1995: 643; Barrera 1980: 658).
This linguistic and conceptual proximity between the terms can also be
seen in other contemporary Yucatecan dictionaries and in other Mayan languages,
such as Ch’ol, Ch’uj, Itza, Jakaltek, Q’anjob’al, and also the Tsotsil and Tzeltal.
The proximity of these words leads me to agree with Pedro Pitarch who
argues that what defines the soul is not its substance, but its fold condition (2020).
In this way, it is possible to think of the wrap and non-tangible beings of the other
space as the same element, made up of the same essence and to find their possible
distinction in their change of shape.
Another important contribution to my analysis of the concept of wrapping
comes from epigraphy, the analysis of ancient Maya writing. The k’al glyph, a word
found in ceramics and stone monuments, refers to ceremonies of wrapping certain
dedicated objects with cloth, the k’altuun, which is associated with the concept of
“wrapping something, tying” (Boot 2009: 231; 248). Those ceremonies were performed to celebrate a k’atun ending among the ancient Maya. Another glyph related
to the concept of wrapping is the joy glyph, represented graphically by a wrap and
which means “to be surrounded, and bound” (Calvin 2004: 17). Linda Schele and
Nikolai Grube in their studies about the pih glyph present in the city of Palenque,
also added an important contribution to the reflection of the notion of wrapping
present in the Classic Period (1993).
The last step of my process of rethinking the idea of wrapping is when the
thing becomes a concept, from the ethnographic, linguistic, ethnohistorical data,
and the philosophical elements of the theories of relationality, so we can have the
concept of pix to refer to Maya textile wrapping.
The main role of the pix is to retain elements of the other ontological space
in the ordinary world. They surround virtual objects that have their activation in the
other world, the presence of this thing in a temporary way, with a virtual content,
which belongs to the other side, updated through a wrap; a bundle that materializes
those movements of the cosmos; instable elements in the ordinary world, whose
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conceptual feature can be thought of as similar to its physical feature; the textile’s
fragility.
Manifestations of the pix in objects present among the Maya of the Classic
Period, appear in certain important moments that are related to the Underworld.
It seems to be managed by the entities of the cosmos and also by the ancestors, as
elements of contact between these two ontological spaces.
The first practice emphasized by this research is the performance of the
wrappings through which different types of beings gain life. The wrap and the intangible beings of the other space become the same element, constituted of the same
essence and finding their possible distinction in their change of form. By wrapping
certain types of objects, or beings, these textiles become the being or the wrapped
object itself. The two elements become one. The conceptual characteristics of the pix
also merge with its own materiality.
The second manifestation related to pix is its role in creating relational
fields between elements of different ontologies, within a meshwork (Ingold 2015).
Fields that unite different classes of objects such as stones, powerful objects for the
extraction of blood in sacrifices, bones such as parts of ancestors, parts of gods,
and non-tangible beings, among others, that are wrapped under the same field of
relations. When using the concepts of relational field and relational ontologies in
archaeology, a detailed analysis of the archaeological assemblage in which the analyzed materials are located is essential. To identify the elements of this meshwork
(Ingold 2015) or assemblage (Deleuze and Guattari 1999; Laguens 2013; Fowler
2013; Edgeworth 2012), the study of objects and their relations with other kinds
of objects is an essential element. This includes architectural structures, people,
remains of fauna and flora, the groupings of vibrating materials, flows, forces and
agents of all kinds, both human and non-human, material and cognitive (Edgeworth 2012: 86).
According to Tim Ingold, the social is composed of dynamic and continuous lines of life that flow through and in relation to other processes (Ingold 2015:
115). Thus, members of some groups, whether they are human or non-human, are
part of a great meshwork of relations established where life and action emerge from
the interaction of forces and contacts conducted along the lines of this mesh (Ingold 2015: 148). The identities and properties of material entities are constituted
from and defined by physical, biological, and social relations. They are contextual
elements that are generated continuously, and which remove the dualism between
subject-object, a characteristic of Western thought, as well as the fixed border between the organism and its environment.
This presupposes that humans, non-human beings, objects, landscapes, and
natural phenomena can interact with each other in a meshwork of relations, to form
an exchange and expanded sociability. They are elements endowed with an agentive
potential, that are created and that gain an action from relations.
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The different classes of beings are formed from their existence in the world,
with the creation of different types of relations. In a relational ontology, relations are
bidirectional with things in the world and with materiality, being both constituted
jointly. This continuity between humans and objects, animals, and intangible beings
emphasizes a relational perspective of interdependence with the cosmos (HarrisonBuck 2020: 425).
Thereby, the wrap creates different relational fields with beings and elements
belonging to different ontologies that act and interrelate under the same space defined by these entangled agencies. That would be something closer to the way the
ancient Maya thought of their world, as an intertwining of different ontological elements in constant relations with each other; a world where the division between
subject-object was not present in its relations with the material world, where certain
objects were treated as people with a soul and with agentive powers (Vogt 1993).
For the Maya, the relations that exist between subject and object, human
and non-human, can produce a variety of identities and commitments. According
to Eleanor Harrison-Buck, such relations would be “conversational”, incorporating
a relational ontology or a way of being in the world where there is no separation
between the subject (as an informed observer) and the object (as an unknown inert
material) (Harrison-Buck 2020: 424).
In this way, I think that in the case of the pix, especially those that are entities
and beings of another nature, they are activated and gain life from their presence in the
mesh of fields of relations between elements of different ontologies, where action and
sociability emerge through the interaction of contacts and movements present in the
entanglement of the lines of this meshwork. In other words, the actions and the relations
established throughout this entanglement are due to contextual and positional issues
where, from a certain position, it is possible to activate certain entities and beings.

The pix materiality
Just as the beings from the other space are unstable and fragile when they
are in our ordinary world, the textiles that make up these wraps are also unstable.
They are made of perishable materials, their materiality also indicates an instability,
a temporary and limited existence. They are materials with low durability.
Its conceptual characteristic indicates its unstable, fragile and temporary
condition when it is in contact with the ordinary world and when it merges with the
materiality of the fabrics that make up these bundles, that is, its instability and its
ephemeral condition of duration. Such reflections were produced from an exercise
proposed by Martin Holbraad and Axel Morten Pedersen (2017) who propose that
things can contribute to their own analysis based on studies and reflections of their
properties, uniting material and conceptual issues in each object analyzed and giving these attributes a leading role in the archaeological analysis. In such analyses,
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beyond discursive questions, the importance of affective character is emphasized
from the relations established between people and things through experimentation
with what is heard, seen, tasted, touched, and experienced.
Thinking about the things from their own matter (Henare et al 2007), and
the matter as something relational, it is possible to identify a constant becoming,
a transformation that is part of their own constitution. In other words, a matter that
is formed through and from its practical activity, an active component of the world
(Ingold 2015: 61). In addition, such an active characteristic of the matter is also
related to the way the ancient Maya thought of it, as something that stores energy,
“spirits” and forces of nature, with a latent potential (Houston 2014: 5).
The constituent material of textile wrappings, thought of as constructed
stories, enables us to identify that the weaves of the fabric become entangled and
unraveled through time. They find a parallel in the temporal presence of the pix
in our ontological space. A presence marked by the durability of the material that
constitutes it, the vegetal threads that flow and are in constant change throughout its
entire existence. The spun wefts of textiles are formed like a mesh, like a spider web
with its interlaced threads that constitute a living space for spiders and at the same
time it is part of their own being.
The movements of entangling and untangling, the wrapping and the “unwrapping” erase the reckoning of time, inside these wrappings time is annulled,
past, present, and future are mixed in disordered positions. The beings retained by
these meshes come from distant temporal spaces, from distant pasts, such as the ancestors, or the entities from the creation of the Maya cosmos. By wrapping any kind
of being, its space-time presence is canceled. The being remains wrapped, covered,
hidden, and in a certain way forgotten by time.
The pix have their relations beyond themselves because, they are in a constant process of becoming, a visible characteristic in their meanings and in their
changes of matter. In the case of the fabric, these changes are made by the perishable nature of the fibers that compose it, because they have vegetable elements
with ephemeral durability as their main material. This matter is constantly evolving,
mainly due to the action of two types of agents, non-human beings that are present
in plant fibers, such as bacteria, fungi, and other organisms, and also due to the
action of climatic agents. These sets of elements act decisively for the process of
becoming of the vegetable matter that makes up the textiles.
Another important element is how the ceremonial wrappings are manufactured. The construction of textiles with four sides obeys the spatial arrangement of
the Maya cosmos. It is a model of this cosmos, a reduced space, which nonetheless
obeys the same dynamics of the cosmic space among the Maya. Such a practice is
made possible by the technology called the backstrap loom, that allows the creation
of textiles with four finished sides, something that contributes to the very model of
this cosmos.
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Finally, it is important to highlight another type of process related to textiles
among the ancient Maya: the intentional changes of matter of certain elements. Such
transformations are characterized, for example, by animal skins that go from their
original context to being used in stone objects. Textiles with their wefts and warp that
go from being plant tissue to becoming a vessel where it is possible to perceive all the
complexity of the textile elements present on another material medium.
These exchanges of materials and the condition of the wrapping are useful
tools to think about reflections on their materiality in changes oriented by ontological premises and also political practices that needed the lasting presence of such elements of contact with the beings that inhabited the other spaces. Protective entities
of the Maya cities and creators of the cosmos, in many cases, needed to be present
for a long time in order to participate actively in the conduct of the political practices of Maya rulers.

The pix of the Beings of maize
After discussing the concept of pix, we can think about different types of its
manifestations during the Classic Period. The first is its presence in the ajaw’s power-taking acts, as part of the personhood of important ancestors. Part of their partible, divisible person (Strathern 2006), or their expanded personhood (Gell 1998),
present in the ordinary world through the use of the bundle The second is the time
involved in the k’atun ending - the wrapping of temporary animated beings during
the k’altuun ceremonies. The third is wrapping rulers after their death, in preparation for their journey to the Underworld and their rebirth as the Maize God - the
wrap as an element of renewal and conservation of the soul entities that made up the
body of the Maya rulers. The last case involves the entities of the Maya cosmos and
the wrapped offerings, which determined moments of contact with the other Maya
ontological space - a materialization of the cosmos entities.
The case study that I will discuss is related to its last type of manifestation
of the pix, present in the Barton Creek Cave, Belize. This cave is a site with ritual occupation and activity between the Early Classic Period (250-550 A.D.) and the Late
Classic (550-830 A.D.). It is important to emphasize the role of the caves in Maya
ontology as places connected with the Underworld, an entry point to this world of
ancestors, the dead, the creators of the cosmos, and other types of beings (Stone
1995).
In their study in Barton Creek, Christopher Morehart et al. (2004) recovered a textile fragment with a great diversity of plants such as maize fragments, with
intact grains, pumpkin seeds, beans, peppers, and copal. All these elements were
wrapped in a textile fragment 5 cm long and 3 cm wide. The cloth presents technology similar to other textile remains found in the Maya lowlands in ceremonial
contexts, such as tombs, caches, caves, and cenotes, that is textiles manufactured in
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Z and S-folded cotton, with at least three types of plain weave, brocade (plain weave
with complementary weft decoration), twill, double weave, interlocking weft, and
tapestry (Looper 2006: 85).
The letters Z and S refer to the twisting direction of the bent yarns depending on whether the spiral adjusts to the central inclination. Regarding diameter
measurements, the number of twists per centimeter and twist angle for warp yarns,
and weft elements are useful methods for analyzing tension elements, and differences in fabric textures (Morehart et al. 2004: 52).
Among the main materials used in textile production of the pre-Hispanic
Maya are cotton, henequen, ceiba, yucca, palm, nettle, and different types of cactuses. The main technique used is that of the backstrap loom, a very portable device,
where one end is tied to a tree or pole, while the other end is tied to the waist of the
weaver, who maintains a tension in the warp by using their bodyweight.
An analysis with scanning electron microscopy, conducted by Morehart’s
team, revealed long and narrow single-celled fibers and characteristics of cotton of
the Gossypium hirsutum type, a species that constitutes the majority of textile production in ancient Mesoamerica (Berdan 1987: 236). Among the Maya, the earliest
record of cotton cultivation date back to the Pre-Classic period (2000 B.C. to A.D.
250), intensifying in the lowlands during the Late Classic Period with the production and exchange of tribute fabrics (Morehart et al. 2004: 53).
It is not possible to identify the warp and weft elements of the tissue fragment, but according to Morehart et al. (2004), the fabric would be a 2/2 twill. The
cotton fibers of both items A and B were Z-spun. The Z-spun yarns were then Sdoubled to create composite assemblies. A elements are looser with compound
yarns of about 0.56 mm, 12 turns/cm, and a twist angle of 20°. The B elements have
a wider diameter with 1.04 mm composite yarns and have a tighter layer with 12
turns/cm and a more pronounced 55° twist angle.
In addition to the textile fragment, five sets of folded fibers were recovered
from another sampling site. These sets are likely to be remnants of the same fabric
because their technical attributes are identical. The cotton fibers of both items A and
B were Z-spun.
The material, technical, and contextual information regarding the objects,
and the textile fragment from the Barton Creek cave suggest that it was a piece of
a ceremonial textile, a pix. Such an element was used to establish contact with the
entities of Maize present in the Maya cosmos, possibly as an offering. By wrapping maize seeds, the pix permits the presence and performance of the Beings of
Maize in the ordinary world; it recreates a fundamental element of Maya creation:
maize.
By establishing contact with these primordial moments of the cosmos and
the creation of the world and the Maya beings, the pix managed to materialize these
Beings of Maize, similarly to the case of bundles that are now materializing Martín,
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the patron of Maize crops, of the earth, currently housed in the brotherhood of San
Juan, in Santiago Atitlán. This being of the Maya cosmos associated with maize is
materialized through a ceremonial textile wrapping.
This points to an ontological character of these textile wrappings, by allowing such beings and elements of the Maya cosmos to materialize and to be present
in the ordinary world through this tool. A relational instrument capable of creating
points of contact with the elements of the other ontological space.

Conclusions
This study proposed the application of the recursive ontological archaeology to a conceptualization of Maya wrapping from ethnographic, ethnohistoric,
linguistic, and epigraphic data to discuss the concept of pix as an element that
materializes contacts between the different ontological spaces present in the Maya
world.
Such elements can be considered parts of the other ontological space in the
ordinary space with the function of materializing “supernatural” entities and beings, with the ability to form meshes of ontological relations within them by bringing together different classes of beings under the same space. In their performances
it is possible to perceive a junction of these physical and ontological characteristics
that make up the materiality of the pix in the Maya area, which contributes to its
multifaceted state built from these multiple categories.
Such characteristics contribute to the ontological role of these ceremonial
textiles among the peoples of different temporalities, with their capacities to form
beings and shape intangible existences, as well as to retain parts of beings and different types of entities such as ancestors and patron entities of the cities of the Classic
Period. Such characteristics are also depicted in wraps in stone monuments in cities
such as Palenque. The Palace Tablet shows the ruler K’inich K’an Joy Chitam accompanied by his father, K’inich Janab Pakal, and his mother Ix Tz’akbu Ajaw, who
gives him a pix with part of the essence of those ancestors for the exercise of their
political power.
From the same city, there are other examples of bundles that give shape and
action to the patron beings, entities G1, G2, G3, such as those that are described in
the texts of the Temple of the Inscriptions. Such practices were present especially
during the ceremonies of the k’atun endings, the k’altuunes, moments of the realization of ritual offerings for the entities of the Triad, with the decoration of effigies
with ornaments, and also the ritual practice of textile wrappings (Stuart and Stuart
2008: 167).
The narrative present in this temple describes the k’altuun ceremonies and
the headbands of rulers wrapped with the cosmos entities. The text says that on
9.11.0.0.0 12 Ajaw 8 Keh (October 12, 652 A.D.), during the k’altuun ceremony per-
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formed by K’inich Janah’b Pakal, “it became ajaw”, the main entity of the k’atun, Ich
Chan Uh/Ixim, for B’olon Chan, an emblematic nomination of the ruling dynasty
of Palenque (De la Garza, Bernal Romero; Cuevas García 2012: 92). Mercedes de La
Garza, Guillermo Romero Bernal and Martha Cuevas García describe this text as:
Su segundo asiento o inicio del tuun [es en] 12 Ajaw 8 Keh, el décimo primer k’atun
(09.11.00.00.00, 12 Ajaw 8 Keh, 11 de octubre de 652). Se enseñoreó el dios Ich Chan
Uh/Ixiim, brotaron los árboles frutales, brotaron los cinco árboles… el ikaatz celeste,
el ikaatz terrestre. Fue dotada de collares y orejeras B’olon Chan, la Familia de las
16 Familias del Gobernante de los Innumerables Sucesores. La espalda del k’atun 12
ajaw. Lo vio el Incensador del k’atun, el señor K’inich Janhb’ Pakal, Sagrado Gobernante de B’aakal.
Él da […] el tocado ko’haw e la veintena (del k’atun) y el pik del dios Unen-K’awill.
Se da la blanca/sagrada diadema, el ko’haw de la veintena y el pik del dios K’in Ajaw
(GIII). Es la atadura de la diadema del altar-kuch-al de los Dioses Incensarios de GI,

Unen-K’awiil y GIII, los hijos de K’inich Janahb’ Pakal, Sagrado Gobernante
de B’aakal2 (De la Garza, Bernal Romero; Cuevas García 2012: 92-93).
In this text, it is possible to identify the presence of the wrappings of the
earth and the sky, offerings, tributes with elements of the cosmos, carried by the
creation entities of the Maya world. The second part of the text also identifies the
presence of the pix with the attributes of “gods” or entities of the cosmos; in this
case, the pix of Unen-K’awiil and the pix of K’in Ajaw. In the text, objects related to
the Patron “gods” of Palenque and the wrappings dedicated to them are identified,
such as: tup (earmuffs), sak hunal (white paper), uh (necklace), and k’ohaw (helmet)
(Carrasco 2005: 72). In addition, in other passages of the temple texts, the wrapping
of the altars belonging to the Triad of Palenque is described.
This practice of wrapping the offerings, the censers, and the patron “gods”
of this city, at each k’atun ending, seems to be something common and recurrent at
different times in Palenque and allowed these entities to participate and be present
at certain important events in the city.
In the same way, it is possible to identify the presence of these beings from
the cosmos wrapped in textiles in the offering of the Beings of Maize found in the
Barton Creek cave in Belize. From the use of the theoretical reflections on the concept of pix, it is possible to think of the presence and the materialization of these entities in the ordinary world of Barton Creek from the performance of a ceremonial
wrapped textile that gave these beings an agency and performance.
From the discussions presented, my intention has not been to use an ethnographic concept as a simple analogy for archaeological interpretation, but to work
with concepts that are not of Western origin to explain non-Western things and
ontologies. I attempted to use an ethnographic category as a heuristic resource to
understand the archaeological material and thus study the otherness present in this
material (Haber 2006).
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With these reflections about the ontological character of the ceremonial
textile wrappings, it is possible to think “together with the Maya peoples”, and propose a change in the ideas about these elements (Atalay 2020; Haraway 1995). The
textile object becomes a textile subject that acts in different social spheres where it
is involved, forming a part of the dynamics between people, different beings, the
landscape, and the different ontological spaces.
Since pre-Hispanic times, Maya weaving has been considered beyond its
practical function of covering something, dressing a person, or carrying certain
types of products. It is related to an ontological and fundamental importance in the
life of the members of Maya societies and associated with a lunar entity in charge of
births and textiles. This female being was named Ix Chel during the colonial period
(Milbrath 1999: 141). This entity is also responsible for the creation of beings among
the Maya from Yucatan, according to Friar Diego de Landa (1982).
The association between birth and textile is also observed among contemporary Maya groups, such as the Lacandon (Boremanse 1999), the Chamulas, located in Chiapas, Mexico (Rosenbaum 1999), and also among the Tz’utujil, with
the idea that the birth process and textile manufacturing merge with each other
(Prechtel and Carlsen 1988).
The reflections presented in this article align with the knowledge, philosophies, and concepts of contemporary Maya peoples. First, as a practice of an epistemic and ontological respect, a recognition of alterity, acknowledging the existence
of such types of thoughts is a political act. The proposal raised here to bring and
work with original concepts of the Maya peoples themselves to generate reflections
and interpretations in the archaeological research relates to reflections of the construction of a pan-Maya concept of a Maya worldview. These ideas were thought of
and proposed by Maya intellectuals and activists in Guatemala as tools in the search
for their community, their legal, political, cultural claims, and as an agglutination of
the processes of strengthening and claiming Maya culture, years after the Guatemalan Civil War (Cano Contreras, Page Pliego and Estrada Lugo 2018).
The idea of keeping an open mind to this wisdom and knowledge forgotten
by the Western world, with its deep scientific base, is something fundamental to the
exercise of an identity, of an expression of the ontologies of the Maya, something
constantly denied by Western modernity and consequently by colonialism. The
proposal of a dialogue of this knowledge and experiences with Western structures
of our modern societies becomes an important tool in the constant fight for their
rights, undertaken by indigenous peoples globally.
I believe that only through research that develops concepts beyond Western thought is the study of ontologies of the past and the contemporary possible.
I think that such approaches can constitute an important tool for democratizing
knowledge, with openness to the presence of other ontologies and other ways of
thinking within the academic knowledge.
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Notes
1

2

The use of the term Abya Yala is an attempt to avoid the perpetuation of epistemic violence present in the
society and academia of countries of both Americas. Abya Yala is a word that comes from the language
of the Kuna people, located in present-day Colombia, and means “Mature Earth”, “Living Earth”, being
a synonym of America, and the way these people treat this territory. Even though each of the different
original peoples that inhabit the continent have different proper names to designate the place where they
live or dwelt, the term Abya Yala has been increasingly used as a feeling of unity and belonging.
“His second seat or start of the tuun [is at] 12 Ajaw 8 Keh, the eleventh k’atun (09.11.00.00.00, 12 Ajaw 8
Keh, October 11, 652). The god Ich Chan Uh / Ixiim ruled, the fruit trees sprouted, the five trees sprouted
... the celestial ikaatz, the terrestrial ikaatz. She was endowed with B’olon Chan necklaces and earmuffs, the
Family of 16 Families of the Ruler of Countless Successors. The back of the k’atun 12 ajaw. It was seen by the
Censer of the k’atun, K’inich Janhb’ Pakal, Holy Ruler of B’aakal.
He gives […] the ko’haw headdress in the twenties (of the k’atun) and the pik of the god Unen-K’awill. He
gives himself the white / sacred diadem, the ko’haw of the twenties and the pik of the god K’in Ajaw (GIII).
It is the binding of the diadem of the altar-kuch-al of the Censer Gods of GI, Unen-K’awiil and GIII, the sons
of K’inich Janahb ’Pakal, Sacred Ruler of B’aakal” (Translation by the author).
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When prey is winik (person): the relationship between
people, animals, and their Masters in Lacandon hunt
Alice Balsanelli

Abstract:
The Lacandon Maya of Chiapas (Southern Mexico) conceive animals as subjects endowed with a soul
(pixan) and agency. Therefore, they are considered to be ‘persons’ (winik) whose mode of living is analogous to the humans’: they’re socially organized, they work in their milpas, they perform rituals and worship their gods. The attribution of personhood to animals becomes an ethical problem during hunt, when
the Lacandon hunter kills a prey considered to be a ‘fellow man’. Consequently, the hunt needs to be
ritually justified and takes the form of a contract established between the hunters, the animals and the
entities who protect them – the gods, the animal masters. It will be shown how the extension of the concept
of personhood to animals influences Lacandon hunting ceremonialism, and how the theories proposed by
the ‘Ontological Turn’ allowed to shed light on the Northern Lacandon hunt.
Keywords: Lacandon Maya, hunt, personhood, animism, animal masters.
Resumen:
CUANDO LA PRESA ES EL WINIK (GENTE): LA RELACIÓN ENTTRE HUMANOS, ANIMALES Y
SUS DUEÑOS EN LA CACERÍA LACANDONA
Los lacandones de Chiapas (sureste de México) conciben a los animales como sujetos dotados del alma
(pixan) y del poder de actuar. Por lo tanto son considerados ‘personas’ (winik) que viven de una manera
análoga a la de los seres humanos: se organizan socialmente, trabajan en las milpas, celebran rituales y
veneran a sus deidades. Esta extensión de la condición humana a los animales se vuelve éticamente problemática durante la caza, cuando el cazador lacandón mata una presa, considerada como una ‘persona’.
Por consiguiente, se necesita justificar ritualmente la caza, lo que toma la forma de un contrato acordados
entre los hombres, animales y las entidades que tutelan la fauna -los dioses y los dueños-. Se argumentará
de qué manera la extensión de la condición humana a los animales influye sobre las prácticas cinegéticas
lacandonas, y de qué modo las teorías propuestas por el ‘Giro Ontológico’ permitieron arrojar luz sobre
la cacería entre los lacandones.
Palabras clave: Mayas lacandones, cacería, noción de persona, animismo, dueños.
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Introduction: The True People
In this paper, I examine Lacandon Maya conceptions of animals as persons,
and the implications of the endowment of personhood to game in Lacandon hunt.
I’ve been doing fieldwork among Lacandon people since 2011, working
mainly in two villages: Nahá and Metzabok, both located in the North-West region
of the Lacandon forest, in the state of Chiapas, México. The main purpose of my
current research is recovering traditional Lacandon hunting practices, analyzing
them as a social and ritual complex (Balsanelli 2019; 2021).
The Lacandon constitute one
of the smallest indigenous groups in the
world with less than 1500 individuals.
They call themselves Hach Winik, an ethnonym meaning ‘the True People’ (Figure
1), and they speak Hach Tach, ‘the True
Language’, which belongs to the Yucatec
Mayan linguistic group, and is closer
to the Itza-Mayan language, especially
Northern Lacandon (Cook 2019: 4). Their
former religious system, their pantheon
and the ritual complex presented numerous similarities with ancient Maya practices, as was noted by the first anthropologists who worked in the Lacandon forest
in the early twentieth century, including
Tozzer (1907), Baer and Baer (1950),
Soustelle (1966), and Bruce (1971, 1974).
The preservation of some ritual practices Picture 1: A Lacandon man crafting an arand deities of the Classic and Postclassic row point in Nahá (Lluís Escartín Lara)
Maya religion was enabled by the geographic isolation of many Lacandon in the forest (see Tozzer 1907). Nevertheless,
the rituals observed by the first scholars who worked among the Hach Winik represented a reminiscence of a more complex and structured ritual system: there were
no priests or diviners, nor astronomers or mathematicians (Cook 2019: 14). The
religious leaders were the male heads of the different families scattered in the forest,
called to’ohil in Maya, a term originating from t’oh: ‘just’, ‘wise’ or ‘great’. Each cluster
of households was autonomous, and they worshipped specific deities, represented
by a collection of incense burners (Figure 2). These sacred censers were kept inside
the temple, a simple structure of pole and thatch, called u Yatoch K’uh (‘the House
of Gods’). Rituals involved the offering of copal incense and ba’alché (tree bark fermented with honey) to the god-pots (incense burners representing the Lacandon
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gods) and were performed in specific moments of the year, in accordance with the
agricultural cycle or whenever the mediation of gods was needed: to ask for rain
or to hunt, to help crops growth, or to
initiate youngsters to adulthood. Moreover, the Lacandon believed that all diseases and accidents had a mystical cause
(Boremanse 2020: 25). Sicknesses, misfortunes and miscarriages were thought
to be provoked by an angry god to punish a person who had committed a wrong
doing. Hence, rituals were also performed
to placate gods and ask them to heal the
culprit. Obviously, this conception of
sicknesses changed when the Lacandon
started contracting contagious diseases of
Western origin.
In the twentieth century, the La- Picture 2: Ba’alché and copal offered to the
candon started keeping frequent contacts god-pots in the sacred temple, Nahá (Alice
and trade with people living outside their Balsanelli)
area, including visits by foreign anthropologists and scholars. At that time, they still venerated the ancient Maya ruins, in
particular those of Palenque and Yaxchilán, to which they used to make frequent
pilgrimages, for they were considered to be the houses of their heavenly gods. The
Hach Winik managed to maintain their religion thanks to their geographical isolation until the Lacandon forest colonization began. In 1940, after the Mexican government designated the tropical lowlands of northeastern Chiapas as a national
territory, colonists belonging to the Tzeltal and Chol groups started establishing
settlements in the area, causing rapid deforestation, and forcing the Hach Winik to
migrate and move constantly in search of new lands. After a few years, the small Lacandon settlements were surrounded by extensive colonies, and they abandoned the
pattern of dispersion to gather in villages. At that point, they had repeatedly come
in contact with the representatives of Christian and Evangelic religions, who tried to
convert them. Conversions still take place in Lacandon communities, consequently
the culture suffers drastic changes: rituals have fallen into disuse, the rites of passage and of marriage and the ba’alché ceremonies are no longer performed. The last
active temple is located in Nahá, where the last to’ohil, don Antonio Chan K’in, sporadically leads ba’alché ceremonies, sometimes performed for tourists.
The Lacandon still practice slash-and-burn agriculture; in their fields, or
milpas (k’or, in Maya), they grow corn, black beans, chili peppers, squash, along
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Picture 3: A Lacandon man hunting with a bow and arrows in Metzabok (Lluís Escartín
Lara)

with different kinds of edible tubers and fruit trees, like mangoes, papayas, bananas,
tangerines and lemons. Agriculture is still the most important source of sustenance.
In the past, also the meat of the game obtained by hunting in the forest was an
important source of food, as observed by anthropologists who worked among the
Hach Winik in the mid-twentieth century (Figure 3). However, the area they inhabit
was designated a Natural Reserve, as a result of the massive colonization of the Lacandon forest by Tzeltal Maya mentioned above (see Boremanse 2020:5). Therefore,
hunting, once considered a primary form of sustenance and a sacred activity, was
forbidden and it lost its social and ritual importance. For this reason, one of the
purposes of my work is recovering the ancient hunting practices, through extended
and intensive fieldwork, gathering the testimony of the last elders who in the past
took part in the hunting parties and still remember the rules and taboos involved in
hunting ceremonialism.

Animism and perspectivism in Lacandon cosmos
The theories of Ontology and Perspectivism have provided me with a framework for understanding the ontological principles on which Lacandon personhood
is based, which was the main subject of my early works. As in many Amerindian
groups, their ontology can be identified as ‘animism’, as defined by Descola (2012),
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for they conceive of the world as inhabited by different types of subjects, all of them
sharing a common spiritual essence, called pixan in Lacandon Maya, which scholars
translate as ‘soul’ or ‘spirit’. Descola (2012: 193-199) defines animism as a social continuity between nature and culture, which is founded on the attribution of human
characteristics and dispositions to a wider group of natural creatures and ‘supernatural’ phenomena. Thus, the concept of ‘humanity’ is the “original common condition” possessed by all natural beings (Viveiros de Castro 1998: 472; Vilaça 2014:
325). Actually, among the many contributions of the Ontological Turn, a critique of
the classic Nature-Culture dichotomy stands out, pointing out that it cannot be used
to describe cultural systems internal to non-Western cosmologies:
Such a critique, in the present case, implies a redistribution of the predicates subsumed within the two paradigmatic sets that traditionally oppose one another under the headings of ‘Nature’ and ‘Culture’: universal and particular, objective and
subjective, physical and social, fact and value, the given and the instituted […]
body and mind, animality and humanity, among many more (Viveiros de Castro
1998: 469-470).

This article will mainly deal with the dichotomy animality-humanity, two
categories that, in Amerindian cosmologies, appear to be a matter of different points
of view, as it is suggested by the theory of perspectivism developed by Viveiros de
Castro: “The available ethnographic evidence suggests that Amerindian cosmologies do not harbor a general, collective concept of ‘animal’ as opposed to ‘human’.
Humans are species among others, and sometimes the differences internal to humanity are on a par with species-specific ones” (Viveiros de Castro, 2007: 164). In
sum, animals perceive themselves as humans when they are in their own collectives (socially organized groups), while humans see them as wild creatures or prey.
Hence, the concept of ‘animality’ refers to the external form of these beings, and to
the way they are perceived or seen by the members of other collectives. On the other
hand, the internal form is the ‘soul’ or ‘spirit’, and “an intentionality or subjectivity
formally identical to human consciousness, materializable, let us say in a human
bodily schema concealed behind an animal mask” (Viveiros de Castro 1998: 471).
The same assumption can be found in Maya cosmology: all beings participate in an ‘animated cosmos’ built upon a complex net of relations where humans,
deities, spirits, animals and plants constantly interact (Estrada, 2009: 198). Actually, while classical anthropology has always studied the ‘alterity’ in terms of ‘human alterity’, analyzing the modes of exchange among human societies or groups,
the study of Amerindian cosmologies suggests that the native alterity encompasses
a broader range of beings (Descola 2012; Cayón, 2012; Århem 2001, Vilaça 2014
among others):
Traditionally, and to a great extent still, (the Maya) they regard animals as fellow
members of a wider society. In Maya religion, animals have a status as spiritual
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beings and as social persons – not human persons, but persons nonetheless. They
communicate with humans and share with them a conscious participation in a sacred cosmos (Anderson, Tzuc 2005: xi).

In concepts of the Hach Winik, humans, animals, plants, natural objects
and non-human entities such as the gods and the spirits living in the forest – possess
the same spiritual essence, or ‘soul’ (pixan). Hence, they are all regarded as persons
(winik) in essence. The term winik refers to the original and common condition of
all the beings inhabiting the Lacandon cosmos: a peccary and a Lacandon man are
said to be intrinsically identical, while the body marks the ontological difference,
which reminds us of the question of Amerindian corporality, discussed by the authors of the Ontological Turn (Viveiros de Castro 2010; Descola 2012; Vilaça 2002
among others).
Lacandon people claim that in the forest wild animals live in collectives organized along the same lines as human society: they live in huts supported by wooden poles, they grow corn in their fields (milpas), and they possess temples where
they worship their gods, they perform rituals and drink ba’alché. Within their collective, animals perceive themselves as people, and consider the Lacandon as predators. The model of ‘perspectivism’ or ‘multinaturalism’ was developed by Viveiros
de Castro, referring to the presupposition that each living species is human within
its own collective and possesses a specific point of view, localized in the body. This
idea originates in indigenous cosmogonies, where the primordial form of the cosmos’ creatures is human. Thus, the different types of beings that populate the world
are transformations of this primordial humanity (Viveiros de Castro, 2010: 478);
actually, a Lacandon would say that, from his point of view, a peccary is an animal
who steals his maize and damages his crops, while in reality the peccary perceives
himself as a person who is working in his own milpa, consuming the maize he has
grown. A consultant from Nahá expresses this concepts in her own words: “Animals
know that we are people too, we’re all persons, even if we look different. The animal
that steals our maize thinks that he’s working in his milpa, that he’s eating his maize”
(Mrs. Koh, Nahá, personal communication, 14/07/2013).
The Lacandon consultants describe animals’ collectives as societies organized just like the humans’, let’s see an example:
The wild boars lives just like us […] Our ancestors saw it, they were hunters.
They didn’t have guns, they used only bows and arrows. My grandma’s uncle told
me that [one day] he was walking with his companions, they were carrying their
arrows, when they heard a noise. First, they saw a group of wild boars, but then
they looked again, and they saw people building their huts: children, women, men,
they were all working together. So, my ancestor realized that he was watching the
wild boars’ village. He said to his companions: “we can’t shoot our arrows! We
can’t kill them! See? They’re people, just like us! They are alive, they are just like
us” (Chan Bor E., Nahá, personal communication, 26/07/2013).
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Furthermore, what people see as lakes and rivers is the realm of aquatic
creatures, which is identical to the space inhabited by the Lacandons. The informants claim that, under the surface of the lagoons, crocodiles, fishes and turtles live
‘just like people’ and perceive themselves as human beings. As we can notice, perspectival notions form an essential part of Lacandon animism:
Our ancestors could see the people who live under the water […] my grandpa told
me that, under the water, it’s just like here: there are trees, huts, plants, everything
that we have up here. Turtles are the grannies, and under the water they’re just
like women, they work in the kitchens and take care of the children; crocodiles
and ¿shes are people too. We just see water, but they see it differently, they see
a place similar to the one we’re living in (Koh, Nahá, personal communication
14/07/2013).

Another example of ‘Lacandon perspectivism’ can be observed when informants describe the ba’alché rituals performed by animals: it is said that frogs and
toads gather to drink the sacred liquor for the god of rain (Mensäbäk), when people
hear frogs ‘singing at night’, it is because they’re celebrating a feast, their ceremonial
drink is mud, but they see it as real ba’alché. The same occurs inside caves where bats
(tsek, in Mayan) prepare tamales, ba’alché and burn copal for their gods. If a man
enters a cave, he would be invited to participate in the feast, the to’ohil (the wise one)
who leads the ceremony would offer the human tamales and meat to eat, but the
latter would only see fruits.
As was noted by Viveiros de Castro, studying numerous references in Amazonian ethnography, perspectivism usually involves only some specific species of
animals, such as the main predators and the principal game (1998: 471). Nevertheless, according to my field data, Lacandon people tend to conceive of all the animals
as winik, including small insects, such as bees and ants, even if in their cosmology
some species are considered more important: the principal predators (the jaguar)
and the main prey animals (deer, peccary, spider monkeys, howler monkeys), which
are constantly mentioned in the local legends and in the informants’ discourse.
Under normal conditions, humans are not able to see wild animals as persons (which should be their real form), but myths relate that, in ancient times, the
Lacandon were blessed with a ‘divine sight’, that allowed them to see all the creatures of the forest as people and to communicate with them. After losing that gift
by divine punishment, men lost the capability of seeing the villages of the animals
scattered in the jungle, they ceased to see trees under their human form, and to converse with the spirits and the minor gods living in the forest. Actually, Amerindian
myths always take place at a time when the cosmos’ entities shared a generic human
condition and were thus able to communicate with one another, as belonging to
a wider ‘human society’.
Thus, Lacandon myths and legends serve as a reminder for the future generations that, in reality, what they see as trees or prey animals are people instead, and
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the Hach Winik never forgot about it. On the other and, especially in the past, animals constituted an important element of the Lacandon diet, and this ambivalence
in the identity of wild animals, considered at the same time as prey and persons,
gives rise to an ethical problem. When the hunter finds himself in the position of
a predator, he, in fact, kills a fellow man:
Animals are alive, they have pixan [soul, spirit], just like us; they suffer, they
don’t want to die. Poor animals! If we need to kill them, we must be careful, we
must respect them: they shall not suffer, they must go quickly. We don’t kill because it amuses us, we know that they are just like us. Poor animals! You can kill only
if you need to eat, one animal or two, no more. You kill the animal, and you eat
the meat, it’s not a game, it’s not funny. We need meat to feed ourselves, that’s the
only reason why we can kill. You take a life, the animal is so alive [ne kuxa’an],
that’s why you can’t play. Hunt is sacred, because the permission is given by the
gods (Kayum, Metzabok, personal communication, 2/12/2020).

It should be stressed that to underline the fact that animals are considered
as ‘persons’, the consultant explains that they are endowed with a soul (pixan) and
that they are ‘alive’ (kuxa’an). The term kuxa’an is extremely important, because its
root (k’uh, ‘sacred’ or ‘divine’) reminds us that, according to Lacandon people, life is
considered sacred, a quality that is common to all the creatures living in the cosmos.
Moreover, as I will explain later, the fact that animals and humans are considered
as essentially identical, influences the behavior of hunters, who feel compassionate
toward the prey because they understand that killing an animal involves an ethical
problem.
Furthermore, animals are protected by non-human power entities, which
belong to two categories. The first group is constituted by the earthly gods (see Boremanse 2020) who are thought to live inside caves in the jungle: K’änänk’ax (The
Forest Keeper), Yahaw Nah (The Great House), and the Chembel K’uh (the Minor
Gods). Moreover, each species is protected by the Animal Masters or Owners:
there is a generic ‘Master of Animals’, called U Yum’il Bäk, and each social group
is protected by a specific Master: the Master of Howler Monkeys (U Yum’il Maax),
the Master of Peccaries (U Yum’il Kitam), the God of Vultures (u Kuh’i Ch’om), the
Mother of Bees (U Na’il K’ab)), among others.
Their main responsibility is protecting the game from abusive hunters and
to ensure that the hunters act correctly before, during and after the hunt, including
respecting specific rules and taboos. The earthly gods and the animal Owners regard
wild animals as their children (u tìal), or as their domestic animals (u yärak). Hence,
humans need to enter into a contract with these non-human entities in order to
be allowed to hunt in the forest or to fish in the lakes. As an informant from Nahá
points out: “We are killing their domestic animals, so we need their permission. If
we don’t ask them, we would be stealing, just like a man would steal my chickens. It
would make me terribly upset” (Chank’in Cuarto, Nahá, personal communication).
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This notion can be observed in various Maya groups, where it is believed that the
Animal Masters keep the wild animals in their farmyards. They allow them to leave
only when a hunter asks for the permission to hunt through specific rituals and offerings (Thompson 1930; Villa Rojas 1992; Köhler 2007; Gabriel 2006).
Scholars who studied hunting ceremonialism in Amerindian groups underline that this practice represents a crucial moment of interaction between humans and non-humans, and it also allows us to understand the ontological notions
of each group (Århem 2001; Descola 1996; Cayón 2012; Fausto 2002). Moreover,
as Århem points out, all beings “participate in a field of social interaction defined
in terms of predation and exchange” (1996: 186). As we will clarify, hunters need
to behave correctly before, during and after hunt, because if they failed to fulfill
their duties or to respect the prey, their position would change: from predators, they
would become prey.
As I stressed, within native hunting societies, animals are regarded as persons, which implies an ethical problem, when a hunter chases and kills what, in
essence, is a fellow human being. Thus, hunting needs to be legitimized by creating
a social and ritual structure that takes the form of a contract between hunters and
supernatural entities protecting the fauna. This logic fits perfectly into the Maya
concept of ‘natural space’: a religious man knows that the totality of the natural domain is sacred, and it belongs to the gods who created it. Hence, in order to exploit
any natural resource – by hunting or fishing, burning a portion of forest to make
a field, chopping a tree to build a wooden boat – he needs to obtain the license of
these non-human entities (Petrich 2007: 143). I will now describe the Lacandon
hunting ritual complex, and the main rules and taboos involved.

Killing a winik (person): notes on Lacandon hunt
First of all, we can observe that hunting is regulated by specific ethical rules:
a hunter shall kill only animals required to sustain his family, he can never exceed
this amount. Hunting is never a sport or entertainment, for the man is aware that he
is taking a ‘person’s life’. Therefore, killing is primarily justified by the need for food.
Females and cubs must not be killed, only males. The prey must be killed neatly
and quickly, and unnecessary pain shall not be inflicted. Finally, the meat must be
consumed entirely, for waste is not allowed, and bones must be returned to Animal
Masters.
Hunting was structured by three main ritual moments: the petition for prey
in the sacred temple, the ritual preparation of the meat, and the return of animal
remains in specific sacred shrines. Thus, when a hunter required meat to feed his
family or to prepare offerings for gods, he had to plead for the permission of the deities; this process was carried out in the temple or in a cave, where one of the earthly
god protecting the fauna was supposed to live. In both cases, copal was offered to
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the deity the hunter was addressing. The pleading recited by the hunter was similar
to the prayers registered by Thompson (1930) among Guatemalan Maya: he asks for
the permission to kill one or two animals, underlining that he will kill only the animals necessary for his sustenance. He also stresses the need to kill, justified by the
necessity to eat and feed the gods. Finally, he promises that he will give something
back to the gods if the hunt is successful:
Tza’ten in woch bäk, chen junturi in kinsik, cho’ katur, m’in cheik u tutaj, k’in
chik, in läj chik u bak’, paachil, in ka tzeik tech, k’in botik’ech, in tzeik tech
a woch waj, a woch bu’ul, a woch b’äk, in tokik pom, a ba’alché, tuworor...a chaik
u joko, ti’ in wilik, a chaik u tar, ti’ in kinsik (Don Pancho, Nahá, personal communication, 15 May 2019).
Translation: “give me meat to eat, I will kill just one, just two, I won’t let it rot,
I will eat it, I will eat all the meat, then, I will give you [something] back, I will
give you tortillas, beans, meat, I will burn copal, some ba’alché, everything…
You’ll allow them [the prey-animals] to show up, so that I would see them, I would
kill them”.

As any ritual process, hunting required a period of sexual abstinence
(Thompson 1982: 217); a Lacandon man would not sleep with his wife the night
before going to the forest, and he would avoid any contact with pregnant women.
Moreover, a successful hunt required a special language, which might be called euphemistic: the intention of killing had to be masked, and no mention of violence or
weapons was allowed. A Lacandon man would say to his wife: “Tomorrow I’ll take
a walk in the jungle”, instead of expressing his intention to look for game. As Willerslev observes, in native hunting societies, men: “abandon ordinary speech in favor
of a special linguistic code which skillfully screens out the reality of being a human
predator” (2004: 642). Moreover, Lacandon people believe that animals, as they are
winik, understand and speak Mayan, so, if they heard the hunter’s intentions, they
would anticipate him and hide in the woods. The informants explain that some prey
animals are ‘shaman-animals’, capable of foretelling the future: the agouti (Dasyprocta Mexicana), the tepezcuintle (Cuniculus paca), the peccary, and the jaguar can
perform the divination rite to anticipate the arrival of a hunter. These animals are
called U K’intik u bä (literally ‘They can foretell their own future’). If one of them
hears the words of a hunter, he would perform the divination ritual to anticipate the
predator and hide in the woods:
The tepezcuintle u K’intik u ba [foretells his future], if you want to kill it, you
walk in the woods at night, you don’t call its name, you don’t say a word. You
hunt on your own, or with a companion, but not too many people, only two. In the
morning, you plan the hunt with your companion, the others don’t know it, and
you don’t say anything, you only plan the day and the time, that’s all. Because, if
you speak, if you mention its name [of the prey] the tepezcuintle will know that
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you’re coming for him, he will hear it, and he will hide. So, when you arrive to the
mountain, animals won’t show up and you won’t be able to hunt (Carlos, Nahá,
personal communication, 13/07/2013).

Hunters know that Animal Masters and earthly gods will punish them if
they do not respect the established ethical injunctions. There are different kinds of
punishments: the simplest one is to prevent the hunter from killing further prey; it’s
said that the Owners and gods won’t allow game to show up when a cruel or abusive
hunter goes to the forest. If the sin is considered more serious, the hunter can be
punished with the loss of his soul, which leads to physical diseases, madness or even
death. In some cases, the Masters can take the life of one of the hunter’s relatives,
as a form of compensation for the unauthorized or unfair killing of one of their
protegees. Lacandon myths tell stories of some abusive hunters who were punished
by the Masters after they behaved incorrectly (see Boremanse 2006); those tales are
a reminder of the importance of respecting ethical rules, which are fundamental to
maintain a good relationship between the human and non-human collectives. The
situation we described underlines that respecting the rules becomes mandatory in
a predatory cosmos: the hunter knows that, if he doesn’t behave correctly, he would
become a prey (see Århem 1996). So, just as the Lacandon hunter chases and kills
his prey, the spirit of the animal or the Master can kill him by capturing or extracting his pixan:
If I kill too many animals, if I play with them and I don’t eat the meat, if I don’t
respect their bones, the spirit of the animals will chase me. Maybe not now, not
today, he can wait, he will follow me, he will seek his vengeance. Maybe he won’t
hurt me, but he can hurt my wife or my children but, for sure, he’ll make me pay
for my sin [siipil]. If someone lets an animal die in the forest, if he doesn’t ¿nish
him and makes him suffer, if he’s stupid and says: ‘It’s just an animal, and I am
having fun, I killed for fun!”, the spirit of the animal won’t rest in peace until the
hunter suffers too. Sometimes, they [the animals] can seek help among their yum’il
[Masters, lords]: the yum’il will come, will kidnap the hunter, and will torture him,
until he understands that he had done something wrong. This is what my grandpa
told me. Would you let a person die in pain? Would you kill your brother for fun?
No! The same happens with animals. They are winik, and we must respect them
(Carlos, Nahá, personal communication, 13/07/2013).

After the hunter caught the desired prey, the preparation of the meat required a specific ritual process, especially when the meat filled the tamales for gods.
Those offerings were called nahwah (‘the great bread’) and were offered in the temple to the gods who had allowed the hunt or to those whose intervention was needed. The same rules followed by hunters before killing the prey had to be respected
by the women who prepared the sacred offerings. They had to observe a period of
sexual abstinence and to isolate themselves in the household, avoiding any contact with men. The nahwah were prepared in the kitchen of the temple, where only
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Picture 4: The sacred shrine in Metzabok where human bones and old censers were deposited (Alice Balsanelli)

women were allowed, which underlines that this activity was considered sacred
(see Boremanse 2020:154-155). Before filling the corn dough with the game’s meat,
women had to wear clean clothes and to wash their hands, they were not allowed
to try the food they were preparing, because the gods had to be the first ones to eat.
They could not scratch their body or touch anyone while preparing the tamales, for
the Lacandon believe that human smell would spoil the deities’ food.
When the offerings were ready, the celebrant of the rite offered the tamales to
the gods, small bits of meat and nahwah were placed inside the censers’ mouths. The
distribution of the offerings was accompanied by chants and copal was burnt (Boremanse 2020). Afterwards, people were allowed to share and consume the food.
The final moment of the hunting ritual complex consisted in the ritual deposition of the animal bones in the forest, to return them to the Animal Masters, who
can regenerate the sacrificed creatures from their remains. The belief that animal
remains must be subjected to a specific ritual deposition is observed in various Mesoamerican groups (Neurath 2008; Osorio-López et alii 2017; Dehouve 2008), and
we can find numerous references to this practice in Amazonian societies (Århem
2001; Fausto 2002) and in other ethnographic contexts (Frazer 1944 [1890]; Lot-
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Falck 2018 [1953]; Hamayon 2009). Concerning Maya ethnography and archaeology, Brown (2005) studies contemporary
and nineteenth-century Maya hunting
shrines in the region of the Atitlan Lake
(Guatemala highlands). As other authors
who have worked on hunting ceremonialism, she stresses that returning the bones
to the Animal Masters allows the rebirth
of the hunted animals and assures the
renewal of the hunters’ divine license to
hunt. This ritual was also observed among
the Quintana Roo Maya (Santos-Fita,
Naranjo et al. 2015), where the bones of
the prey animals are cleaned and saved,
and then returned to their Master, the Sip,
during specific rituals, whose aim is the
renewal of the permission to hunt and to
show gratitude to the Animal Owner. In Picture 5: Skulls of prey animals preserved
the beliefs of these native peoples, bones in a household, Nahá (Alice Balsanelli)
are considered as fertile elements, since
they retain part of the spiritual essence of the subject they belong to. That is why
Hamayon defines them as the ‘soul support’ (2009: 31-32). Similarly, the Maya regard bones as fertile elements, and they are consistently associated with elements
belonging to the semantic field of vegetation and fertility, such as seeds, sprouts,
and maize (Carlsen, Pretchel 1991: 26-28; Girard 1962: 156; Bassie-Sweet, Hopkins
2018: 80; Scherer 2015: 95; McAnany 2013: 46-47), which is why to describe the
ritual deposit of bones in hunting shrines, Brown employs the suggestive metaphor
“planting the bones” (2005).
Considering that bones are supposed to retain part of the spiritual forces of
animals, they must be returned to their Owners, the intermediaries who will form
new creatures from that vital hint contained in the remains (see Braakhuis 2001).
Hunters who fail to return the bones of the prey commit a wrongdoing, since they
do not allow the regeneration of the creatures they have killed. Thus, they will be
punished by the Masters or by the animals themselves. Actually, one informant in
Nahá told me that if a prey’s bones are not properly stored up in the roofs of households, and if they are not returned to the forest, the spirit of the animal would chase
the hunter who would find himself in the position of prey, causing illnesses or death,
and, in some cases, the death of some close relative of the culprit (Carlos, Nahá,
personal communication). In the past, Lacandon people stored the animal remains
in the households or in the temple. Alternatively, some bones were deposited in the
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forest, in hollow tree trunks or in caves. Around the lake in Metzabok there are still
many sacred shrines, where people deposited old censers, human bones and, according to the field data, the remains of some prey (Figure 4).
At present, since hunting has lost its importance, ritual depositing of animal
bones is no longer practiced. Nonetheless, the remains are never wasted or burnt,
which is still considered a sin and an insult towards the animals and their protectors. The bones are preserved in the kitchen or in other spaces of the house (Figure
5). Despite changes in their religion, the Lacandon still believe in the existence of
the Animal Owners and they still regard animals as sentient beings with a soul and
as winik (people).

Conclusions
Various anthropologists who worked among the Lacandon in the past underlined the importance of hunting for the Hach Winik, although it was only described as one of the principal means of sustenance, along with agriculture, and
it was never studied from a religious or ritual point of view. In ethnographies, we
can find descriptions of the Lacandon forest and its non-human inhabitants from
a scientific point of view: the characteristics of the soil, the vegetation, the flora, and
the fauna. Those descriptions are grounded in the Western conception of the forest
conceived as a natural environment inhabited by wild creatures, and the antithesis
to the world of men and culture.
The Ontological Turn developed an anthropological theory which obliged
us to reshuffle our conceptual schemes, allowing us to analyze subjects of our studies from a different point of view. Through a comparison with the ethnographic
data gathered by the authors of the Ontological Turn, I got the chance to highlight similarities and differences between various native hunting societies living in
a similar environment: the forest. The selva, which belongs to the realm of ‘Nature’
in Western societies, representing a hostile environment, opposite to the concept
of ‘civilization’ and Culture, is considered by the indigenous American cultures as
a huge living creature, endowed with a soul, where all beings – also endowed with
the sacred spiritual essence – participate in a network of social interactions. The forest, ‘la nature domestique’, as Descola would call it, is the place where humans constantly communicate and interact with other beings: they establish pacts of alliance,
they can be allies or foes at the same time, they hunt each other, they cooperate and
interchange goods and energies. Before studying Lacandon hunt or any other local
ritual process, I needed to clarify the ontological notions possessed by this ethnic
group: first of all, it was important to shed light on their concept of personhood,
which represented the initial stimulus for the reflections on Lacandon hunt. This
main subject was analyzed in the framework of the animistic notions possessed by
the Lacandon group. Actually, it would be impossible to elucidate the relationship
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existing between hunters, their prey and the supernatural entities involved in hunting ritual complex without understanding that the Western dichotomy animalityhumanity is absent among the Lacandon.
In this paper, I emphasized that animals are regarded as ‘persons’ because
in the Lacandon cosmos all beings are undifferentiated in their essential aspects:
they possess the same spiritual essence (the pixan), they are socially organized, they
are endowed with agency, rationality, and other human attributes. Hence, animals
cannot be considered as a simple ‘source of food’ at the humans’ disposal. In this
context, hunt – which implies violence and predation – needs to be ritually and socially justified. As I argued, a hunter must maintain a correct behavior during each
phase of hunting, which is considered a religious and sacred process.
Subsequently, I studied the Lacandon concept of alterity: the extended idea
of ‘personhood’ creates a complex net of relations in which all beings, considered
subjects, participate in a complex field of social interactions. In this context, hunt
represents a fundamental moment of interaction between humans, spirits and animals. The Lacandon hunter needs to make a contract with the Animal Masters and
the deities who protect the wild fauna, in order to obtain the license to kill one of
their ‘children’ or ‘domestic animals’. This pact involves following specific ethical
rules, regulates the behavior of the hunter and defines the ritual moments constituting the hunting ritual complex. As Thompson observed (1982), Maya religion is
founded on a contract established between humans and ‘supernatural’ instances.
Hunting is a crucial moment of interaction between members of these two collectives, and respect for rules and taboos is fundamental in order to maintain a good
relationship between humans and their creators and, finally, to maintain the cosmic
order.
Nowadays, the Lacandon live in a Natural Reservation (Reserva de Flora
y Fauna Nahá-Metzabok), where hunting is forbidden by law. Yet, we realize that
past Lacandon hunting ceremonialism implied observing specific rules, constituting a system in which the main purpose (predation) was justified by a ritual and
social complex. The extension of ‘personhood’ to animals and to other inhabitants
of the forest compelled people to respect these rules before they were impacted by
foreign laws. The existence of the Masters rules limiting the activity to subsistence
hunting, and the restrictions on killing female animals were mechanisms of control
of human activities in the natural environment, effectively regulating human behavior in the forest.
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De rerum natura: On the Nature of Existence and
the Existence of Nature in the mundo maya and Beyond
Harri Kettunen

Abstract:
In Mayan languages, as in many other Indigenous languages around the world, there is no traditional
word for ‘nature.’ The lack of such terminology stems from the fact that the division between the human
realm and the environment we live in has not been (historically or culturally) as separated as it is in the
modern world. However, while there are no traditional words for ‘nature’ in Mayan languages, some of
the languages use descriptive terms or neologisms that are often translated as ‘nature’ in dictionaries and
other linguistic sources. The focus of this article is to understand the concept of nature in the Maya worldview based primarily on linguistic sources.
Keywords: Maya, concept of ‘nature’ in Indigenous languages, ontology of nature
Resumen:
DE RERUM NATURA: SOBRE LA NATURALEZA DE LA EXISTENCIA Y LA EXISTENCIA DE LA
NATURALEZA EN EL MUNDO MAYA Y MÁS ALLÁ
En los idiomas mayas, al igual que en muchas otras lenguas indígenas de todo el mundo, no existe una
palabra tradicional para la “naturaleza”. La falta de este término se debe al hecho de que en los tiempos
antiguos no se observaba histórica o culturalmente una división tan visible entre el ámbito humano y el
medio ambiente como en la actualidad. Sin embargo, aunque en los idiomas mayas no existen palabras
que definan exactamente la “naturaleza”, algunos de los idiomas utilizan términos descriptivos o neologismos que en los diccionarios y otras fuentes lingüísticas a menudo se traducen como la “naturaleza”. El
enfoque de este artículo es comprender el concepto de la naturaleza en la cosmovisión maya principalmente en base a las fuentes lingüísticas.
Palabras clave: maya, concepto de ‘naturaleza’ en lenguas indígenas, ontología de la naturaleza
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Introduction
In Mayan languages, as in many other Indigenous languages around the
world, there is no traditional word for ‘nature.’ The lack of such terminology stems
from the fact that the division between human beings and the environment we live
in – and the division between populated and unpopulated areas – has not been
(historically or culturally) as separated as it is in the modern world1. However, while
there are no traditional words for ‘nature’ in Mayan languages, some of the languages use descriptive terms or neologisms that are often translated as ‘nature’ (or related
terms) in dictionaries and other linguistic sources. These include K’iche’ uwach uleew (“face of the earth”) for ‘nature’ and Jakaltek stx’otx’alq’inal for ‘biotope’ (from
stx’otx’al, ‘earth of ’ and q’inal, ‘life’). The main focus of this article is to understand
the concept of nature in the Maya worldview based primarily on linguistic sources.
Besides the Maya area, the article explores the concept of nature – and its personified and gender-specific manifestations – in other cultures and languages around
the world for comparative purposes. The title of the article invokes Lucretius’s didactic poem De rerum natura as well as McTaggart’s The Nature of Existence and
seeks to see whether Western concepts can be used to describe non-Western ideas,
concepts, and beliefs.

The linguistics of nature in the Maya area
While a few Mayan languages have constructed terms (mostly neologisms;
see below) that are translated as ‘nature’ (naturaleza in Spanish) in dictionaries, most
Mayan languages operate with descriptive terms, such as “face of the earth,” or use
the dichotomy town vs. forest (see below). In Mayan languages there are a number
of terms for ‘earth’ that are used when forming the concept “face of the earth.” One
of them, kab, can be reconstructed all the way back to Proto-Mayan (Kaufman
2003:414, 2017:95), although the term is restricted to Yukatekan languages today as
a reference to ‘earth’ (Yukatek kàab ‘land, world’ [Bricker et al. 1998:118], Itza’ kab
‘world’ [only in derived words, compounds, or fixed phrases] [Hofling and Tesucún
1997:332], and Mopan kab ‘world’ [Hofling 2011:227]), while in other languages
it has either gone through a semantic shift – or it only appears in restricted compounds – as in Tzotzil chob ‘milpa’ (Delgaty 1964:14), and various terms for ‘earthquake,’ including Tzeltal liki chab (Kaufman 2003:414), K’iche’ kabraqän (ALMG
2004a:63), and the reconstructed Greater Q’anjobalan *kix kab (Kaufman 2003:414)
and Greater Mamean *kab(-la) junab (Kaufman 2003:414).
Another term for ‘earth, land,’ common in Lowland Mayan languages (Yukatekan and Greater Tzeltalan), along with Chuj and Tojolabal, is Greater Lowland
*lu௧m (Kaufman 2003:384) and its descendant forms: Yukatek lú࣯um (Bricker
et al. 1998:175), Itza’ and Mopan lu௧um (Hofling and Tesucún 1997:426; Hofling
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2011:295), Lacandon ru࣯m (Hofling 2014), Ch’orti’ rum (Hull 2016:351), Ch’ol,
Tzeltal, and Tzotzil lum (Aulie and Aulie 1978:75; Slocum 1953:37; Hurley and Ruíz
1986:79), as well as Chuj and Tojolabal lu࣯um (ALMG 2003e:60; Jackson and Supple 1952:40). Furthermore, K’iche’an languages have a term for ‘earth, land,’ deriving from Greater K’iche’an *uleew (Kaufman 2003:416), with descendant terms,
such as Uspantek uleew (Vicente Méndez 2007:283), K’iche’ ulew ~ uleew (ALMG
2004a:130), Tzutujil and Sakapultek uleew (Cruz Ajcac et al. 2014; ALMG 2001c:98),
and Kaqchikel and Sipakapa ulew (Ruyán Canú et al. 1991:228; ALMG 2001d:98).
Besides the aforementioned terms, Eastern Mayan languages – along with
the languages in the Huehuetenango diffusion zone belonging to the Q’anjobalan
branch – have terms for ‘earth’ that derive from Eastern Mayan *ch’o௧ch’ (Kaufman
2003:414). These include tx’otx’ in Mam (ALMG 2003a:146, 2010:515), Tektitek
(ALMG 2003d:75), and Awakatek (ALMG 2001a:88), ch’och’ in Q’eqchi’ (ALMG
2004b:75), and (in the Q’anjobalan branch) tx’otx’ in Q’anjobal (ALMG 2003b:143)
and Jakaltek (Ramírez Pérez 1996:281), and tx’ootx’ in Akatek (Andrés et al.
1996:187). Lastly, Poqomam (ALMG 2003c:14; McArthur and McArthur 1995:1)
and Poqomchi’ (Dobbels 2003:30) have ak’al for ‘earth’.
In Central Mayan languages, there is a shared concept of “face of the earth”
that can be translated as ‘soil,’ ‘earth,’ or ‘world’ (and ‘nature’ as we will see later)
depending on the language and context. These include Ch’ol panumil (Becerra
1937:25) or pañimil (Aulie and Aulie 1978:91-92), from pan-lum-il, “above / on.top.
of / front / surface / forehead-earth” (Hopkins et al. 2011:173-174), Tzotzil balumil, as well as banamil, banomil, and banumil, depending on the dialect (Hurley
and Ruíz 1986:18), from ba-lum-il, “above/on.top.of-earth,” Tzeltal balumilal ~ bahlumilal (Slocum 1953:6; Kaufman 2003:417), Mopan yok’ol-kab (Ulrich & Ulrich
1976:253; Hofling 2011:479) and Yucatec ’ok’ol kaab (Bricker at al. 1998:16), Ixil
vatz tx’ava࣯ (Kaufman 2003:417), K’iche’ (ALMG 2004a:135), Sakapultek2 (Vásquez
Aceituno 2007:434), and Uspantek (Vicente Méndez 2007:289) wach uleew, Tz’utujil
rwach࣯uleep ~ ruwach࣯uleew (Pérez Mendoza and Hernández Mendoza 1996:372;
Kaufman 2003:418), Kaqchikel ruwach࣯ulew (Ruyán Canú et al. 1991:207), Poqomam naah ak’al and wach ak’al (ALMG 2003c:108), Q’anjobal sat tx’otx’ (ALMG
2003b:125), and Mam twitz tx’otx’ (Kaufman 2003:418). Mam (ALMG 2003a:137)
has also twitz q’ijlal for ‘world, life, nature.’
In addition, besides being translated as ‘world,’ the K’iche’ term uwach uleew is translated as ‘nature’ (Sp. naturaleza) in the K’iche’ dictionary with neologisms (ALMG 2003f:52). Similarly, Sipakapa (ALMG 2001d:79) has rwoch uleew for
‘ecosystem, nature’ (as in Ri qchak are’ ri xtqchjaj ri rwoch uleew or “Our task is to
care for the ecosystem”). The aforementioned K’iche’ dictionary (ALMG 2003f:4041) has also terms for ‘flora’ (urexal uwachulew [3SE-green-ABSTR-3SE-face-earth]
or “the green of the face of the earth”) and ‘fauna’ (rawajil uwachulew or “the animals of the face of the earth”). Likewise, Jakaltek (ALMG 2001f) has neologisms
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related to the concept of ‘nature.’ These include stx’otx’alq’inal for ‘biotope’ (from
stx’otx’al, ‘earth of ’ and q’inal, ‘life’), as well as ehobal tx’otx’ for ‘biosphere’ (from ehoj
[root of the verb ‘to be’], -bal [locative suffix], and tx’otx’, ‘earth’). Terms for larger
concepts include Achi term kajuleew for universe (ALMG 2001g:136), from kaaj
‘sky’ and uleew ‘earth,’ as well as Poqomchi’ taxaaj ak’al for ‘world, universe, sky, and
earth’ (Dobbels 2003:654), i.e., literally “sky-earth,” reminiscent of Finnish maailma
(‘world, earth, universe’), literally “earth-air.”
Besides these, Popol Vuh (Christenson 2003:48) uses merismus where two
terms or concepts form a new concept. These include “sky-[and]-earth” as “creation
as a whole,” “mountain-[and]-valley” as “the face of the earth as a whole” and “deer[and]-birds” as “all wild animals” versus “dogs-[and]-turkeys” as “all domesticated
animals.” The last two pairs seem to reflect the opposition of wilderness and human
habitation. Furthermore, the juyub’ taq’aj, or “mountains+valleys” parallels Chuj
witz ’ak’lik, or literally “mountain+plains/valleys,” referring to the earth in general
and glossed as “The Earth Lord, the spirit of the mountain” by Hopkins (2012:6,
383). The lines in Popol Vuh (Christenson 2004:15) are as follows:
Ronojel kaj,
All sky,
Ulew.
Earth.
“sky-earth” = “creation as a whole”

(lines 64-65)

Juyub’
Taq’aj.

Mountains,
(lines 240-241)
Valleys.
“mountain-valley” = “the face of the earth as a whole”

Ri kiej,
Tz’ikin.

The deer,
Birds.
“deer-birds” = “all wild animals”

(lines 338-390)

Ix chi k’ut,
You now therefore,
(lines 746-749)
Xkixqati’ chik,”
We will eat you now,
Xcha’ ri ki tz’i’,
Said the their dogs,
Kak’ chikech.
Their turkeys to them.
“dogs-turkeys” = “all domesticated animals”
All in all, Mayan languages either lack a specific term for ‘nature’ or it is
constructed by using semantically related terms. A dictionary search of 29 Mayan
languages produced only a few direct translations of Spanish ‘naturaleza’ (‘nature’).
These include, besides the neologisms mentioned above, only one direct translation (gloss) of ‘nature’: Awakatek wisqiil (ALMG 2001a:101). Besides the terms
mentioned above, Mayan languages make the difference between inhabited areas
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(such as a village) and the wilderness (usually a forest or ‘montaña/monte,’ i.e., literally ‘mountain, hill’ but more commonly ‘bush, wilderness’). These include Yukatek k’áax ‘forest’ vs. kàah ‘town’ (Bricker et al. 1998:120, 148), Lacandon k’áax
‘forest’ vs. kajar ‘town’ (Hofling 2014:205), Itza’ k’aax ‘forest’ vs. kaj ‘town’ (ALMG
2001b:37, 42; Hofling and Tesucún 1997:333, 387), and Mopan che’il ‘wild, uncivilized’ vs. kaj ‘town’ (Hofling 2011:151) in the Yukatekan branch; Ch’ol te࣯el ‘forest,
jungle’ (Hopkins et al. 2011:218), Chontal te࣯e࣯ ‘forest, jungle’ (Keller and Luciano
1997:235), Ch’orti’ ajk’opot3 ‘wild, of the forest’ and nuk-te࣯ (“large-tree”) ‘hills, forest in the mountains’ (Hull 2016:35, 307), Tzeltal te࣯eltik ‘forest’ (Slocum 1953:75),
and Tzotzil jabnaltik and mol te࣯tik ‘forest, mountains,’ literally “old forest” (Hurley
and Ruíz 1986:57, 84)4 in the Greater Tzeltalan languages; Chuj yax lu࣯um ‘virgin
forest, rain forest’ (Hopkins 2012:408), literally “green-earth,” and Akatek xol(aj)
te࣯(laj) “in the forest” (Andrés et al. 1996:221) in the Greater Q’anjobalan languages; Mam and Tektitek tze࣯ (ALMG 2003a, 2003d) and Awakatek tx’ok’been (ALMG
2001a:88) ‘forest’ in the Greater Mamean languages; K’iche’ k’iche࣯laj (ALMG
2004a:63), Achi k’ache࣯laaj (ALMG 2001e:55), Kaqchikel k’ichelaj (ALMG 2011:53),
Poqomam k’ichee࣯ (ALMG 2003c:97), Poqomchi’ ch’ahn (Dobbels 2003:123), and
Q’eqchi’ k’iche’ (Stoll 1896, Part 2; ALMG 2004b:113) ‘forest, montaña’ in the Greater K’iche’an languages, along with Wastek te࣯lom ‘forest’ (Larsen 1955:88).
The Mayan terms also reflect a more general Mesoamerican idea of uninhabited areas as ‘forest,’ ‘wilderness,’ or monte (i.e., ‘wilderness, uncultivated land’)
as in Nahuatl cuauhtlah (kwawtlah) and cuauhyoh (kwъwyoh) (Karttunen 1983:64),
Amuzgo jndëë (Stewart and Stewart 2000:72), Mixe (of San Juan Colorado) <cuhu>
(kù࣯ù) (Stark et al. 1986:11), Otomi (of San Andrés Cuexcontitlán) xanthi (/ѻănthѠ/)
(Lastra de Suárez 1989:143), and Xinka kraw’a ~ graw’a (Rogers 2010:369, n.d.a:4,
n.d.b.:17), to name a few. The semantics of nature-related terminology can also be
geographically motivated. While the aforementioned terms refer either to the wilderness in general – or foresty areas in particular – terms in other languages reflect the surrounding environment in a different manner: e.g., in Seri (Komkaak),
a language isolate in Sonora, Mexico (outside Mesoamerica proper), wilderness is
associated with a desert, as in <heecot> (/࣯æ:kot/), which is glossed as “monte, vegetación [desert area]” in Moser and Marlett (1998:17)5.

The concept of ‘nature’ in the European linguistic landscape
As regards the terms for ‘nature’ in other languages around the world, the
concepts and their etymologies are as varied as the languages. However, some interesting patterns that can be observed. Some are due to lexical borrowings, some
attributable to linguistic areas (sprachbunds, diffusion areas), and some to common
human concepts of the surrounding environment. Moreover, it is difficult to assess
how culture affects people’s ideas of nature – and how the terminology (or the lack
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of it) related to nature affects how the speakers of a given language perceive the natural environment around them. Evidently, each individual has a different relationship with nature6, but culture and society also affect it, and the terminology related
to nature shapes how people perceive it and talk about it. The semantic field of the
English word ‘nature’ includes terms such as natural, innate, raw, uncontrolled, wild,
primitive, free, untouched, and uncultivated. However, when we look at the etymology of the word, a somewhat different semantic scope arises. The Latin term nātūra,
from which the English term ‘nature’ derives from (along with more than half of the
terms for ‘nature’ in all European languages), translates as birth, character, quality,
essence, substance, element, disposition, inclination, temperament, the natural world,
the universe, and male organ, all deriving from nātūrus, future active participle of
nāscor ~ gnāscor (“to be born”), and ultimately from Proto-Indo-European *۪enh1“beget a child, to give birth, be born” (Lewis and Short 1879:1189-1190; Mallory
and Adams 2009:474; Streng 1933:481-482).
While the Germanic and Romance languages (along with Albanian, Irish,
Scots Gaelic, Welsh, and Polish, as well as the non-Indo-European Basque and
Maltese) have a Latin-based term for ‘nature,’ most Slavic languages derive their
term from Proto-Slavic *rodìti. Interestingly, however, the term is synonymous, or
near- synonymous to the etymology of the term ‘nature,’ with the meaning “to
give birth, bear (fruit)” – itself from Proto-Balto-Slavic *radei- or *radi-, a cognate with Latvian radît, “to give birth to, to create” (Derksen 2008:437, 2015:177).
Similarly, Lithuanian gamtà, ‘nature,’ derives from Proto-Baltic *gimѺ-, itself from
Proto-Indo-European *gއem-, with the meaning “to come,” and also “to come out
into the world,” i.e., “to be born,” and etymologically the same as the English verb
‘to come,’ and, e.g., Spanish venir (Mallory and Adams 2009:394-396). Semantically
associated, although with a distinct etymology, is the Greek term for ‘nature,’ φύση
(fýsi), derived from Ancient Greek φύσις (phýsis, /pހýsis/), itself from φῠω (phýō, /
pހýܧ:/), “to grow,” and ultimately from Proto-Indo-European *bހuH-, “to appear,
become, rise up,” which also gave, e.g., the English word ‘to be’ and Spanish fui (and
fue, fui-, fuer-, fues-).
Furthermore, in the Uralic languages, terms for ‘nature’ are semantically associated with the neighboring Indo-European languages. Hungarian has természet
for ‘nature,’ from terem, ‘to produce’ +˪ nominalizing suffix -észet (Zaicz 2006:739740) while Finnish luonto (‘nature, outside world, natural order, quality, property’) derives from the verb luoda, ‘to create, bring about’ and ‘shovel (snow)’ (SSA3
1995:105, 108). Closely related languages have similar terms, such as Northern Sami
luondu7 (Álgu database 2021) and Estonian loodus (EKI ühendsõnastik 2020), derived (along with Finnish luonto) from Proto-Finnic *loodak (“to throw, to cast, to
push away” and “create, make”), itself from Proto-Finno-Volgaic *loŋe- (“to throw,
push away”) (Álgu database 2021; SSA2:105). Another related term is the Finnish ympäristö, or ‘environment,’ from ympäri (‘around’), a borrowing from Proto-
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Germanic *umbi (‘around’), itself from Proto-Indo-European *h2entbހi (‘around,
on both sides’), and ultimately from *h2ent-, or ‘face’ (SSA3 2000:491; Mallory and
Adams 2009:289, 291). This is also the origin of Latin ambi- (‘around, about, on
each side of ’) and its derivatives, including English ‘ambient.’ Consequently, Finnish ympäristö and English ‘ambient’ come from the same source. Interestingly, these
are also semantically related to English ‘environment,’ from French en (‘in’) + viron
(‘a turn’).

On the personification and gender of nature
Nature is also personified in many cultures around the world. “Mother
Earth” and “Mother Nature” are widespread concepts with a myriad of artistic,
linguistic, and mythological representations around the world and throughout human history. However, as artistic representations of “Mother Earth” predate written
records and attested linguistic terms, it is not always easy to connect later cultural
phenomena to earlier manifestations in material culture. In spite of this, archaic
cultures have produced symbolic imagery with affinities to the later manifestations
of the concept of “Mother Earth,” as demonstrated by Marija Gimbutas (1991) and
Nikos Chausidis (2012). According to Gimbutas (1991:228), “[f]rom the Upper
Paleolithic, symbols appear representing the Goddess’s fertility. She is portrayed
as a naturalistic nude with hands placed on her enlarged belly, her pregnant form
apparently likened to the fecundity of the seeded earth and all its creatures.” Furthermore, Gimbutas (1991:230) adds that “[t]here is no doubt that the prehistoric
veneration of Mother Earth survived intact up to the time of the worship of Demeter and Persephone in Greece, Ops Consiua in Rome, Nerthus in Germanic lands,
Zemyna or Zemes Mate in the Baltic area, Mother Moist Earth in Slavic lands, and
elsewhere. Her power was too ancient and deep to be altogether destroyed by succeeding patriarchal religions, including Christianity.” Although neither Gimbutas
nor Chausidis discuss Indigenous ideas of “Mother Nature” or “Mother Earth,” the
concept appears to be near-universal.
While there are male “earth gods” and female “sky gods,” the idea of the nature being feminine is quite widespread. One of the well-known Indigenous American manifestations of “Mother Earth” is the Quechua Pachamama, from pacha
(‘earth, land, time, universe’) and mama (‘mother’)8 (DQEQ 2005:294, 373, 375).
Others include widespread Native North American concepts of “Mother Earth.” According to the interviews carried out by Jostad et al. (1996:572) with members of
nine Native North American groups (Blackfoot, Coeur d’Alene, Colville, Kalispel,
Menominee, Nez Perce, Salish, Spokane, and Warm Springs), “[i]n the traditional
context, the language used by those interviewed was completely gender-specific;
Mother Earth is “she,” the rivers are her blood, and we come from her womb of
creation.” However, although the fundamental concept surely exists, it is worth not-
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ing that none of the Indigenous languages of the peoples interviewed in Jostad et al.
(1996) have gendered pronouns. While some, such as Okanagan (Colville-Okanagan), has gender suffixes and some, such as Blackfoot, has grammatical gender
(although animate-inanimate, not sex-specific9), none of the languages mark pronouns with gender. Consequently, the interviews were probably carried out in English. However, this does not mean that the underlying concept of “Mother Nature”
would not be present in the language, culture, and worldview of the said groups.
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the gender of the various terms for ‘na(prakŕti), Latin nātūra
ture’ in Indo-European languages is feminine: Sanskrit
(along with descendant terms in, e.g., French, Italian, and Spanish), Slavic природа
(priroda), Lithuanian gamtà, as well as Greek φύση (fýsi). However, one ought to
be careful when interpreting gender categories based solely on grammatical gender
without understanding the underlying semantics of these terms.
Besides the examples provided by Gimbutas (1991:230) above (Demeter,
Persephone, Ops, Nerthus, Žemyna10, Zemes Mate, and “Mother Moist Earth”),
many other female deities in European mythology can be associated with the concept “Mother Earth.” These include Jord ~ Jörd ~ Jörð, from Old Norse jІrð, ‘earth’
(Icelandic jörð and Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish jord, cognates of English earth
[airþa], from Proto-Germanic *erþō and, ultimately, from Proand Gothic
to-Indo-European *h1er-, ‘earth’), Fjorgyn, Frigg, and Freya, as well as Γαῖα (Gaĩa),
Γῆ (Gê), Tellus, Terra, and Venus11 in the Greco-Roman tradition (Daly 2009:23, 33,
58; Lindow 2001:205-206; Orchard 1997: 44, 98), along with numerous other personifications of nature and earth in different cultures around the world.

“Mother Earth” and the mother of the earth in the Andes
After the Spanish conquest in the Andes, the image of the Virgin Mary
was associated with Pachamama (Yetter 2017:2). Although there is some controversy as to the forms and extent of this syncretism (see below), the connection can
be observed on many levels, including language, art, religion, and worldviews. The
linguistic connection is manifested in the terms wirjunn (or wirjen) Pachamama
(Harris 2000), a clear connection to the Virgin Mary. Artistic representations are
epitomized in the anonymous Andean painting from 1720 titled “Virgen del Cerro”
(“Virgin of the Hill,” “Virgin of the Mountain,” or “Virgin of the Mountain of Potosí” in English translations)12 which portrays the Virgin Mary within a mountain.
The mountain itself represents Cerro Rico, the main source of silver of the Spanish
Empire and the largest single source of silver in the history of mankind. Known also
as the “mountain that eats men,” due to the harsh conditions and treatment of the
Indigenous miners (Ferry 1999; Izagirre 2019; Lane 2019), the Indigenous attitude
towards Cerro Rico is rather mixed. The aforementioned painting shows the Virgin
Mary merged with the mountain, exhibiting adits (entrances to the mines), trees,
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llamas, and Indigenous people, and surrounded by dignitaries and religious icons,
and flanked by the Sun and the Moon. While the connection to the Indigenous
past of the area is clear, the symbolism is almost entirely imported. Furthermore,
although the connection between mountains and Virgins existed already in Spain
(e.g., the Virgin of Montserrat), and this connection might have had an influence
on the Andean tradition (Damian 1995; Duncan 1986), the fusion of the mountain
and the Virgin Mary appears to be motivated by local ideology. For example, as far
as I know, none of the images of the Virgin of Montserrat portray the Virgin merged
with the mountain. Instead, the figure is always shown in front of it. Consequently,
although the connection between the Virgin of Montserrat and the Virgin of the
Mountain of Potosí seems obvious, there is no reason to suggest that these two are
related (see also Nair 2007:211-212).
However, this does not mean that the Virgin Mary and Pachamama were
not associated with each other. Derks and Heessels (2011:304-305) point out that
right after the introduction of Catholicism in Bolivia, the Indigenous people of the
area associated the Virgin Mary with Pachamama as protective and fertile mother
figures. According to van Kessel (1992:1), both Pachamama and the Virgin Mary
give and take care of life, watch over the fertility of the cattle, the crops of the farm,
and secure the rains and the next agricultural cycle. In return, both ask for “payments” in the form of offerings: flowers, fruits, and seeds13.
On the other hand, as Salles-Reese (1997:38) observes, the “association
with lust […] renders impossible the Pachamama’s syncretization with the Virgin
Mary; unlike the Mother of Christ, the Indian deity is nor virginal, chaste, or pure.”
Consequently, according to Tola (2018:28), the assimilation of Pachamama into the
Christian framework was rather complicated, as for the European missionaries,
“Pachamama and the Andean women who revered it also evoked lust, lasciviousness and moral chaos.” Furthermore, as Dean (2010:36, 68, 91) points out, while
the earth or Pachamama is conceptually feminine, many distinct parts of the earth,
such as individual stones (especially named ones), outcrops, and mountains, are
often masculine while, e.g., caves, as places of origin or birth, are feminine. Moreover, according to Dean (2010:44, 45,68), commonly, the wank’a (rocks that were
perceived as “petrified owners of places, such as fields, valleys, and villages”) were
related to masculine issues associated with male semination, such as flood, drought,
and warfare.
The relationship between people and Pachamama in the Andes was that
of reciprocity. As Tola (2018:28) points out, “[w]hen treated with respect, the earth
could respond with abundant harvests. Failure to pay proper attention to Pachamama, however, could lead to arid soils, illnesses and even death.” Consequently, “[a]
lthough capable of generating life, the pre-Hispanic Pachamama could hardly be
described as a benevolent, all-giving mother” (Tola 2018:28). The association and
partial fusion of Pachamama and the Virgin Mary is a prime example of European
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and Indigenous surface-level syncretism where the entities are not entirely fused
but, instead, co-existing and – to some extent – complementary or even contradictory. Consequently, the nature of the relationship should be labeled as pericretic – to
coin a term – rather than syncretic14.
To elaborate the relationship and circumstances further, Yetter (2017:3)
points out that “[e]ven though these beliefs were syncretized with the model of the
Virgin Mary, the Spanish male conquerors were blind to the Andean motives of the
preservation of their own cultural ideologies.” Consequently, as Vuola (2019:105)
observes, “Pachamama does not merge into Mary. Rather, they co-exist and share
common elements, but also have characteristics of their own.” Furthermore, Tola
(2018:28-29) notes that in Western modernity, the relationship between nature
and society has been based on a rigid opposition in which the earth is a feminized
setting for human endeavors, whereas, in the Andean ontology, the relationship is
complementary and fluid.

“Mother Earth” in the mundo maya
As regards the concept of “Mother Earth” in the Maya area and Mayan
languages, a dictionary search of 30 Mayan languages produced only one direct
reference regarding the concept, i.e., Achi (ALMG 2001e:72) qachuu ulew, glossed
as “madre tierra.” Although references to “Mother Earth” do exist in the modern
Mayan languages, the concept itself seems to be a modern development in the Maya
area. Based on discussions with speakers15 of various Mayan languages in 2021, the
concept was known but its historical depth contested. Nevertheless, eight out of
ten people who took part in a survey16 carried out among speakers of six Mayan
languages in Guatemala answered that they do use the concept of “Mother Earth” in
reference to the earth. However, only one provided a term in a Mayan language for
the concept. Furthermore, while many people who took part in the survey answered
that the earth is feminine, many also replied that earth does not have gender – or it
is composed of both genders. One answer was particularly revealing:
“In general, we refer to the earth as our mother, but there are also specific
spaces or areas that can be masculine, such is the case of some mountains that are
recognized as masculine and bear masculine names, but most of them are feminine.
It is also important to mention that there are some places that are not defined by
sex – it is only known that they are sacred and have names. […] In our community,
for example, in general it is Qatut Ak’al, but if we refer to the Volcán de Agua, we say
the Yuuk’ Jun Ajpú or Qatat Yuuk’ Jun Ajpú – and Jun Ajpú in our thought and oral
tradition is masculine, although it is still part of a whole.”17
Yet, according to Héctor Aj Xol Ch’ok (personal communication, 2021), the
concept was all but unknown a few decades ago but has become more common
– especially among the Maya who have worked in NGOs and studied in universi-
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ties. He also notes that the new concept ignores the concept of duality in the Maya
thought.
Nonetheless, the concept does exist in the modern Maya parlance – and also
in more traditional surroundings. According to Kerry Hull (personal communication, 2021), the Ch’orti’ regularly refer to the earth as “Mother” – especially in ritual
contexts. Furthermore, as there is no grammatical gender in Mayan languages, the
gender shows up in explicit nominal references. Hull (2003: 146) notes that “gender
association parallelism results from the common frame of reference of the sun and
the earth, or as the Ch’orti’ say today, “Padre Jesus” and “Madre Tierra.”” In addition, Hull (2003:174) notes that “[t]he earth, like all other ‘good’ beings in Ch’orti’
mythology, have ‘evil’ counterparts. All the principal angels have Underworld counterparts who are responsible for causing illnesses. Even Jesus Christ has his evil
equivalent in Ch’orti’ thought.” Furthermore, the femininity of the earth is obvious
in the Ch’orti’ planting rites, with references to Mother Earth and Our Mother [the
Earth] (Kerry Hull, personal communication, 2021).
The concept is also used in Yucatan – although it is conspicuously absent
in the Yucatec linguistic sources. However, the concept does exist in the ritual language of some elders today, as recorded in 2010 by Harald Thomaß (In Press) who
documented the following phrase voiced by Don Antonio:
Tin k’ubik waay lu’um kaabile’, para empezar y cerrar: in na’ lu’um
“Lo entrego aquí en la tierra, para empezar y cerrar: mi madre tierra”
(“I give it here on earth, to start and close: my mother earth”)
How traditional, common, or widespread the concept na’ lu’um is, requires
more research. Interestingly, however, it has found its way into modern phraseology
and names of, e.g., organizations, businesses, and merchandise, including Na’Lu’um
Cacao Institute (Belize), Koox Na’Lu’um Eco Hotel (Tecoh, Yucatán), Na’ Lu’um Restaurant (Mérida, Yucatán), Instituto Ná Lu’ Um, (El Soberbio, Misiones, Argentina),
Colectivo Na’lu’um – environmental and social community organization (Yucatán),
Grupo Ecologista Na Luúm (Campeche), Ak na’lu’um educational website, Espacio
Pachamama U Nai Na Luum cultural center, In na lu’um Facebook blog, Ná Lu’um
Art, Na Lu’um Cosmética Nativa (Quintana Roo), Na’lu’um health and beauty
products (Yucatán), Na’ Lu’um artisanal soaps (Mexico City and Quintana Roo),
Na Luum ecological products (Quintana Roo), Na’luum wood products (Yucatán),
Lu’um Na’ apartments and condos (Campeche), Artesanos Na’ Lu’um (Cancún,
Quintana Roo), and The Swallows of Na’ Lu’um song by Nicholas Gunn. Similarly,
we have the “Mother Earth” concept appearing in Guatemala, including Asociación
Tuut Ak’al Chib’aatz’ (tuut ak’al for “mother earth” in Poqomchi’).
Besides the earth itself, the Maya concepts of earth beings/deities (from the
ancient Maya texts18 and iconography to modern Maya concepts) personify aspects
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of the earth – much the same way as in many other cultures around the world. Reflections of these ideas are found in concepts such as Mam or “grandfather” – with
connections to earth and mountain spirits of great antiquity19. However, these beings have, more than often, other aspects and attributes – making it problematic to
associate them with earth exclusively. For example, God N is associated with the
aforementioned Mam but it also has other attributes that are not connected with terrestrial phenomena (Taube 1992:92-99). Another example is God D whose celestial
association is widespread. However, he is also associated with the earth, especially
during the Postclassic and Colonial eras – much the same way as Tōnacātēcuhtli
in the Aztec worldview. Similarly, the Central Mexican deities with connections
to the earth, including the aforementioned Tōnacātēcuhtli, as well as Tlāltēcuhtli,
Tōnacācihuātl, Chicomecōātl, and Cōātlīcue, also possess other aspects beyond the
earthly associations (Seler 1887:227, 234; Taube 1992:36-41). The fluidity of these
beings makes their classification as mere earth deities problematic.

Concluding remarks
The terminology around the concept of nature is in constant motion in the
languages and cultures around the world, and the Maya area and Mesoamerica are
no exceptions. Although there are no traditional terms for ‘nature’ in many languages, new concepts based on changing perspectives of the world around us emerge
in all languages. These include neologisms as well as semantic extensions of existing terms. Furthermore, besides the terminology itself, nature and earth are often
personified in Indigenous cultures. However, although the idea of “Mother Earth”
has recently gained currency in the Maya area, the concept is not autochthonous.
Instead, it appears to be a borrowed concept – albeit falling into a fertile ground.
Moreover, rather than being based on rigid oppositions, the Maya idea of the earth
and the natural world surrounding us is complementary – rather than markedly
either feminine or masculine.

Notes
1 The modern world (modern era, modernity) refers here to the socio-cultural values, attitudes, and
norms, as well as the world system and historical era from roughly the 16th century onwards, characterized first by European hegemony and later by globalization, and associated with capitalism,
technological progress, individualism, and urbanization (see, e.g., Braudel 1979; Goody 2004; and
Wallerstein 2004).
2 Sakapultek has also kajulew, glossed as ‘naturaleza’ (’nature’) in ALMG (2001c:38). The term does
not, however, appear in Vásquez Aceituno 2007.
3 The Ch’orti’ term k’opot is interesting, as there’s a chance that this term reflects part of a name on the
Terminal Classic Randel Stela of Sak Tz’i’, written as AJ-YAX-k’o?-bo?-ta (Aj Yax K’obot?), or “He
of the Green Forest.”
4 Note also Tzotzil (Hurley and Ruíz 1986) chij as ‘ram, lamb, sheep, deer’ vs. te’tikal chij ‘deer’ (literally “forest deer”) and chitom as ‘pig’ vs. te’tikal chitom as ‘peccary’ (jabalí in Spanish in Hurley and
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Ruíz [1986:41] – a loanword from Arabic Ν˴Ώ˴ϝ˶ϱ˷˪ jabaliyy, “of the mountains”). Similarly, there is a
development in K’iche’ where kej used to mean only ‘deer’ but refers to a ‘horse’ today, while a Nahua loanword masat (and, to a lesser extent, kej) refers to a ‘deer.’ In the same way, ak’ used to mean
‘turkey’ in K’iche’ and now ak’ or ti’j ak’ is ‘chicken,’ while no’s and qu’l means ‘turkey.’ These are
typical semantic shifts in other Mayan languages as well – along with many other languages around
the world. Of particular interest are the Old Tupi names for ‘jaguar’ and ‘tapir.’ According to Lemos
Barbosa (1956:83, 385-386), in Old Tupi, the superlative particle, eté came to clarify confusion after
the contact with European languages. Certain lexical items, especially specific domestic animals
that were unknown to the Indigenous people of the area, were named after similar familiar entities,
including: wine: kaûĩ (‘cauin’); ox: tapiira (‘tapir’); and dog: îagûara (‘jaguar’). Subsequently, the native terms were augmented with the eté particle to produce kaûĩ-eté for ‘cauin’; tapiir-eté for ‘tapir’;
and îagûar-eté for ‘jaguar,’ or “onça legitima, grande.” Still today in modern Guarani, jagua means
‘dog’ while jaguarete is ‘jaguar.’ However, ‘tapir’ is mborevi and ‘ox’ is guéi (an obvious loanword
from Spanish).
5 Note also <heecto quiih> (/࣯æ:kto ki:࣯/) as “cazar (estar en el monte) [hunt]” and <heecot coom>
(/࣯æ:kot ko:m/) “buscar visión [seek vision]” in Seri (Moser and Marlett 1998:17).
6 As demonstrated in the (linguistically ambiguous) movie line “this is not natural” in Irvine Welsh’s
Trainspotting (Welsh 1993), with a reference to outdoors in the Scottish nature.
7 The term understood as ‘nature’ is a modern concept in Sami languages, influenced by the Finnish
term luonto. The primary meaning of the term is ‘nature’ or ‘character’ as is “human nature.”
8 Although Pachamama is often translated as “Mother Earth,” the concept is far more comprehensive,
encompassing time along with space. Furthermore, as Yetter (2017:11) notes, “Pachamama [is]
mother earth as well as the mother of earth.”
9 Furthermore, as Kilarski (2007:334) points out, “[…] the principal differences between Algonquian
and Indo-European gender, […] involve the type of assignment criteria: in contrast to Algonquian,
semantic criteria in Indo-European are usually weaker, being combined with formal ones (morphological or phonological). Furthermore, sex, rather than animacy, is the primary distinction,
similarly to many other language families of the Old World, as well as, e.g., Northern Iroquoian
among North American languages.” However, it is also worth noting that the animate–inanimate
contrast (rather than pure sex-based distinction) was also present in the Proto-Indo-European pronominal system.
10 Žemyna derives from the reconstructed name of the Proto-Indo-European earth goddess *Dހé۪ހōm,
meaning ‘earth.’ The term *dހé۪ހōm (and specifically its derived form *۪ހmࡢ m, “earthling”) is also
the source for Proto-Italic *hemō and Latin homō (“human being”), and its descendant terms: Italian uomo, French homme, and Spanish hombre, as well as Latin (etc.) humus (“earth, soil”), and
English human (Mallory and Adams 1997:174, 2009:471).
11 As Mother Earth in Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura (Fratantuono 2017:15-17).
12 There are two versions of the painting: one at the Casa Nacional de Moneda de Bolivia (The National Mint of Bolivia) in Potosí and the other at Museo Nacional de Arte, La Paz, Bolivia.
13 “[…] ambas – Pachamama y la Virgen – son las que dan y cuidan la vida y la salud de sus hijos
y ambas piden en “pago” elementos idénticos que observamos en el culto que se les rinde. En el
ambiente rural, ambas han de vigilar por la fertilidad del ganado, los cultivos de la chacra y la
oportunidad de las lluvias. Ambas reciben las ofrendas de flores, frutas y semillas y ambas han de
cuidarles y regenerarlas en el próximo ciclo agrícola” (van Kessel 1992:1). Note also an interesting
recent Indigenous ritual that was performed in the Vatican, with a “dance resembling the ‘pago a la
tierra,’ a traditional offering to Mother Earth” (see Mares 2019).
14 I.e., ‘around or near,’ rather than ‘together’ with “Cretans.”
15 Dora Maritza García Patzán (Kaqchikel), Romelia Mo’ Isem (Poqomchi’), Héctor Aj Xol Ch’ok (Q’eqchi’), and Crisanto Kumul Chan (Yucatec).
16 Carried out with the help of Romelia Mo’ Isem in October 2021.
17 ”De manera general nos referimos a la tierra como nuestra madre, pero igualmente hay espacios o
áreas especificas que pueden ser masculinos tal es el caso de algunas montañas que son reconocidas como masculinos y llevan nombres masculinos, pero en su mayoria es femenino. Tambien es
importante mencionar que hay algunos lugares que no se define si tiene sexo, solo se sabe que es
sagrado y tiene un nombre. […]. En fin en nuestra comunidad por ejemplo en su generalidad es
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Qatut Ak’al, pero si nos referimos al Volcán de Agua, le decimos la Yuuk’ Jun Ajpú o Qatat Yuuk’
Jun Ajpú, y Jun Ajpú en nuestro imaginario y tradicion oral es Masculino, aunque sigue siendo
parte de un todo.”
18 Epigraphic references to earth gods include the phrase kanal k’uh kabal k’uh, or “celestial gods,
earthly gods” (e.g., Tikal Stela 31 and the “Vase of the Seven Gods” [K2796]).
19 Although references to earth as “mother” exist in the modern Maya worldview, I have yet to encounter any explicit references to female earth deities in a pre-Columbian Maya context.
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The Extended Person in Maya Ontology

Susan D. Gillespie

Abstract:
For the Maya reality is a unified whole within which every entity shares in the same fundamental animating principle. This is a relational ontology whereby no phenomenon is self-contained but emerges
from relations with others, including humans and non-humans, in various fields of action. This ontology
correlates with a more encompassing “process metaphysic” in which reality is in constant flux, continually
“becoming.” The process metaphysic envisioned by philosopher Alfred North Whitehead provides a technical language for analyzing the composition and extension of Maya persons, using the model of personhood developed by anthropologist Marcel Mauss. In life individual Maya persons assembled divergent
components endowed by their maternal and paternal ancestors, which were subsequently disassembled
upon their deaths. They also assembled non-corporeal components–souls and names–that linked them
to existences beyond the physical boundaries and timelines of their bodies. Aspects of personhood were
also shared by objects worn or manipulated by humans. Persons were thus extended in space and in time,
outliving individual human beings. Maya belief and practice reveals the fundamental process known as
k’ex, “replacement” or “substitution,” accounts for much of the flux and duration of the universe as a Maya-specific mode of “becoming.”
Keywords: Maya, ontology, process metaphysic, personhood, Alfred North Whitehead
Resumen:
LA NOCIÓN DE LA PERSONA EXTENDIDA EN LA ONTOLOGÍA MAYA
Para los Mayas, el mundo real se concibe como un todo unificado en donde cada entidad comparte el
mismo principio anímico. Se trata de una ontología relacional en la que ningún fenómeno es un ser
contenido dentro de sí mismo, sino que surge de las relaciones con los demás, incluidos humanos y no
humanos, en varios campos de acción. Esta ontología se correlaciona con una “metafísica del proceso”
(“process metaphysic”) según la cual la realidad se encuentra en flujo, en un continuo proceso de devenir
(“becoming”). La metafísica del proceso prevista por el filósofo Alfred North Whitehead proporciona un
lenguaje técnico para analizar la composición y extensión de la persona maya, utilizando el modelo de
la personeidad (“personhood”) elaborado por el antropólogo Marcel Mauss. Durante sus vidas las personas mayas individuales reunieron los componentes divergentes investidos por sus antepasados maternos
y paternos, y que posteriormente, después de su muerte fueron desmontados. También reunieron los
componentes no corporales – las almas y los nombres – que asociaron a sus presencias más allá de los
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límites físico-temporales de los cuerpos mismos. Transfirieron ciertos aspectos de la personeidad a los
objectos usados o manipulados por los humanos. De este modo ciertas personas se extienden en el espacio
y en el tiempo, sobreviviendo a los seres humanos individuales. Las creencias y prácticas mayas se basan
en el concepto fundamental de k’ex, (“reemplazo”, “sustitución”), lo que explica en gran medida que un
constante movimiento y la duración del universo constituyen un modo maya específico de devenir.
Palabras claves: Maya, ontología, la metafísica del proceso, la persona, Alfred North Whitehead

Introduction
The twenty-first century is witnessing a growing interest by scholars in
anthropology, archaeology, and related disciplines in “new” or alternative, nonWestern ontologies (e.g., Alberti and Bray 2009; Coole and Frost 2010; Alberti et
al. 2011; Descola 2013; Watts 2013; Joyce 2015; Alberti 2016). Even philosophers
are now exploring the different ontologies of indigenous America (e.g., Maffie
2014; McLeod 2018). This is part of a more general rejection in academia of
the imposition of the modern Western world view on others. Especially targeted
for criticism is the Western divide between humans and non-humans and the
attribution of intention and agency only to humans. A near-universal animic
ontology has been posited to characterize many non-Western perspectives, one
in which animacy, agency, and personhood are not monopolized by humans but
may be properties of non-human objects and intangible phenomena (e.g., Gell
1998; Latour 2005; Hendon 2012; Joyce 2015; Harrison-Buck and Hendon 2018;
Watts 2013). Although its universality may be overstated, there is nevertheless
greater acceptance in “counter-modern” thinking (Thomas 2004: 224) of the
transcendence of Modernist oppositional categories, such as subject and object,
culture and nature, divine and mortal, living and inert, and supernatural and
natural, allowing for more complex polyagential realms of existence (e.g., Descola
2013; Kosiba et al. 2020; Zamora Corona 2020).
Overcoming our conventional human/non-human divide thus requires
rethinking the status of “persons.” Most notably, non-humans are being recognized
within this category as sentient and agentive actors. Furthermore, the related
modern Western concept of the “individual” must also be expanded beyond its
narrow boundaries. Persons can be permeable, extendable, and plural, exceeding
a single human body. They can also be durable, outliving that body. This paper
reviews various aspects of Maya belief and practice regarding the relational and
assembled person “in process,” relying on the pioneering research of anthropologist
Marcel Mauss and process philosophers such as Alfred North Whitehead.
In considering Maya personhood, I emphasize three major ontological
propositions drawing from philosophy. The first is that personhood is a relational
status (e.g., Fowler 2016). This is foundational to overcoming Modernist dualist
ontologies (Watts 2013: 1). Entities assume their subjectivities—their characteristics
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and capacities—out of their relationships with others (Joyce 2015: 8). Persons are
not isolable, reductive, or static. They are always parts of wholes that are more than
the sums of their parts.
Relationism further involves the continual reconstitution of entities in
alliance with other phenomena, forming various types of assemblages that are
constituted, disassembled, and reconstituted over time (e.g., Latour 2005; DeLanda
2006; Harman 2008; Joyce 2012). Assemblages assume particular configurations
based on the intrasubjectivities of their component parts within specific, but
typically routine and generic, fields of action (Robb 2010).
These first two propositions are founded on an underlying process
metaphysic whereby the universe is in flux, transformation is continuous, and
entities are constantly emerging, constantly “becoming” (Rescher 1996, 2000;
Halewood 2005). As difficult as it might be for Westerners to comprehend, what we
call entities are better modeled as processes (Watts 2013: 1). A process metaphysic
is becoming more common in anthropology, archaeology, and related disciplines
(e.g., Gosden and Malafouris 2015).
I begin with a more detailed examination of this process metaphysic before
discussing general notions of personhood. This theoretical review is followed by
specific manifestations of the construction and durability of Maya persons from
the prehispanic era to the present. Although conceptions of personhood among the
Maya and within Mesoamerica more generally vary in specific ways, my focus here
is on how different lines of data from the Maya region reveal evidence for a singular
mechanism within a wider Mesoamerican process metaphysic, namely, the dynamic
impulse of substitution or replacement encapsulated by the concept of k’ex.

Mesoamerican Ontology: Monism and Teotlism
Despite the diversity of cultures within Mesoamerica over the last 5000 years
or so, anthropologists have identified a shared “monistic orientation” or “ontological
monism” (e.g., Burkhart 1989: 36-37; Monaghan 2000: 26; Maffie 2014: 12, 22;
McLeod 2018: 99). With ontological monism, reality is a unified whole in which
every entity shares in the same fundamental animating principle. Not a tangible
substance, it is usually understood as some kind of vital force, energy, or power.
The Modern Western ontology, by contrast, is pluralistic, accepting the existence
of divergent types of entities; for example, dividing humans from non-humans, or
mortals from divine beings. A consequence of monism is a pantheistic conception
of deity, in which all gods are different manifestations of this unitary vivifying force
or power (Hunt 1977: 55-56). This monistic orientation has been called teotlism
by some Mesoamerican scholars (following Klor de Alva 1979), from the Nahuatl
word for this divine principle, teotl (see, e.g., Hvidtfeldt 1958), although others resist
applying an Aztec concept to the rest of Mesoamerica (Monaghan 2000: 25).
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There are recognized shortcomings in our understandings of this nonplural
ontology, some pointed out by John Monaghan (2000: 29). For example, if there is an
essential oneness of the universe, how can we explain its particular manifestations—
the different gods, humans, animals, and other beings? Moreover, the unity of this
single force appears monolithic and “flat,” seemingly incapable of accounting for
change as something other than difference. It seems to invoke the ontological
monovalence that is prevalent in Western science, according to philosopher Roy
Bhaskar (Wallace 2011: 54). How can one explain the emergence of different
superficial manifestations of an underlying divine principle? Does variation in
time, space, or context play a role?
Fortunately, an influential recent book by philosopher James Maffie (2014),
rethinking Aztec notions of teotl, provides some answers to these questions. Rather
than power or force, Maffie (2014: 12) defines teotl as “process, movement, change,
and transformation.” Reality is a continual becoming or transition, not a state of
being (2014: 12). More specifically, according to Maffie (2014: 137, emphasis in
original), teotl as a process, a modus operandus of constant self-transformation,
originates from “agonistic inamic unity, that is, the continual and continuous struggle
(agon) of paired opposites, polarities, or dualities,” such as life and death, male and
female, day and night. The cosmos and everything within it is generated by this
unending struggle of the dual facets of teotl. Balance is achieved over the long term
in an “unchanging pattern of change according to which everything changes” (2014:
138-139; emphasis in original).
This ontology is holist and relationist. It accounts for the emergence of
difference from the continuous interrelationships of assembling and disassembling
entities as processes. Despite this clear explanation, however, the specific mechanisms
of teotl need not apply to other monistic ontologies within Mesoamerica; this point
remains to be investigated. Importantly, Maffie’s ideas of teotl as process were shaped
by the development of a “process metaphysic” in philosophy (Maffie 2014: 12).
I turn now to this process metaphysic as a brief detour to help elucidate ontological
monism among the Maya.

Process Metaphysic
What is called “process metaphysic” or “process philosophy” developed
from the works of diverse philosophers from the eighteenth into the twentieth
centuries, such as Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel,
Charles Sanders Peirce, William James, Henri Bergson, and Alfred North
Whitehead, although its basic premise—that in the universe “everything flows”—
goes back to Heraclitus in the sixth century BC (Browning 1965; Rescher 1996).
Heraclitus’s view was opposed by an alternative Greek “atomism” that viewed reality
as composed of static substances or things (Rescher 1996: 9-11). Atomism was the
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basis for an Aristotelian metaphysic that dominated subsequent Western philosophy
and science to the present day (Rescher 2000 :4). In contrast, a process metaphysic
treats change, rather than stasis, as fundamental (2000: 5). Processes develop over
time and always have a “developmental, forward-looking aspect” (2000: 22). The
salience of time is one compelling reason to explore this philosophy with regards to
the Maya civilization, given its known preoccupation with time (e.g., Tedlock 1982;
León-Portilla 1988; McLeod 2018).
Here I focus on the most influential of the twentieth-century thinkers,
Alfred North Whitehead (1861-1947) (Rescher 1996: 20). Whitehead’s metaphysic
considers “becoming” as the ultimate characterization of “being” (e.g., Whitehead
1978). He was concerned with explaining the process of becoming, a process
that accounts for both the distinction among various becomings–they are not all
the same–and the historical aspects of becoming, whereby later becomings are
predicated on those that happened earlier. Thus, existence has an “utterly relational
character” (Halewood 2005: 63), and the passage of time as duration or accumulation
is essential.
The superficial review of Whitehead’s ideas provided here, based on
Halewood’s (2005) analysis, is intended to suggest a technical language or method
to comprehend the ontology of Maya persons. I begin with Whitehead’s notion
of “eternal objects,” although the word “object” may be misleading. These are the
“pure potentials of the universe” that ingress (Whitehead’s verb) into particular
“becomings,” forming “actual entities” by incarnating matter (2005: 72). These actual
entities thereby account for the physical world. Importantly, in their “becoming”
the actual entities “grasp their environment” in their specific context, resulting in
differences among them despite a singular origin (2005: 63).
Furthermore, each becoming is shaped by the “extensive continuum.” This
continuum is an infinite relational complex that underlies the universe. It consists of
all “actual entities” that have ceased “becoming.” They are elements in the potential
creation of new becomings that are shaped by prior becomings (Halewood 2005:
65-66). Although this continuum may seem “virtual” or always in potentia, it is
nevertheless “real.”
In sum, how new entities emerge or become actualized as differentiated
matter is affected by “the environment” of their becoming, and also by the
accumulated past becomings of earlier actual entities into which eternal objects
have ingressed over time. Furthermore, processes are autopoietic, endowed with
what Leibniz originally referred to as “appetition” or an inner compulsion to realize
new features, resulting in never-ending change (Rescher 1996: 12, 21).
Thus, the universe is eventful, with pasts and futures distinguished from
their presents even as they are interrelated by prior and future becomings (Halewood
2005: 74). This is an explanation for difference continually generated within an
axiomatic ontological monism. Whitehead’s process philosophy thus provides
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a polyvalent or “depth” ontology that accounts for the generation of new actual
entities from virtual origins, rather than the monovalence that seems to trouble
certain understandings of Mesoamerican monistic ontology.
Although this description of Whitehead’s process metaphysic is very brief
and abstract, his ideas can serve as a heuristic device for analyzing a general Maya
ontology of personhood, especially how personhood is extended in space and time,
within a processual model of reality but without defaulting to Aztec mechanisms of
teotl as process.

Personhood
Importantly, twentieth-century anthropology had already moved precisely
away from the Modern notion that the category of person is limited to static
individual human beings. A person is a social and moral entity with capacities and
responsibilities toward other entities with which it interacts. Any person is thus part
of a larger whole and emerges (or becomes) out of relations with other parts of that
whole. The works of Marilyn Strathern (1988, 1999) and others (e.g., Fortes 1973;
Barraud 1990; Wagner 1991; Busby 1997; Mosko 1997; LiPuma 1998; Strathern and
Lambek 1998; Fowler 2004, 2016; Santos-Granero 2009; Kairski 2018) have detailed
how personhood is always in flux. It is fluid and relational, partible and plural,
dependent at any moment on intrasubjective interactions in social fields with others.
This ontology of personhood is thus compatible with the process metaphysic.
Many of these notions of personhood first appeared in essays by French
sociologist Marcel Mauss (1872-1950) in 1929 (Mauss1969) and 1938 (Mauss 1985;
see further explanation in Gillespie 2002, 2008a). His analysis of clan-based societies,
such as the Zuni and Kwakiutl, along with the work of subsequent ethnographers
(e.g., Kan 1989), revealed that each clan safeguarded a discrete set of names or
titles as its property, which were distributed to living clan members. The names
established the identities, positioning, rights, capacities, and destinies of individuals
vis-à-vis others within the whole that was the clan.
In assuming one or more clan names during their lifetimes, individuals
would actualize, in the material world, the virtual “prefigured totality of the life of
the clan” (Mauss 1985: 5). This is a dialectical relationship played out as the ongoing
“embodiment of persons and the personification of bodies” (Strathern and Lambek
1998: 6). Living individuals become the incarnations of ancestors of the same names,
which is how the clan perpetuates itself across generations, assuring its continued
existence (Mauss 1985: 8).
The actual clan “members” were thus the enduring names and titles (Kan
1989: 72), which Mauss (1985: 5) referred to as certain “characters” or personnages,
each one a metonymic reference to the totality of the clan. The “person” as personnage
is eternal, extended in time, and potential, always future-oriented. Different humans
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and even some non-human actors will temporarily embody a specific personnage,
actualizing that potential in relation to one another and the totality of the clan,
within a certain environment or socio-historical context. Upon their deaths, the
names revert back to the clan for anticipated future generations.
History plays a role because names, titles, and other property could be
gained through marriage alliance and also lost through warfare (Mauss 1985: 8;
Weiner 1992: 37). Although the names are recycled, the embodied characters are
impacted by the actions of prior holders of the same personnages. Thus, subsequent
incarnations are not exactly the same as those who came before. Current situations
and the accumulation of actions of continually “reincarnated” ancestors provided
the specific “environments” for the emergence or “becoming” of newly embodied
clan members, using Whitehead’s terminology for the emergence of actual objects
from an extensive continuum.
The existence of non-human persons had also been developed by Mauss in
an earlier, 1925 seminal essay on the “gift” (Mauss 1954). Mauss showed that objects
given in certain exchange relationships may represent, substitute for, or replace
human persons. To give such objects away was to give part of oneself; indeed, the
objects could be considered social persons in their own right (1954: 10). Over time
the same person or personnage could be transformed back and forth between objects
and humans.
This was especially the case for “inalienable” objects that, by definition,
could not be estranged from their owners (Mauss 1954: 42). Many had their own
names, titles, histories, and subjectivities. They were often retained as heirlooms
that materialized the status and history of the clan that possessed them (Weiner
1992: 37). Many such objects were believed to have a “productive capacity” and to
be animate replicas of a “never-ending supply” of prototypes endowed upon the clan
ancestors by spirit beings (Mauss 1954: 43). As such they exist eternally virtually or
in potentia, allowing them to be reinstantiated or actualized again in material form,
rather like human persons.
Drawing inspiration from the ideas of Whitehead, which coincide well with
the theorizing of the “person” by Mauss, I briefly survey various aspects of Maya
personhood, specifically personhood centered on human beings. This review is
presented in two parts. The first deals with how embodied persons are assembled
and develop within their lifetimes in relation to other contemporaneous humans
and also non-human objects and places. In these ways Maya persons are extended
in space. The second part deals with the extension of eternal persons through time.
This is merely an analytical distinction, however, given that in the Maya worldview,
“space-time” forms a single dimension of reality. Nevertheless, the latter topic
leads more directly into a Maya-centered mechanism of becoming within a process
metaphysic, namely k’ex as substitution or replacement.
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Assembling and Disassembling Maya Persons
Applying these ontological principles to Maya personhood requires rejecting
the Modern Western notion of the “individual” as a bounded, cohesive, moral and jural
entity coinciding with a single human body and set in opposition to other individuals
and to society (following, e.g., Strathern 1981: 168-169; La Fontaine 1985: 125). As
the work of Mauss and other ethnographers revealed, personhood is relational and
fluid (see, e.g., Fowler 2016), and need not be delimited to a single living human being.
It is intrasubjectively constituted within various kinds of social fields and quasi-stable
collectives, as parts of a larger whole. From the perspective of a process metaphysic,
a particular person is “a megaprocess—a structured system of processes” unified
through experience in time (Rescher 2000: 16, emphasis in original).
The various facets of Maya, and more generally Mesoamerican, personhood—
including body, soul, and social position—have been well explored by scholars in
diverse disciplines. These studies demonstrate possibilities for determining panMesoamerican or pan-Maya similarities as well as distinct differences (a small
sample of this vast literature includes Vogt 1970; López Austin 1988; Furst 1995;
Houston and Stuart 1998; Monaghan 1998; Gillespie 2001, 2002, 2008a, 2008b;
Looper 2003; Houston et al. 2006; Bourdin 2007; Martínez González 2007; Page
Pliego 2007-2008, 2014-2015; Pitarch 2011; Hendon 2012; Martínez González and
Barona 2015). Here I similarly investigate general commonalities among Maya belief
and practices, past and present, while recognizing diverse expressions and concepts
within the Maya area itself.
From the most expansive, cosmological perspective each person is “a partial
expression of humanity” and has obligations to all other beings (Monaghan 1998:
140). One manifestation of relational personhood proposed by John Monaghan
(1998: 140) is how the Maya word for human being, winik, which also means 20,
refers to the 20 day-names of the Mesoamerican ritual almanac by which the destiny
of every human is entwined with specific cosmic forces and with all other persons.
From a sociological perspective, among the Maya and many other
non-Modern complex societies, the principle corporate collective from which
foundational aspects of personhood were derived was the intergenerational descent
group known as the “house” (Gillespie 2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2011). Somewhat
akin to clans and lineages, but with distinctive properties, the house was defined
by Claude Lévi-Strauss (1982: 174) as a Maussian “moral person” in its own
right—a corporate, plural person. The house provided its members with kinship
positions and responsibilities, as well as names, titles, and tangible property, all of
which it closely guarded. As such the house provided members with their identities
and relationships to others, giving them a place within the social nexus, as well
as a corresponding physical place—often the house as a dwelling—in the spatial
network of the community.
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At the small scale of a particular embodied person, personhood is not
automatic or inevitable. Its acquisition is the focus of a great deal of ritual and the
actions of multiple other persons whose own identities and statuses are impacted
by it (LaFontaine 1985: 132). Separate components, both physical and intangible,
are conjoined and sometimes dissipated over a lifetime or beyond. In Maya belief
and practice the assemblage—or “structured system of processes” following Rescher
(2000: 16)—of a personified body begins at conception. Every human being combines
diverse elements contributed by the father’s and mother’s houses. The bones, a dry
enduring material, were contributed by the father manifesting the continuity of the
patriline. The flesh or blood, a wet and perishable but life-giving substance that
influenced one’s well-being, was contributed by the mother’s or wife-providing
group (Gillespie and Joyce 1997: 199; Gillespie 2001). Rare images of Maya kings
showing them with both parents, such as Palenque’s Palace Tablet, are not family
portraits—and the parents in this case were deceased—but are embodied depictions
of separable components of the king’s person endowed by parental houses (Gillespie
and Joyce 1997: 202; Gillespie 2008a).
In addition to physical components, the embodied person assembles certain
intangible elements, including names or titles, which may themselves contain a vital
essence (e.g., Montagu and Hunt 1962: 146). They are also endowed with life-giving
animistic energies (e.g., López-Austin 1988: 181) and one or more “souls,” frequently
including animal “souls” or companion spirits (e.g., Vogt 1969: 372; 1970: 1155; cf.
Bourdin 2007-2008). Finally, there is a near-universal belief among Maya peoples
in an eternal soul that pre-exists and survives a specific human being. Frequently
names are linked to this soul “as a package” (Vogt 1970: 1158; see Guiteras-Holmes
1961: 110), sometimes transmitted through the patriline (Montagu and Hunt 1962:
141; Vogt 1969: 372, 1970: 1158).
Among the contemporary Tzotzil and Tzeltal Maya of Chiapas, for
example, this personal soul was known as ch’ulel (Vogt 1969; Pitarch 1996). It
was believed to be placed in the body at conception. It departs the body at death
and ultimately rejoins the “pool” of souls kept by the ancestral deities, to be put in
the embryo of a newly conceived child (Vogt 1969: 370). A similar belief in the
rejoining of disembodied souls in a kind of eternal continuum was expressed by
Yucatec and highland Maya peoples (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1934: 199; Carmack
1981: 150). Suggestive evidence for souls in prehispanic inscriptions includes the
way glyph as a kind of “co-essence” (Houston and Stuart 1989) and a “death event”
read as “the diminution of the sak-nik-nal,” the “white-flower-thing” (Freidel et al.
1993: 183).
These examples illustrate how decease requires rituals of disassembly of
the components of embodied persons assembled in life. This is a dual process: the
decomposition of the biological being coincides somewhat with dissolution of the
social person (Mauss’s personnage), involving a biological decease and a distinctly
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commemorated social death (Gluckman 1937: 118; Hertz 1960). The mortal and
immortal components of the personified body are separated and destined for
different dispositions, including curation for future use. For example, the Yucatec
Maya would open a hole in a thatch roof directly above a dying person’s hammock
to assure free passage of the soul upon death; newer houses used a small window
near the ceiling for the same purpose (Redfield and Villa Rojas 1934: 199).
Archaeological data from Classic Maya sites such as Palenque, Mexico, and
Caracol, Belize, indicate that bodies were subjected to several stages of processing
in different locales before their final disposition. These include “empty” tombs used
for stages of bodily decomposition, and curated skeletal parts sometimes actively
used by the living (e.g., Welsh 1988: 193, 216; Chase and Chase 1996: 76, 1998: 311).
There are also ethnohistoric descriptions of similar practices (e.g., Landa 1982: 59).
Hieroglyphic inscriptions provide information on a sequence of secondary funerary
and commemorative rituals in the Classic Period (Stuart 1998: 396-398; Cucina
et al. 2004: 74;). Patricia McAnany (1998: 289) suggested that the event read as
muknal, which may occur even dozens of years after biological decease, marked the
final “social death,” what is referred to in similar contexts elsewhere as “the end of
a person” (Kan 1989: 181-182; Barraud 1990: 224). Nevertheless, even after death
body and soul maintained a relationship with one another. Bodies or body parts
were curated by the families of the dead in order to ensure that their eternal souls
would eventually enter the embryos of children subsequently born in that house, as
a way of safeguarding the house’s intangible property (e.g., Thompson 1930: 82; see
Gillespie 2002).

The Extended Person in Space
As Marcel Mauss (1954: 10) demonstrated, people could extend their
personhood beyond their bodies and into non-human entities, the “gift-like”
inalienable objects. Among the prehispanic Maya some of the best information
for such objects are well-made items used in intimate proximity to embodied
persons, worn or manipulated by them. Many of these fine objects were “nametagged” (Houston and Taube 1987) with the names or titles of their owners, as part
of the inalienable property of wealthy or aristocratic houses. Rosemary Joyce (2000)
observed that these were often deposited in graves or other caches long after their
initial creation, and sometimes far away, as they were moved through exchange
networks. Thus, the person(s) they referenced and the houses that claimed them as
members were extended in space.
Rulers, however, had a special status. Among other things, they were
already touched by the divine, monopolizing the title of k’uhul ajaw, “divine lord”
(e.g., Houston and Stuart 1996). Rulers or close family members could also create
separable manifestations of their being in the form of images or icons of themselves
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(Houston and Stuart 1998: 81; Looper 2003: 28; Houston et al. 2006: 72-74;).
Stephen Houston and David Stuart (1998: 86) suggested there was “an extendable
essence shared between images” and the portrayed person, such that these “portraits
contained part of the royal essence, in ways that multiplied his presence” in different
places, even beyond death (1998: 90).
Putting these two contexts together: When intimate, inalienable costume
objects were depicted on royal bodies, the rulers themselves became a human
framework for materializing the history and prestige of their royal house. Late
Preclassic and Early Classic images especially show royal bodies laden with animated
objects (e.g., Tikal Stela 29, AD 292). Indeed, it is as if the king’s body was composed
primarily of these vitalizing sacred objects–heirlooms of the royal house and other
signs of rank or title. Only facial features and glimpses of appendages serve as
minimal reference points to his bodily presence (Gillespie 2008b).
In these images the king thereby becomes an icon and index of the history,
identity, and rank of the royal house. He further assembles the totality of his polity
within himself, extending his person outward to the periphery of his political
aegis. In this respect, the ruler is a “plural person” in Marilyn Strathern’s (1988: 15)
terminology, incorporating other persons within his own. He becomes the whole
out of which persons of a lesser order, less complete by comparison, realize their
own agency and capabilities in relationship to him (Gillespie 2008b).
In addition to the tangible entities such as inalienable objects and royal
images, persons assembled extra-bodily intangible extensions during their lifetimes.
Inherited names, acquired as members of established houses, have already been
mentioned, but names and titles could also be won or lost in warfare (Mauss 1985:
8-9). There are known instances in Maya iconography in which named war captives
are shown with their titles—and thus much of their person—usurped by their
captor, such as Bird Jaguar IV on Yaxchilan Lintel 8 (Schele and Freidel 1990: 143,
295-297). These kings thereby further extended their own plural persons beyond
the boundaries of their political domains.
The transfer of personified names across generations is also known from
Classic period iconography and epigraphy. Especially in the western Maya lowlands,
reconstructions of king lists reveal multiple rulers in a single royal house with the
same name. For example, at Yaxchilan, Mexico, there were at least four rulers named
Bird Jaguar (Tate 1992: 9), and at Palenque, two named Pakal (Schele and Freidel
1990: 222). This enchainment of persons through a dynastic line reveals how each
successive name-holder “actualizes” a name and associated status that ultimately
belongs to the royal house. It is ostensibly eternal, moving back and forth between
a continuum of virtual potentiality and the historically specific living appropriators
of that name and person. This sequence manifests the extension of Maya persons in
time—the “durational person” —which is the final topic.
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The Extended Person in Time: Substitution and Replacement
The extension of persons in time has already been referenced with the
dialectical movement of souls between incarnation in a new human being and
return to a continuum or “pool” of souls upon decease. However, these former
incarnations of souls were not necessarily forgotten. Instead, with appropriate rituals,
they became ancestors, intangible instantiations of persons with whom the living
continued to interact. There is a plethora of archaeological evidence for ancestor
veneration practices among the Maya (e.g., Welsh 1988: 186-193; McAnany 1995,
1998; Gillespie 2000b) congruent with ethnohistoric (Las Casas 1967:2: 526; Landa
1982: 59) and some ethnographic accounts (e.g., Vogt 1969: 298-301; Nash 1970: 22;
Watanabe 1990: 139-141, 1992). Shrines, images, and altars were and still are used
to interact with ancestors. Significantly, their bodily remains may have served to
attract their spirits as a means for maintaining their souls within the control of the
social house, which, as already noted, helps to explain residential burial practices
(see Gillespie 2002).
Furthermore, as remarked above, names and souls may move “as a package.”
Many contemporary Maya peoples believe that souls are reincarnated in subsequently
born family members given the same name, such that both name-holders share in
important aspects of their identities (e.g., Thompson 1930: 82; Guiteras-Holmes
1961: 110; Montagu and Hunt 1962: 141; Vogt 1969: 372, 1970: 1158; Watanabe
1990: 139; Carlsen and Prechtel 1991: 26-29). The persons of the ancestors live again
in their same-named descendants, having achieved thereby immortality (Carlsen
and Prechtel 1991: 26). In many Maya societies grandchildren are given the names
of their grandparents. When the older person and the younger relative of the same
name are both alive, they are thought to share the same vital essence. However, in
some cases infants are not given the name of a living family member because it is
believed that they would thereby fully acquire the soul of the older relative, causing
that individual’s premature death (Montagu and Hunt 1962: 144). More generally,
beyond the transmission of specific names and souls, in many Maya languages
grandparent and grandchild mutually refer to one another by the same kin term:
mam.
These practices and beliefs exemplify a more encompassing process,
a specific mode of continuous change expressed in Maya languages as k’exol and
cognates, including jelol (Montagu and Hunt 1962: 141) and caxel (Earle 1986:
162; see Watanabe 1990: 139). Dictionary definitions translate the verbal form as
exchange, trade, to take one’s place or convert one thing to another (e.g., Laughlin
1975: 191; Barrera Vásquez 1980: 397;), and the noun form refers to substitute or
replacement (Vogt 1970: 1158). Redfield and Villa Rojas (1934: 174) discussed k’ex
in Yucatan as an offering of maize gruel in “promise” or pre-payment to malevolent
spirits causing sickness. Karl Taube (1994) analyzed k’ex in a similar context of
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human and animal sacrifice in the prehispanic era, with the sacrificial victim acting
as the substitute, even the payment, for the ritual officiant on whose behalf the
sacrifice was made.
In an influential study Robert Carlsen and Martin Prechtel (1991) provided
a general description of k’exoj as a kind of change that is a transfer from one entity
to another, “making the new out of the old” (1991 :26). Grandchildren “replace” or
“substitute” for their grandparents, as their grandparents did before them, which is
one reason why they mutually refer to each other as mam. Name repetition across
generations of Maya grandparents and grandchildren exemplifies a specific form
of “genealogical” (Montagu and Hunt 1962: 144) or “generational” replacement
(Carlsen and Prechtel 1991: 26). The same kind of replacement is evident in the
name repetition in royal houses of Palenque and Yaxchilan described above.
However, further to the east, at Classic Period Tikal, Guatemala (Jones
1991: 109) and Copan, Honduras (Schele and Freidel 1990: 331), continuity of the
rulers as heads of the royal house was indicated instead by numerically marking
one’s position in a line of succession back to the putative founder, rather than
name sharing. This is referred to as “positional replacement” (Montagu and Hunt
1962) and is a different means to emphasize the enchainment of persons across
generations. Altar Q at Copan (Schele and Freidel 1990:328; Martin and Grube
2000:210) is a striking example of the implications of this practice. It was erected
by the sixteenth successor of the dynastic founder and shows him with all 15 of his
predecessors, four arrayed on each side of the square altar, facing the founder—
who directly hands him instruments of office. It indicates the simultaneity of these
sixteen individuals in sharing the personnage of k’uhul ajaw of Copan, even as that
personnage was incarnated in a historical chain of human beings, each of whom
contributed to its accumulating status.
K’ex as positional replacement also survives today in the common practice
among cofradía or cargo holders, who usually hold office for one year or a similar
specific term and are succeeded by their replacements (e.g., Cancian 1965). The
ceremony for the new office-holders is called k’exeltik in Tzotzil Maya (GuiterasHolmes 1961: 88), and the new office-holder is addressed as k’exolil (“successor”) by
his immediate predecessor (Laughlin 1975: 191; see Montagu and Hunt 1962: 142).
A number of ethnographers have mentioned the prevalence and
manifestations of k’ex as substitution or replacement, and it has been called “a central
paradigm of the local culture” of Santiago Atitlan by Carlsen and Prechtel (1991: 25).
Nevertheless, I believe it warrants further recognition. K’ex operates as a principal
mode of a processual Maya ontology of becoming, of emergence as transference, as
one phenomenon is literally replaced or succeeded by another. In another context,
Stephen Houston (2014: 29, 72) suggested that due to k’ex, even raw substances such
as flint or obsidian were not stable but “stood ready to change from one thing to
another,” such that “[t]ruly new things may not exist.” In short, k’ex appears to be an
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impulse or drive, another mode of Leibnitzian appetition that endows reality with
constant flux. However, it is quite different from the “agonistic inamic unity” that
Maffie (2014: 137) suggested characterized Aztec teotl as a process, especially because
change and difference are inevitable outcomes, making k’ex forward-looking.

“Replacement” as Critical to Time and Cosmic Creation
K’ex as a manifestation of a fundamental mechanism of process in Maya
ontology also complements what is already known about Maya notions of time,
which are also different from their Aztec counterparts. J. Eric Thompson (1960:
141) envisioned the Maya scheme of time as an endless road that stretched infinitely
into the remote past even as it also led into an infinite future. It was an extensive
continuum composed of previous, perished time periods which continuously
ingressed into individual tuns (years) in unceasing sequence.
Importantly, replacement is not the same as cloning or duplication. This is
not the stereotype of unchanging cyclical time. What transpires in any instantiation
of an eternal object will impact it as it rejoins an extensive continuum, providing
an innovated context or environment for subsequent realizations of eternal objects.
As Tedlock (1982: 176) put it, for the Maya, time “accumulates”: “no given time,
whether past, present, or future, can ever be totally isolated from the segments of
time that precede or follow it.” Interestingly, the sequential change of time periods
was accommodated by an overlap between the outgoing and incoming periods,
what Tedlock (1982: 177) called an “imbrication,” as opposed to a hard boundary
and instantaneous transition. Friar Diego de Landa’s (1982: 63-65) sixteenthcentury description of a “new year’s” ceremony in Yucatan, requiring two images
to be venerated during the brief interval between the old and new year, seems to
manifest the same concern for overlap, with the successor primed to take the place
when the predecessor’s term was over. The replacement year was in position, and its
assumption of that status was inevitable.
Finally, a few Maya scholars have observed a similar phenomenon of
substitution or replacement in cosmogonic accounts that narrate the creation of the
cosmos. Such narratives should be especially fraught with attention to ontological
issues, given that they relate the nature of cosmic being and how it came about.
Thus, for example, in the Popol Vuh (Tedlock 1996) of the colonial K’iche’ Maya, the
twin heroes Hunahpu and Xbalanke were conceived by the spittle—k’exaj—ejected
from the skull (bone) of their father into the hand of their mother, Xkik (“Blood”),
an intentional play on words to signify replacement (Carlsen and Prechtel 1991:
31). More generally, the successive creations and destructions of humans by the
gods in this epic narrative reveal legacies or traces of earlier events in later episodes
(Tedlock 1982: 177). Nathaniel Tarn and Martin Prechtel (1981: 105-107) further
commented on the “great many redundancies, repetitions, [and] overlaps” of similar
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characters—Maussian personnages –from one episode to the next, and suggested
they were structural “transforms” of one another, in a logical, or Lévi-Straussian
sense.
However, in the Maya worldview they should actually be ontologically
connected transforms of one another. This is the operation of k’ex as replacement
–in this case, differentiated manifestations of recurrent beings, places, and objects–
at a far larger scale. The story engages a dynamic dialectic between predecessor and
successor, a process that fatefully moves the universe forward, as Tarn and Prechtel
(1981: 121) also recognized. Indeed, the failure to appreciate this fundamental
process has resulted in certain misunderstandings of the Popol Vuh. In particular, it
is commonly believed that certain episodes are out of order because the boy heroes
appear in several episodes before the narrator relates their conception and birth (e.g.,
Tedlock 1996: 43; see Gillespie 2013, 2019). However, this interpretation assumes the
Modern notion of the singular and static individual, rather than the successions and
replacements of personnages in Maya ontology, including the different, sequential
appearances of the characters named Hunahpu and Xbalanke.

Conclusion
This brief survey of information on the construction and extension of Maya
persons reveals constant becomings throughout (and even beyond) individual lives.
The actualization of Maya persons puts into practice the principal concepts and
processes axiomatic of Maya ontology and metaphysics. In particular, the fundamental
process known as k’ex accounts for the flux and duration of the universe in a way
that is distinct from Aztec notions of teotl while still consistent with Mesoamerican
ontological monism. Adopting an encompassing process metaphysic, in this case
utilizing the model outlined by Alfred North Whitehead, provides a technical language
for analyzing the extension of Maya persons in space and time. It is also concordant
with the fluid and intrasubjective concept of the “person” developed by Mauss and
later ethnographers that is consonant with the Maya evidence.
Numerous Maya practices and beliefs that manifest a concern for continuity
across generations or time periods become more sensible as contributing to a larger
pattern of cosmic operation. Time is central to this ontology. It is historicized,
its accumulation dependent on both the reincarnation of virtual persons as they
become actualized, as well as the processual changes they incur in their lifetimes
that feed back into a complex, eternal “extensive continuum.” Past and future are
thereby imbricated rather than separated.
Finally, archaeologists can be alert to the different kinds of persons who
inhabited and made historical differences in Maya societies, along with their material
manifestations, that is to say, their “traces” (Joyce 2012). They can attempt to read
the traces of past actualizations that influenced subsequent ones, as an enchainment
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of persons (human and non-human) over time. They can also take into account how
ancient Maya peoples themselves looked for material legacies of the past in their
present as they anticipated their futures.
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Abstract:
The notion of person among the Maya has been studied particularly for the Classic and post-contact periods. However, we know little about the Maya person in the Postclassic period. In this paper, our initial
assumption is that the Postclassic rock art found in some of the cliffs of Mensabak Lake, Chiapas, conveys
elements regarding the notion and construction of the Maya person. In this sense, we analyze the rock
paintings and the material culture associated with the cliffs based on the anthropology of the person.
For the Classic Maya, the limits of the person were relatively permeable, something that can be observed
in various scenes of Classic art, given the presence of various essences emanating from the bodies of the
individuals depicted therein. Permeability, in that sense, is expressed when the person is saturated by
substances whose qualities influence the internal composition of the person.
Here we discuss an interpretation of a rock scene from the Postclassic period, where we observe a ritual
of construction of the Maya person. In addition, we conducted underwater archaeological surveys and
archaeological excavations at the foot of a particular cliff, whose collected materials suggest the presence
of a repeated ritual practice, where food was prepared, copal was burned and substances were exchanged
with the deities.
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Resumen:
ARTE RUPESTRE Y RITUALIDAD EN LA CONSTRUCCIÓN DE LA PERSONA MAYA DEL
PERIODO POSCLÁSICO EN LAGUNA MENSABAK, CHIAPAS
La noción de persona entre los mayas ha sido estudiada especialmente para el periodo Clásico y para
las épocas posteriores al contacto. Sin embargo, poco sabemos acerca de la persona maya en el periodo
Posclásico. En este trabajo, partimos del supuesto de que el arte rupestre Posclásico presente en algunos
de los riscos de Laguna Mensabak, Chiapas, expresa elementos vinculados a la noción y construcción de
la persona maya. En tal sentido, hacemos un análisis de las pinturas rupestres y de la cultura material
asociada a los riscos a partir de la antropología de la persona.
Para los mayas del Clásico, los límites de la persona eran relativamente permeables, algo que puede observarse en algunas escenas del arte Clásico mediante la presencia de diversas esencias que emanan de los
cuerpos de los personajes representados. La permeabilidad, en ese sentido, se expresa cuando la persona
es permeada por sustancias cuyas cualidades influyen en la composición interna de la persona.
Aquí presentamos la interpretación de una escena rupestre del periodo Posclásico, donde se observa un
ritual de construcción de la persona maya. Además, realizamos prospecciones arqueológicas subacuáticas y excavaciones arqueológicas al pie de este risco, cuyos materiales recolectados permiten suponer la
presencia de una práctica ritual reiterada, donde se prepararon alimentos, se quemó copal y se intercambiaron sustancias con las deidades.
Palabras clave: Persona, Posclásico, Maya, Arte rupestre

Introduction
One of the greatest challenges presented by the study of the past through archaeological research has been the identification of ways of being and knowing the
world through ontological bases closest to those of the groups studied. In this regard, we will trace and analyze factors related to corporeality and the notion and
construction of the Maya person through ethnographic and linguistic information
about local groups.
We will then analyze the rock art found on the cliffs that border Mensabak Lake,
located in the Lacandon Jungle in the northeastern region of the state of Chiapas, Mexico. Subsequently, we will contrast this information with the additional archaeological context, including the excavations and underwater surveys conducted below these
cliffs. Finally, we discuss a way of interpreting the context mentioned previously.
The main questions raised by this study are: How did the Postclassic Maya of
Mensabak Lake conceive the notion of personhood, and how did they convey this
conceptualization through ritual and rock art? To provide some possible answers to
these questions, our approach engages with the anthropology of personhood (Busby 1997; Strathern, 1988) and its applications in archaeology (Fowler 2004; Gillespie
2001; Jones, 2005; Vigliani 2016).

The notion of personhood among the Maya
In the Tsotsil groups of the Los Altos region of Chiapas the animic entity that
has been most studied is the ch’ulel, which refers to an immortal and individual
anima that can be lost due to fear, fright, or when a person falls to land or water,
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whereby the ch’ulel remains wherever the fall occurred (Guiteras 1965). There is also
the wayjel, which refers to an animal soul that accompanies a person and is called
lab among the Tseltal Maya (Pitarch 2010). Traditionally, a complete Tsotsil person
has 13 ch’ulel and 13 wayjel (Page 2014). Furthermore, ik’ is recognized as air, which
manifests itself as muscular pains (Guiteras 1965), and k’al or heat, which refers to
a Tsotsil person’s vital energy. In fact, there is a relationship between entities and animic forces, since a person’s strength, or k’al, resides within the ch’ulel (Page 2014).
Among the Yucatec Maya there are two animic entities: ool and pixan and animic
force called ik’. The ool is the animic entity associated with the heart; it is thought
to be the marrow of a human being, and is even used to refer to the medullary
component, stem, or tender bud of vegetables (Bourdin 2007). The ool is said to
be a will or capacity for intentional participation, referring to a world of common
sense, emotions, energy, and spirit (Cervera 2007). Pixan, for the Yucatec Maya,
literally means a person’s “wrapping” or “covering”. The pixan is thought to be the
animic entity that separates from the body at death (Bourdin 2007). It is described
as a “hot gas” that leaves a deceased person’s body by dissolving into the air (Bourdin, 2007). Other authors indicate that pixan refers to the soul of the dead, which
is remembered and fed during its annual return in November, during the festival of
hanal pixan or “food of the souls”. It also alludes to what is blissful, fortunate, and
blessed (Ruz 2003; Villa 1987).
The Yucatec Maya, in addition to ool and pixan, distinguish an animic force
called ik’; it refers to breath, animation, and life. Reportedly, one has ik’ when he/she
takes on and acquires consciousness and responsibility. Sometimes it appears in the
deceased as a whirlpool of spirits (Cervera 2007). According to the Cordemex Maya
Dictionary (1980), ik’ among the Yucatec Maya refers to the air or wind, or a gasp,
or a puff of air that one blows through the mouth; thus, a breath is linked to both
respiration and vitality, virtue, and power. Breath, then, refers to something deeper
than the mechanical act of breathing (Martínez 2015).
The Lacandon Maya of Chiapas also recognize the animic entity called pixan
that designates a kind of bodily covering linked to the Western notion of soul or
spirit (Boremanse 1987). Pixan also refers to an animic entity that leaves the body
after death in order to travel over a lake accompanied by a dog and ends up entering
a rock surface in an area with several cave paintings (Lozada 2013). The pixan of
the Lacandon is not exclusive to humans; it is believed that the jungle, as a place of
life and interaction, is also endowed with pixan (Balsanelli 2018). Two other animic
entities of the Lacandon Maya are -or, which refers to the mood or spirit of a person
(morale or animic characteristics of the subject), and ik’, which is also viewed as an
essence that may correspond to a gaseous entity related to the breathing processes
(Balsanelli 2019).
For the purposes of this study, the Lacandon concept of pixan is used as one of
the closest ethnographic referents to the analyzed material, due to the location of
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Mensabak Lake in the Lacandon jungle. However, given the ethnic and linguistic
proximity to the Yucatec Maya, we include information related to the anima from
both Yucatec and Lacandon groups.
As for the pre-Hispanic Maya, the information we have comes mainly from archaeology and epigraphy. In general terms, the most frequently identified animic
component has been ik’, translated as wind, although it involves a whole set of ideas
about life. Thus, ik’ is present in the objects that were important to the Maya, such
as certain constructions, places, objects, or animals, and implanting it requires an
act of creation (García 2007). Both entities and animic forces among the Maya were
important in defining a person and determining his or her destiny by acquiring
responsibility. Responsibility played a fundamental role in the construction of the
Maya person, especially in the transition from an immature state to social maturity.
During the Classic Maya period, a person’s boundaries were relatively permeable, as we can observe in some Classic art scenes showing diverse essences emanating from people’s bodies. In that sense, permeability is manifested when a person
is infused with substances whose qualities influence his/her internal composition.
Similarly, practices of partibility have been identified in the treatment of the deceased, especially of nobles and rulers, and where the persona of the deceased is
reconfigured in specific practices involving the exchange or circulation of body
parts (Grube and Werner 1994; Gillespie 2001; Houston, Stuart and Taube 2006 and
Velásquez 2009, 2013).
In general terms, the notion of personhood during the Classic and post-contact
periods has been thoroughly studied. However, little is known about the Postclassic
(Lozada and Vigliani 2021). In this paper we endeavor to contribute to the notion of
personhood during the Postclassic period.

The study area
Mensabak Lake is located in the northeast region of the state of Chiapas in the
Lacandon Jungle (Fig. 1). It is a lake system located in a karstic zone where caves and
cliffs abound. It is also a national protected area and home to about one hundred
northern Lacandon Maya. Mensabak contains several lakes, the two largest being
Tsibaná (also Tz’ib’ana) and Mensabak and is dominated by the Mirador Mountain
(Palka et al. 2020).
Around this lake, seven archaeological sites with architecture dating from the
Late Preclassic and Late Postclassic periods, in addition to five cliffs with rock art
from the same two eras have been documented (Fig. 2). In total, 208 rock motifs
have been documented at Mensabak Lake, distributed in several panels along five
cliffs. For our purposes here, we will discuss Panel 1 of the Mensabak Cliff because
of what is represented in its images.
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Figure 1. Location map of Mensabak Lake. Prepared by Josuhé Lozada.

Figure 2. Cliffs with rock art at Mensabak Lake. Prepared by Josuhé Lozada.
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Another important place in this area is the Tsibaná cliff, which contains many
rock paintings, including handprints, animals, human figures, and painted hieroglyphs. The Lacandon state that this is the house of Tsibaná, the god of the house of
painted writing, showing possible connections to past beliefs regarding the cliff. The
Lacandon also believe that souls of dead people travel through the Tsibaná cliff to
reside in the house of Mensabak, which is a cliff with rock art to the north.
Mensabak is the Lacandon God of rain, keeper of dead souls, and one of the central deities at the lakes. Human bones rest on the surface of Mensabak’s shrine and
our investigations informed the community that men, women, and children were
interred there during Protohistoric times (Palka et al. 2020).
The Mensabak cliff is a large rock front overhanging the edge of the lake, about
30 meters high with an approximate extension of 60 meters. Access to the cliff is
exclusively by boat or canoe. Because of its location and topography, it is considered
a ritual space.

Panel 1 of Mensabak Cliff
The scene has eight rock motifs in red and orange (Fig. 3). From left to right,
a small, red anthropomorphic figure emerges, apparently seated, out of a natural
hollow in the rock. Opposite this figure there are two additional and larger anthropomorphic figures painted in red. One appears seated in profile with its arms ex-

Figure 3. Panel 1 of the Mensabak Cliff (Josuhé Lozada).
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tended. Its face reveals a pronounced jaw or beard, an open mouth, a nose, an eye
cavity, and a headdress. The other figure is similarly positioned, and its face reveals
a mouth, nose, and eyes, also wearing a headdress. In the lower right there is an
abstract figure in red.
Above and around these figures there are complex orange strokes in the form of
hooks, virgules, circles, and zigzags that communicate with the upper area of the
panel. Here two orange circles appear and below them some wide vertical lines that
are drawn above five natural holes that form a crack that runs towards the east side
of the panel.
Finally, in the upper righthand corner of the panel, there is a quadruped zoomorphic figure in orange with ears, a snout, and tail and above it another zoomorphic
figure painted in red; it also has ears, a snout, and tail, but appears in a more anthropomorphic and erect position.

Beyond the cliff with rock art
Since 2018 we have studied the rock art at the foot of the cliffs. At those sites that
have a flat surface we have undertaken archaeological excavations, while at the cliffs
overhanging the water’s edge (Fig. 4), where the only way to reach them is by canoe,
we have conducted underwater archaeological surveys (Fig. 5).
Under the Mensabak Cliff we dug two excavation pits whose archaeological materials revealed two metates and four metate manos [smooth, hand-held stones],
which were analyzed by the starch extraction technique (Cruz and Chaparro 2018).
The results indicate that they were used to grind corn, chili, tomato, and sweet potato and were dated to the Late Preclassic (Fig. 6). This means that this cliff was
probably used since early times for the preparation of ritual meals, which persisted
until the 1980s, and involved Lacandon Maya rituals.

Figure 4. Excavation area of the Mensabak Cliff. Prepared by Josuhé Lozada.
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Figure 5. Underwater archaeology at the foot of the Mensabak Cliff (Dámaris Noemí Ovando)

Figure 6. Grinding stones used for the starch grain analysis (left) and starch grains recovered (right):
A) corn (circle) and sweet potato (square) starches, B) chili granules (elongated starch grains)
and green tomato (small ones), C) gelatinized bean starch, D) granule of a possible tuberous root.
Prepared by Jorge Ezra, Diana Chaparro and Guillermo Acosta.
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Figure 7. Ceramics found in a stone altar at Mensabak Cliff (Josuhé Lozada).

Furthermore, towards the Late Postclassic period, a stone altar, a good amount of
ritual pottery (predominantly cajetes [earthenware pots]) (Fig. 7), as well as blades,
flakes, and an obsidian projectile point were found. A 3-to-4-cm-thick layer of ash
containing Postclassic ceramics is noteworthy. The lithics were analyzed by means
of use-wear analysis and x-ray fluorescence (Pérez 2019). The X-ray Fluorescence
analysis on 10 elements (Mn, Fe, Zn, Ga, Th, Rb, Sr, Y, Zr and Nb) using the methodology developed by Speakman (2012) allowed us to identify two of the three main
obsidian deposits from the Guatemalan Altiplano: El Chayal and San Martín Jilotepeque (Fig. 8), with 7 and 3 specimens respectively. The use-wear analysis results
indicate they were used to cut bone (Fig. 9). In addition, in two of the four pieces
that show signs of bone cutting, there are also micro remains of blood and collagen,
indicating that they were probably used for ritual purposes. We noted that a few
meters away there is a small cave or shelter converted into an ossuary (Fig. 10) with
numerous human bones from different periods.
The local inhabitants have interesting cultural interpre tations of the bones collected at this and other shrines: they say these are bones of people who passed through
the cliff to live with Mensabak god, the bones of gods who went to the spiritual realm,
or the remains of people who died during epidemics (Palka et al. 2020).
Our underwater archaeological surveys carried out at the foot of Mensabak Cliff
turned up an adult female humerus (Fig. 11) (Montes de Paz, 2021), as well as ritual
pottery (cajetes) (Fig. 12), probably intentionally thrown to the bottom of the lake.
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Figure 8. Bivariate analysis (Zr vs Rb in ppm) of three obsidian sources (ellipses): San Martin Jolotepeque (SMJ), Ixquepeque and El Chayal Guatemala, compared with the archaeological samples
(black dots). The results indicate their identification as sources of SMJ and El Chayal. Prepared by
Víctor Hugo García and Guillermo Acosta.

Figure 9. M2-4-B-1-2 artifact: (1) and (2) micropolishes associated with bone cutting; (3) collagen
residue, (4) blood residue, and (5) micro-flaking and micro-polishing resulting from bone work
(200x). Prepared by Patricia Pérez.
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Figure 10. Ossuary found at the Mensabak Cliff, near to the rock art motifs (Josuhé Lozada).

Figure 11. Adult female humerus found at the underwater archaeological survey
(Yael Sánchez).

Figure 12. Ritual pottery found at the underwater archaeological survey (SAS-INAH).
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We now turn to the interpretation of the panel as well as the archaeological surroundings.

Interpretation of the scene of Panel 1 of Mensabak Cliff
The scene as a whole resembles the “codex style”, characteristic of the Late Postclassic period (Lozada 2017). The small figure is probably a child who is being presented
by two adults before the Mensabak rain deity displaying his classic blinkers (Fig. 13).
The two adults to the right of the child are seated in a ritual position and are
wearing headdresses, and one of them is wearing a mask. The masks reflect the
relationship that these figures had with the world of the gods and their role as intermediaries with the earthly world. The beard attached to the lower part of the masks
indicates that they were an incarnation of older personages, perhaps ancestors.
An orange-colored gaseous form comes out of the mouth of the Mensabak God,
runs across the upper part of the scene, passes through the hand of the small figure,
and finally enters and merges with the child’s body. This orange gaseous form also
seems to envelop the two adults (Lozada and Vigliani 2021).
In this scene, we see that the figures were first painted in red and an orange
gaseous form was added later. This gaseous substance envelopes the child, the adult
figures, the eyes of the Mensabak God, and one of the zoomorphic figures in the
upper part of the panel.
Given these details, our interpretation posits that the two adult figures were officiants or priests who present the child before the Mensabak god in order to endow
him with personhood or responsibility. Thus, we might be viewing a ritual whereby
the child’s persona is constructed and the ik’ or vital breath, i.e. the orange gaseous
form, comes out of the god’s mouth, bifurcates, and aided by the officiants, completely permeates the child.
When the image of the child is viewed up close, we can see that the gaseous figure is not directed to his head, but rather to an area associated with the diaphragm;
therefore, it is likely that it is a breath or ik’, rather than a soul-heart or ool in terms
of the Yucatec Maya (Balsanelli 2019). In turn, the small figure seems to hold the
gaseous element with one of his hands, which suggests that he is controlling or receiving the breath.
The vital breath was insufflated by the celestial gods at the moment when a person was created; this breath or ik’ could be, for the Postclassic Maya of Mensabak
Lake, the essence or breath of the Mensabak god which was placed in children so
that they could receive their personhood by means of a ritual act.
An interesting detail is that under the figure of the child there is a natural hollow
that apparently was used by the Maya painter to represent the cave as a dark and
cold place associated with the first years of life of the Maya person. For the Maya,
when a child is born, he or she is a cold being that gradually increases in warmth as
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Figure 13. Panel 1 of the Mensabak Cliff. Drawn by Josuhé Lozada.

they reach maturity. If the relationship between the natural hollow and the location
of Panel 1 was intentional, we can assume that it represents the passage from the
child’s cold state to a warmer one in the process of building personhood (Lozada
and Vigliani 2021).
In this process of ritual reciprocity, conducted under a kind of debt, the Maya
person acquired the responsibility of feeding the deities. Excavations at the foot of
the cliff turned up metates and grinding manos with evidence of food processing
dating from the Preclassic, and, from the Postclassic, a large amount of ritual pottery, especially cajetes, which may have contained food. We believe that these findings indicate a continuous practice of some type of ritual commensality (Bray 2012;
Hamilakis 2015) where it was possible to establish social relations between different persons (humans and non-humans) through shared consumption. In this case,
through shared experiences such as the smell of food, copal smoke, and probably
the words or chants of an orator, others (beings) were incorporated into the social
order transforming them into social persons (Bray 2012). Given the polysemic nature of the ritual, this could be linked to one or several activities performed at that
location, revealing the transubstantiality between dividual beings.

Final comments
An approximation to the notion (or state) of being a person among the Postclassic Maya is a complex task, since we do not have enough data to describe the animic
entities or animic forces that characterized these groups. Further, we must consider
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that there is not, for example, a single animic model shared among Nahuas and the
Maya (Martínez 2006). Quite the contrary. A wide variety of Mesoamerican animic
conceptions with regional, local, and even personal variants, has been recorded for
groups from central Mexico as well as the Chiapas highlands (Martínez 2015).
That said, and given the evidence presented in this work based on the scene
depicted in Panel 1, we posit that the notion of personhood among the Postclassic
Maya of Mensabak Lake was built on the basis of a permeable, relational ontology.
If the interpretation of Panel 1 is correct and the gaseous form represents the vital
breath that flows from the Mensabak God to the child with the intermediation of
two officiants, we would be witnessing a process of transition from one state of being to another, perhaps corresponding to the construction of personhood.
Regarding the origin of the obsidian found in the dig, the El Chayal source is
ubiquitous in the Chiapas sites since Preclassic times, while the obsidian of San
Martín Jilotepeque occurs mainly in the Late Classic and Postclassic in the region.
Ixtepeque obsidian, present in low quantities during the Preclassic in Chiapas, is
absent from the sample analyzed.
The use-wear analysis suggests that the lithic artifacts were used before being
deposited in the context. The micro residues in some lithics suggest their probable
ritual use (blood traces). The starch grain analysis, on the other hand, may indicate
that these are remains of food present on objects of daily use that were offered on the
site, but we suggest their use in ritual meals or feasts accompanying the ceremonial
use of the space associated with rock paintings.
The archaeological context discussed herein incorporates several elements: the
location of the site in its liminal aspect, the evidence of ritual meals, the association
with ossuaries, the presence of Lacandon censers, the rock art, and the relationship
of this setting with water. This entire context encourages us to approach the ontological framework where this type of practices was conducted, offering insights into
the notion of becoming a person in the Postclassic Maya.
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Ah ch’ibal canob: rethinking celestial animals
in the Paris Codex 23-24
Stanislaw Iwaniszewski

Abstract:
Pages 23 and 24 of the Post-Classic Paris Codex contain figures of thirteen celestial beasts interpreted as
Maya zodiacal constellations. Traditional scholarship has long attempted to identify those animals with
Western zodiacal constellations. Assuming this is correct, it would mean the Maya had chosen thirteen
figures or names to represent groupings of stars located on or near the ecliptic. Thus, contrary to twelve
Western (Greek-Roman) zodiacal constellations, each representing about 30° of the ecliptic, the hypothetical Maya constellations would occupy 13 locations within the ecliptic band covering only 27°-28° of its
circle. Implicit in this is the idea that Maya zodiacal animals constituted forms of being similar to those
played by Western zodiacal ones. However, this almost automatic identification of the Paris Codex figures
with the Western zodiac creates an epistemic barrier in understanding what celestial beasts could mean
for the Maya. To describe them in a purely astronomical light may lead us to impose our own Western
concepts upon theirs, merging different cultural concepts on one epistemic level, thus restricting the further exploration of ontologically different perspectives.
This paper aims to clarify the nature of the animals pictured in the Paris Codex 23-24.
Keywords: Paris Codex, Maya constellations, wahy entities
Resumen:
AH CH’IBAL CANOB LA RECONSIDERACION DE LOS ANIMALES CELESTES EN EL CÓDICE
DE PARIS 23-24
Las páginas 23 y 24 del Códice postclásico llamado Paris contienen figuras de trece bestias celestes interpretadas como constelaciones zodiacales mayas. Los investigadores han intentado durante mucho tiempo
identificar a esos animales con las constelaciones zodiacales occidentales. Suponiendo que esto sea correcto, significaría que los mayas habían elegido trece figuras o nombres para representar asterismos y grupos
de estrellas ubicadas en o cerca de la eclíptica. Por lo tanto, contrariamente a las doce constelaciones zodiacales occidentales (greco-romanas), cada una representando aproximadamente 30 ° de la eclíptica, las
hipotéticas constelaciones mayas ocuparían 13 lugares dentro de la banda eclíptica, cada una cubriendo
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27 ° -28 ° de su círculo. Implícita en esto está la idea de que los animales zodiacales mayas constituían
formas de ser similares a las jugadas por los zodiacales occidentales. Sin embargo, esta identificación
casi automática de las figuras del Códice de París con el zodíaco occidental crea una barrera epistémica
para comprender lo que las bestias celestiales podrían significar para los mayas. describirlos bajo una
luz puramente astronómica puede llevarnos a imponer nuestros propios conceptos occidentales sobre los
suyos, fusionando diferentes conceptos culturales en un nivel epistémico, restringiendo así la exploración
adicional de perspectivas ontológicamente diferentes.
Este artículo tiene como objetivo aclarar la naturaleza de los animales representados en el Códice de Paris
23-24.
Palabras clave: Códice de Paris, constelaciones mayas, entidades wahy

Introduction
Pages 23 and 24 of the Post-Classic Paris Codex contain figures of thirteen celestial animals (“beasts”) that have long been regarded as representing Maya
zodiacal constellations (Figure 1). Those highly damaged figures display various
zoomorphic and anthropomorphic beings biting eclipse glyphs hanging from the
sky- and zigzag- bands. Scholars have long attempted to identify those figures with
Western zodiacal constellations assuming the Maya divided the ecliptic into a series
of thirteen equal division star groupings (for the history of research, consult Bricker
and Bricker 2011: 708-729).
Grouping particular stars into constellations was undoubtedly the activity undertaken by various Mesoamerican peoples long before assembling the tables
in the form of the codex. Unfortunately, the evidence for the Classic Maya names
or figures of ancient star groupings or constellations is very sporadic and incomplete (e.g., Chinchilla Mazariegos 2011: 191-199). Moreover, even though Colonial sources provide some clues to successful identifications, the literate Maya elite
quickly adopted European astronomical concepts following the Conquest, leaving
few reliable connections to their codices’ heavenly information. Similarly, while the
current ethnographic record allows for particular identifications, the influence of
the modern West calls for attention. Thus, only a limited number of iconographic
and lexical clues may help reconstruct the Classic Maya constellations.
A tentative reconstruction of the Paris Codex zodiacal constellations that
produced modern scholarship also based on their associations with their apparent
analogs found on the Nunnery Annex at Chichén Itzá, the Throne Inscription on
the Palace of Governor at Uxmal, and the like (Smither 2012-13; Bricker and Bricker 2011: 708-711; 836-839). Assuming this is correct, it would mean the Maya had
chosen thirteen figures or names to represent groupings of stars located on or near
the ecliptic. The possibility that the animals pictured in the Paris Codex could have
represented zodiacal or circum-zodiacal constellations perpetuated the idea that
the Maya had constellations spaced across the heavens directing research attention
to their identifications with Western constellations. Our vision of supposed Maya
zodiacal constellations has long been shaped by the efforts of modern scholarship
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Figure 1. Pages of the Paris Codex 23 and 24 with animal constellations. (After Villacorta and Villacorta 1930:220 and 222).

to accommodate them vis-a-vis the Western zodiac. However, to describe them in
a purely astronomical light may lead us to impose our own Western concepts upon
theirs, merging different cultural concepts on one epistemic level, thus restricting
the further exploration of ontologically different perspectives.

The structure of Paris Codex 23-24
The information on pages 23 and 24 of the Paris Codex consists of visual
imagery and a calendrical table that have long been understood as representing
a hypothetical Maya zodiac (Spinden 1915). Their content conforms to the pattern
of Maya manuscripts which combines the hieroglyphic text with calendrics and iconography. The hieroglyphic text arranged in six and seven columns is set in the
upper part of both pages. The number of rows is, however, less certain (seven or
eight). The text probably gives some of the “celestial animals” names and deals with
omens or predictions (Love 1994: 89; Bricker and Bricker 2011: 736-745; Špoták
2015: 375-382). Though at first glance, the number of columns of glyphs matches
the number of the thirteen celestial animals, the exact meaning of the text is still not
well understood (Love 1994: 89; Špoták 2015: 375).
Both pages accommodate one table read from the upper right on page 24 to
the lower left on page 23. The numbers are displayed in five rows running through
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both pages and forming thirteen columns between the upper and lower skybands.
The table starts at the top right corner on page 24, with the reconstructed day 12
Lamat. Each row of day signs marks thirteen 28-day periods, represented by the
columns, totaling 364 days, a period called “computing year” by specialists. In total,
the table features five rows, each completing an interval of 13 x 28 days for a total of
1820 days, matching seven tzolk’ins (7 x 260 = 1820 days).
As stated above, the table is visually divided into sections through two skyband motifs that run across both pages. The upper one represents a body of a bicephalic sky monster (Carlson and Landis 1985: 138; Love 1994: 89-90), and the
lower one contains a dotted zigzag line inside. Seven animal figures hang from the
upper skyband while six additional animals from the lower band.
Below each skyband there are eclipse signs with black bar-and-dot signs
for “8” between them. Thus, there are two “8s” below the upper skyband (one eight
over another eight) and only one “8” preserved below the lower skyband. Following
Kelley (1976:49-50), scholars usually agree that the number in question is 8.8 (in the
Maya vigesimal numerical system), or 8 x 20 + 8 = 168 days, implying that celestial
beasts hanging from eclipse signs (some now effaced) stay 168 days apart.
Despite the partial damage of the codex pages, there is little doubt that thirteen, not fourteen, animal figures formed the table (Bricker and Bricker 2011: 697
note 1; Špoták 2015: 358). Following provisional identifications made by Bricker and
Bricker (2011: 706), the celestial animals in question are (moving from the right to
left, from the upper to lower register): bird, rattlesnake, turtle, scorpion, bird (owl),
fish-snake (shark), bird (vulture), frog, bat, peccary, deer, humanlike skeleton, and
jaguar. Each celestial beast has its mouth or beak open, apparently attempting to bite
or consume the eclipse glyph placed above them. As mentioned above, traditional
scholarship has long been tempted by the possibility of identifying them with Western zodiacal constellations.
Various sections found in Maya codices attest to the use of a 364-day count.
Although the 364-day count was shorter by one day from the Maya haab, its use
was probably inspired by the compatibility with tzolk’in since five 364-day calendars are equal to seven tzolk’in counts (5 x 364 = 7 x 260 = 1820 days). Like tzolk’in,
the 364-day interval breaks evenly in 13-day periods count or trecenas. However,
the schematic layout of the Paris Codex table emphasizes the importance of 28-day
intervals. It means the dates arranged in thirteen columns stay 28 days apart. Thus,
we deal with the count of 13 times 28 days in each row, not 28 times 13 days. Each
column shares the same day number. Only five different day names are used (Lamat, Kib, K’an, Eb, and Ajaw). Now, connecting thirteen columns describing 28-day
intervals with the thirteen figures of animals would reveal the table’s function as
a kind of a zodiacal calendar. According to this interpretation, each animal would
represent asterisms near or upon the ecliptic, covering 28 days.
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Astronomical interpretation of animals
In this paper, I am following the solution proposed by Bricker and Bricker
(2011). The authors suggest that the animals represent constellations or star clusters
arranged in pairs that simultaneously rise and set at 28-day intervals.
Since the horizon is a great circle that roughly cuts the heavenly sphere
in two, at any moment, half of the ecliptic (= zodiacal belt) is placed above the
horizon and the other half - below. The ecliptic circle representing the Sun’s apparent path during the year, observed from the Earth’s surface, oscillates around due
East and West points, reaching the extremes at solstices. Within the tropics, where
each celestial object rises and sets almost vertically, the simultaneously rising and
setting circum-ecliptic stars will approximately be 180° apart. The scheme implied
by Bricker and Bricker divides the celestial sphere into nearly symmetrical halves.
While one cluster of stars rises in the dawning sky, the other gradually sinks below the western horizon. However, to be visible, both hypothetical constellations,
the rising and setting ones, need to be observed until the stars disappear from the
gradually brightening sky. Since both constellations are several degrees above the
horizon, then, logically, the distance between the selected pairs of constellations is
less than 180°/days1. This situation seems to confirm Kelley’s (1976: 49) argument
that the 168-day distance between the pictures cannot denote opposite sides of the
sky. Bricker and Bricker (2011: 731) obtained the best fit with the celestial animals
when they examined the pairs of constellations at dawn rather than at dusk, about
one hour before the sunrise, the moment, which, for the latitude of northern Yucatan, occurs shortly before the beginning of the nautical twilight. The following
formula gives the duration of twilight2:
Before searching for correlations with the Western zodiac, Bricker and
Bricker (2011) started with the assumption that they could quickly identify three
Maya constellations. They presumed that the scorpion image is the Scorpio constellation, the rattlesnake represents the Pleiades, and Orion (or some part of Orion) is
the turtle.
Beginning with the day 12 Lamat and equating this day with the date
9.16.10.4.8 12 Lamat 1 Muwan from the eclipse table of the Dresden Codex, Bricker
and Bricker started the count with the dawn on November 10, 755 CE (correlation
constant 584283). They observed that the stars of Libra were rising on that day while
the Pleiades were about to set. Identifying the Pleiades with the rattlesnake, they found
that the first celestial animal, whose figure is now effaced, reasonably represents a bird
(that may be observed on the skyband from the Nunnery at Chichen Itza).
Noting that 1 Kib in the second column is 28 days after 12 Lamat, Bricker
and Bricker observed the sky at dawn on December 8, 755, 28 days after November
10, 755 CE. They noticed that while the turtle (associated with Orion) was setting,
the scorpion (identified with Scorpio) rose. Applying this model to the cycle of 364
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days, Bricker and Bricker tracked the movement of the constellations at dawns of
each of the 28-day intervals, from November 755 to October 756, finding correlations with celestial animals.
Furthermore, Bricker and Bricker (2011: 745) propose that the hieroglyphic text recorded in the upper register in the form of 13 columns provides the names
of constellations. The 168-day intervals, written as 8.8 in Maya numerical notation,
would mark the period between the rising and setting in the morning before sunrise
of the same constellation. The 84-day intervals (a half of 168 days) would describe
the periods between rising and culminating at dawn or between culminating and
setting at dawn of the same constellation.
However, the idea that adjacent animal figures represent pairs of star clusters or constellations visible on opposite horizons simultaneously at dawn leaves
several unsolved questions. For example, the use of equal 28-day intervals may imply that these constellations were approximate of similar size. Otherwise, the Sun
would be assumed to move uniformly along the zodiacal belt, and all constellations
yield equal length.

In search for a status of celestial constellations
Perhaps an ontological approach to the role of the sky in ancient and nonwestern societies should start with the assumption that the peoples and other living
and non-living components of their surroundings constitute the same existential
sphere (Webmore and Witmore 2008). In such a lifeworld, the celestial bodies and
phenomena are perceived as being subjected to the same rules as humans (see Iwaniszewski 2009, 2011). Since ontologies involve critical aspects of social life, such as
personhood and the idea of a community of acting human and non-human agents,
humans may think of celestial bodies as entities endowed with human-like properties. The main task of cultural astronomy would be to bring to light the diverse ways
celestial bodies and events are thought to operate in human environments. Cultural
astronomy should examine how humans perceive, choose and select certain qualities of celestial objects and relations and how they use them to weave permanent or
ephemeral relations with their heavenly environment.
The problem is that describing the animals as “zodiacal constellations” prevents us from discussing what they were to the Maya. This circumstance requires
explanation. The term “zodiacal constellations” raises immediate difficulties in that
zodiacal constellations may be regarded as forming a class of celestial objects identifiable from the same universal or objective perspective. To speak of “zodiacal constellations” is to discuss entities that have been given a priori astronomical definition
of such. Thus, the “zodiacal constellations “ of which I speak may usually be understood as referring to the groupings of stars located within the yearly path of the Sun
in the sky. The cognitive operation through which those stars are identified, classi-
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fied, and separated from others is made from the same epistemological plane: the
ecliptic. Thus, at first glance, the very term “zodiacal constellation” implies, a priori,
that European and Maya star groups represent the same referential framework. The
disciplinary definition of “zodiacal constellations” is above all the subject matter of
astronomy, which deals with the objects and phenomena situated in the external
world. Cultural astronomy cannot restrict its scope to the astronomical treatment
of celestial bodies and events because astronomy is only one of the forms of human
engagements with the sky.
Moreover, from the standpoint of anthropological theory, cultural astronomy examines the uses and meanings of celestial objects and events arising from
their relationships with other entities and human societies. Therefore, whatever
Maya “zodiacal constellations” might be, they may share some of the meanings of
the zodiacal constellations conferred to the zodiacal constellations in the early 16thcentury European astronomy but certainly do not coincide with them. Thus, from
the point of view of cultural astronomy, the concept of a “zodiacal constellation”
may preclude efforts to make sense of some of their meanings. Unfortunately, modern scholarship seems to keep this tendency, devoting much effort to identifying
Maya constellations with Western ones (Kelley 1976; Paxton 1992: 235-237; Love
1994; Bricker and Bricker 2011).
On the other hand, to speak of European and Maya zodiacal constellations is to speak of diverse subjective and partial points of view on the same objects
of the external universe. This universe remains indifferent to those descriptions;
it constitutes a single reality following general laws, while cultural approaches to
them are many (e.g., Viveiros de Castro 1998, 2004). Thus, cultural understandings
of zodiacal constellations would only produce variations on the same topic. This
kind of cultural relativism only reinforces the idea of multiculturalism, as expressed
by Viveiros de Castro (1998, 2004). All peoples live under the same sky, or there
is only one common material world and different forms of apprehending it. This
standpoint invites us to think that whatever the Maya thought about zodiacal stars,
they would automatically become molded in the guise of the Western zodiac. This
almost automatic identification of the Paris Codex images with the Western zodiac
creates an impression that they share the same ontological plane. Such an attitude
leads scholars first to identify the animals to render them in the proper order and
then plot the animals against the ecliptic stars. Though the Maya zodiacal constellations might be ontologically different from the European, scholarship is here limited to concluding that the Maya classified or named the groups of stars located in
the ecliptic, paralleling, for example, the efforts of the Babylonians, Greeks, and
Romans. The twelve Western constellations occupying twelve (equal) parts of the
zodiac are simple compared to thirteen Maya constellations also occupying thirteen
(equal) parts of the ecliptic. The results of such comparative studies would mean that
the Maya and Europeans possessed two different schemes of celestial cartography.
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The division of the ecliptic into 12 or 13 segments may reflect their differences in
time-reckoning systems, while the figures of animals or other entities may refer to
their mythologies. However, as given by Bricker and Miram (2002: 37) and Bricker
and Bricker (2011: 63, 729-731, 836), the interpretation of those constellations suggests that the Maya were interested in observing the disappearance/reappearance of
constellations in the west/east before sunrise, while the European zodiac served to
register the positions of the Sun within it3.
Though Bruce Love (1994: 89), following Barbara Tedlock’s ethnographical
work in Momostenago (Tedlock 1992a:182; 1992b:29), assigned to the hypothetical
zodiacal constellations from the Paris Codex the term of “signs of the night” (retal
ak’ab’), implying they were used to time ritual events, phonetic readings of the hieroglyphic text (Paxton 1992: 224-231; Bricker and Bricker 2011: 736-745; Špoták
2015: 375-382) do not allow us to identify them emically. The text is damaged with
several missing glyphs, and scholars suppose it must have shown references to deities, time intervals, and constellations (Paxton 1992: 230).
As for the phonetic reading of the hieroglyphical text, Bricker and Bricker
(2011) and Špoták (2015) produced differently nuanced results. Bricker and Bricker
(2011: 745) proposed to resolve the issue by identifying the names of some constellations with the names of particular deities and correlating them with the pictures
of animals. On the other hand, Špoták (2015: 375-382) argued that the text recorded
predictions for particular years, accepting earlier Love’s (1994: 102) proposal to treat
the constellations as “yet another class of spirit beings.” Also, Bricker and Bricker
(2011: 365-366) observe that animals representing constellations with solar glyphs
in their jaws are similar to the images of animals biting the Sun or the Moon during
eclipses as found in early Colonial sources. They even call them “zodiacal beasts”.

Biting as a mode of acting of celestial animals
Since the lack of the generic name identifying constellations as separated
entities obscures their original character, it may be helpful to examine how they are
represented in the codex.
Considering constellations’ animacy, the Maya depicted their figures in the
form of animals biting or devouring eclipse signs. Though the movement of the
celestial vault could have been significant in determining their animacy, the figures portray animals attempting to bite or devour the sign. The addition of mouths,
claws, teeth, beaks and the like makes the animal figures alive. So, how they behave towards eclipse glyphs is indicative of their personhood. According to Descola
(2014), the properties of persons and their relationships result from combining
modes of identification and relation. So, through interaction, people apprehend
them as clusters of features or qualities that can exhibit their properties depending on how they conceive their modes of being. By tracing the conditions by which
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such entities have effects, we may confine them to a particular essence, place, and
time. As identified by Bricker and Bricker, all animals appear to share humid, cold,
or dark places, or, as prey birds and a human-like skeleton, seem to be associated
with death. Still, other creatures (like jaguar and owl) are also associated with nighttime activities. Each animal has its mouth, claws, or beak open, apparently attempting to bite or consume the eclipse glyph. In their commentary on the Codex Paris,
Bricker and Bricker (1992: 153-154; 2011: 717) observe that both the zodiac pages
and the Dresden Codex Eclipse Table share the same 12 Lamat base date, so some
association with the eclipses seems to be implicit. What remains problematic is the
relationship of the eclipse glyphs with animals. The glyphs in question essentially
represent solar eclipses (Bricker and Bricker 2011:695), which contradicts the fact
that solar eclipses are observable during the daytime.
Nevertheless, as described above, the hypothetical constellations represented by the animals refer to the moments when the Sun is still well below the horizon.
So, at least on this level, eclipse glyphs cannot refer to the predictions of actual solar
eclipse possibilities. Furthermore, as Christian Prager (2006) and Bruce Love (2018)
noticed, eclipse glyphs do not always mean eclipsed celestial bodies. In this context,
biting, swallowing, or eating appear to be crucial activities acknowledged as vital
and sufficient on their own terms. Thus, nocturnal, predatory, or dangerous creatures inhabiting dark, cold, and humid locations represent the entities that embody
celestial constellations (see also Love 1994: 93). By picturing them all engaged in
biting activities, the designers of the table aimed to restrict their agency to just one
sole activity. All depicted animals bite or attempt to bite the eclipse glyphs. Except
for the scorpion that attacks the eclipse glyph with a tail, all other animal figures
use their jaws or beaks. By juxtaposing the animals with eclipse glyphs, the Maya
scribes emphasized that these animals are threatening ones. Finally, by inserting the
calendar table, they showed the modes of being depended on actions performed at
calendrically defined cycles (28- and 364-day intervals).
The second step of my analysis considers the linguistic and iconographic
information on the early colonial Maya beliefs associated with eclipses. The figures
of animals biting eclipse glyphs resemble the most common explanation for eclipses
among the Maya: an animal eating or swallowing the Sun or the Moon (Closs 1989;
Milbrath 1999: 25-27, 111-113). As it is well known, the Yucatec Maya term for
eclipses is chi’bil (“to bite”), attributing (partial) eclipses to certain animals that bite,
eat or swallow the Sun and the Moon. Various colonial and current ethnographical
accounts describe a jaguar, a snake, a lizard, a Xulab or red ant, a scorpion, or evil
animals as eclipse agents (Closs 1989: 396-398; Milbrath 1999: 26, 111; Vail and
Hernandez 2013: 324-329). Three of these agents figure on pages 23 and 24 of the
Paris Codex. Sometimes the eclipse agent was the Moon (Milbrath 1999: 26, Bricker and Bricker 2011: 304-305). What is important here is the belief that eclipses
were caused by an animal biting or threatening the Sun or Moon. A further note on
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eclipses is found in Diccionario Maya Cordemex. When the Sun is being eaten, “the
arc of the umbra on an eclipsed sun is similar to the marks left by the teeth in things
which are bitten” (Barrera Vásquez 1980: 93).
Furthermore, it is necessary to note that the same term ch’ibal denotes
both “to bite” and “pain” and in particular “stinging pain” or “the sore and stinging
it seems to bite” (Barrera Vásquez 1980: 92). Also, the bite (like snakebite) causes
heat (Chevalier and Sánchez in Bain 2003: 106)4. Therefore, semantically speaking,
snakebites may embody a specific kind of pain, a “burning pain” or a “biting pain”.

Identifications arising from Colonial sources
As evidenced by the Yucatecan Books of Chilam Balam, the Maya elites
displayed great interest in European conceptions of cosmology, astronomy, and astrology (Montoliú Villar 1989). As recent scholarship has shown (Chavez Guzman
2006; George-Hirons 2015; Knowlton 2015), astronomical texts within the Chilam Balam manuscripts adopted much information from Spanish reportorios de los
tiempos or lunarios. In exploring all possible similarities and differences between
these traditions, the colonial-era Maya elites accessed them within the context of
their own knowledge. Assuming that these books today serve as a bridge between
Maya Classic and Postclassic cosmology and astronomy and their reinterpretations
in colonial times, it is possible to examine how new European sources were understood and adopted to Maya narratives. So, whether or not Maya zodiacal constellations existed, the Chilam Balam manuscripts provide a framework by which this
can be examined. In other words, if the Maya had their counterpart to the Western
zodiac, this would undoubtedly be elucidated, included in comments. The content
of these books shows that the Maya were interested in medical astrology, adopting
the European use of planets and zodiacal constellations or signs as agents causing different kinds of illness. For example, a section in the Chilam Balam of Kaua
describes the illness-causing entities as ah ch’ibal canob, which Bricker and Miram
(2002: 97) translated as “the wild animals of the sky” and Chávez Gúzman (2006:
128) as “burning pain that bites.” These fiery animals inhabit the place of the white
cloud (sac muyal), “above the horizon” (Bricker and Miram 2002: 97), and produce
cold and pain after the sunset (Bricker and Miram 2002: 99). A similar note of Chilam Balam of Mani (Códice Pérez 1949: 58-59) tells about the beasts that inhabit the
sky (the white nest in the sky), spread on Earth at dawn, when the cold air descends,
causing specific diseases. Both descriptions show connections between the terms
or expressions like chi’bal, “to bite,” chi’ibal “sting pain”, ah ch’ibal “thing that bites
or stings, beast”, and ch’ibil k’in/ch’ibil u “eclipse the sun/eclipse the moon” (Barrera
Vásquez et al. 1980: 92-93). The terms used here connect them with expressions of
inflammations such as burning or poisonous pain caused by wahy beings (Helmke
and Nielsen (2009: 67). It would mean that ah ch’ibil canob, known from the books
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of Chilam Balam, could be identified as a kind of wahy spirits known from the
Classic period (250-900 CE) painted pottery (Grube and Nahm 1996; Stuart 2005;
Shesheña 2010). They would correspond to the nahuals of central Mexico (see also
Knowlton 2015: 576).
It seems that by interrogating the similarities and differences that existed
between celestial animals and European zodiacal signs, the Maya authors of the
Books of Chilam Balam realized that both traditions shared beliefs in the origins of
sickness. This is the reason, I suspect, explaining why they inserted the mention of
celestial animals in sections reporting the movements of planets and zodiacal signs
that could all have contributed to one’s sickness.
In addition to identifying celestial animals with wahy beings and zodiacal
signs, another tradition links celestial animals to the angels. This relevant information is provided by the Morley Manuscript (278-279) made between 1760 and 1780
but compiling some information from the turn of the 16th and 17th centuries (Whalen 2003: 2-8). The manuscript records the term balcheob caaneob (ba’alche’, “animal, beast” (Barrera Vásquez et al. 1980: 35), a synonym of ah ch’ibal “beast”), which
describes the angels (angelob) as canil uinicob, u balcheob caanob, ekob = “the heavenly persons, the creatures of the heavens, the stars” (Whalen 2003: 219), or “the
heavenly people, the wild animals of the heavens, the stars” (Knowlton 2010: 112).
Thus, angels are naturally celestial beings. However, as Knowlton (2010: 144-145)
observes, the Morley manuscript refers to the fallen angels rather than angels seated
in the highest celestial layers. It is said that when they fell to Earth, Lucifer’s angels
entered plants, holes in the Earth, and winds that “capture someone so that he may
become sick” (cu chucic uinic ca kohanac, see Bricker and Miram 2002: 292; Knowlton 2010: 145). This notion would imply that the Maya compared the angels with
the stars, so following the Chilam Balam of Kaua, they conceived angels as “wild
animals of the heavens” responsible for certain diseases (Knowlton 2010: 112).
As stated above, the identity of the animal figures representing zodiacal constellations remains obscure, with their names poorly understood (Bricker and Bricker
2011: 740-745; Špoták 2015: 375-382). Lacking emic terms, their identity cannot be
assumed, but examining their acting mode may help us infer their character.
The occurrence of an eclipse of the sun or moon one or two times a year
stands out among the most dramatic celestial events. Eclipses were often regarded as
portents of bad events forcing the people to act to avert calamities ritually (Milbrath
1999: 25-27). Therefore, the juxtaposition of animal figures with solar eclipse glyphs
should allow us to explore their ontological status.
Like other Mesoamerican peoples, the Maya generally observed eclipses with
great fear; the animals biting or devouring the sun were univocally considered noxious
and poisonous creatures. The ethnohistoric and ethnographic records show that the
rounded shadow of the moon or Earth projected upon the sun or moon at the time
of eclipses led the Maya to explain this shadow as a bite. Thus, the metaphor of the
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sun or moon being bitten throws additional light on what celestial animals identified
with zodiacal constellations might mean to Maya scribes and skywatchers. The conflation of biting (the sun or moon) with the notions of pain, or sharp pain, allows us
to treat them as entities similar to the other wahy beings. So aside from being eclipse
agents, such as ah ch’ibal canob, they were responsible for a category of diseases described as “pain” and “sharp pain”, such as burning itchiness. Similarities between the
harmful effects that ah ch’ibal canob entities might provoke in humans and the effects
produced by representations of zodiacal signs in Chilam Balam of Kaua (Bricker and
Miram 2002: 83, 9599; Helmke and Nielsen 2009: 59-62) allows us to compare them
with the malevolent intentions of wahy beings (Grube and Nahm 1994; Stuart 2005,
Shesheña 2011). Thus, the zodiacal constellations identified with ah ch’ibil canob and
European zodiacal signs belonged to a category of wahy-like beings that should be
avoided. This is why pages 23 and 24 of the Paris Codex provide computing schemes
to predict their movements in the sky. Perhaps the manuscript offers a means by which
unpredicted, and potentially harmful interactions with them could be evaded. This is
also why they are mentioned in those sections of Chilam Balam that describe the influence of zodiacal signs on different body parts. The Books of Chilam Balam provide
evidence that European uses of astrology in curing activities were widely acknowledged. The heavenly bodies (the seven planets and twelve zodiacal signs) influenced
different body parts in European medical astrology. Accordingly, the Reportorios de
los tiempos and Lunarios printed this information to know when to perform curative procedures such as purging or bleeding. Recent scholarship (Bricker and Miram
2002; Caso Barrera 2011; George Hirons 2015) proved that texts on medical astrology
contained in the Books of Chilam Balam derived from those European sources. Those
astrological-medical contents were of interest to Maya elites in the 16th-19th centuries because they bore similarities to their traditional lore. A short note on ah ch’ibal
canob inserted between sections presenting the influence of the planets and zodiacal
signs on parts of the human body supports the idea that they were attempting to correlate them with European concepts.
This proposal does not deny that animal figures devouring eclipse glyphs
could have been identified with zodiacal or circum-zodiacal constellations. As
creatures resided in the night and associated darkness, and cold, they emerged and
preyed in the twilight hours just before sunrise. Indeed, one might say that watching the rising and setting stars in the early morning exposed human bodies to the
poisonous action of celestial wahy-like beings.

Possible identifications arising from contemporary ethnography
Support for those ideas may be found in reports concerning the beliefs
about animals causing sickness or sharp pain (chi’bal) recorded in the current ethnographic literature.
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For example, according to Tozzer (1907: 158), Redfield and Villa Rojas
(1962:206) and Villa Rojas (1987:447), the Maya of Yucatan and Quintana Roo believe that certain “very bad animals” called kakazbaal who bite the sun and moon
to cause the eclipses may also cause sharp pain to people. A Yucatec cosmic model
recorded near Valladolid places ahkakazbalob, “bad spirits” in the third layer in seven-layered heaven (Tozzer 1907: 155). The notion of k’aak’as ba’al (translated as “bad
thing”, Quintal et al., 2013: 161) as an agent that provokes sickness is still found in
the same region. However, today it seems to be divorced from the idea of malevolent
animals producing eclipses.
Some Tzotzil from San Pedro Chenalho preserved the belief that the sky
is the residence of thirteen malign spirits that take the form of animals (jaguar,
falcon, and the like) and, as a whole, became personified by a jaguar or an eclipse.
Their poisonous bite resembles fire (Guiteras Holmes 1996: 225-226). Though this
account does not explicitly link the animals with stars, the description of celestial
animals as biting agents (causing fiery effects, possibly inflammations, burning, and
the like, see Helmke and Nielsen 2009: 67) resembles much of the Chilam Balam
descriptions. Moreover, the number “thirteen” is very symptomatic in this context
since it could well refer to the thirteen steps of the heavens. While commenting on
this record, Sotelo Santos (1988: 22) supposed this belief was rooted in pre-Hispanic traditions. Another Tzeltal account from San Pablo Chalchihuitan records
thirteen hnitkaros, or animate beings, who drag the sun god car and send diseases to
humans (Kohler 1995: 134). They are conceived as a sub-group of holomal beings,
widely identified with the lab entities in modern ethnographic publications (Pitarch
1996) and way beings in Yucatan (Villa Rojas 1985:105).
It may be proposed that in Maya traditional celestial lore, the hypothetical
ecliptical constellations embodied, personified, or represented the spiritual wahylike entities that brought disease or malady. Their mode of being and interacting
with people allowed the Maya elite members to compare them with actions produced by zodiacal signs, which corresponded to the twelve constellations occupying
twelve equal parts of the ecliptic in Western medical astrology. Thus, both systems
appear to share some superficial similarities, though they derive from different ontological frames.
In addition to the issues discussed above, the reasons for the appearance
of thirteen Maya constellations should be examined. Although the similarity to the
zodiac consisting of 13 constellations may be striking, instead, this number may
be derived from the idea of thirteen different wahy-like beings. In this context, it
is essential to remember that ethnographical evidence shows the contemporary
Maya believe in thirteen different spiritual entities (or labs) manifested in the human world.
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Conclusions
According to the traditional scholarship, pages 23 and 24 of the Paris Codex represent thirteen Maya zodiacal constellations overlapping Western ecliptic
ones. Considering Maya constellations as a kind of counterpart to the Western zodiac, scholars attempted to identify the figures of animals, list them in the correct
order and match them with Western zodiacal constellations. Their research reflected a fundamental Cartesian ontology, where many worldviews (many cultures) describe the same single world (nature). Nevertheless, we lack a proper understanding
of what those hypothetical constellations represented to the ancient Maya. In this
article, I have proposed that the Maya developed a term for a category of wahybeings that acted in the twilight hours, inflicting diseases onto people. The Books
of Chilam Balam use the term ah ch’ibal canob. Thus, launching thirteen celestial
animals embodying wahy- entities may correspond to the development of organizational categories of those entities rather than to the previously determined division
of the ecliptic into thirteen formal constellations.
Pages 23-24 of the Codex display the dynamic field of stellar observations
within which rising and setting constellations, more or less person-like, continually interacted with humans. The twilight hours constituted particular fields of relationships in which circum-ecliptic clusters of stars acted upon humans, as Bricker
and Bricker’s (2011) might imply. Particular constellations represented harmful or
threatening attributes of the wahy-beings: skeletons, bats, snakes, jaguars, and unnatural beings connected with blood, death, and sacrifice, such as eagles, hawks, or
centipedes whose bite resembled the fire, or owls whose song heralded ill omen.
Ah ch’ibal canob beings differ from other known wahy-like entities. As biting/
devouring eclipse signs entities, possibly revealing them as eclipse agents of some sort,
they manifest themselves as dangerous entities causing a particular kind of illness or
disease. The life of ah ch’ibal canob is given by the rotating skies because, in Mesoamerica, the capacity to move was essential to determine the animacy of entities (Bassett 2015: 13). Nevertheless, their relationship to humans was not defined a priori; it
must be constructed or structured through calendric prediction/divination. In light of
the analysis presented by Bricker and Bricker (2011), the moments when the zodiacal
constellations rose and set simultaneously just before the sunrise may be interpreted as
a temporal frame in which their interaction with humans took place. Thus, their harmful influence on humans was limited to the twilight hours. It follows that calendric prediction/divination/manipulation presented ah ch’ibal canob as acting subjects while the
twilight hours constructed relational fields where they displayed their evil character.
The association of ah ch’ibal canob with particular groups of stars located
within or near the ecliptic reflects the Maya/Mesoamerican idea of particular celestial constellations regarded as animate beings. The Maya believed the sky was
populated with different categories of beings. Celestial beings (animate entities associ-
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ated with the astronomical objects) fall into the four following categories (or groups,
Iwaniszewski 2016):
1. Entities acting as autonomous beings, embodying the sun, the moon, and in later
periods, the Morning Star.
2. Entities that originally inhabited human bodies but after death were projected onto
the sky and eventually became absorbed by the sun and moon (tonalli or b’aah-like
animate entities (souls)).
3. Objects associated with creation stories (mamalhuaztli, three stones...)
4. Circum-zodiacal constellations, belonging to wahy-like entities.

Notes
1 It is easy to calculate that the average daily value of the Sun’s movement on the ecliptic is
360°/365.2422d = 0.9856°/day. Hence 168 days = 170.4545°.
2 The following formula gives the duration of twilight:
Cos t = ((sin h – sin δ sin φ):(cos δ cos φ)), where h = -6° denotes the beginning of the civil twilight,
h = - 12, the start of the nautical twilight, and h = -18°, the commencement of the astronomical
twilight, (Mietelski 1979:95).
3 For this paper, it is not crucial whether the constellations in the Paris Codex exactly match the
zodiac understood as the band around the ecliptic within which the sun, moon, and planets move
(see Love 2015:12 n2).
4 Gubler and Bolles (2000) translate chibil as “pain”, Caso Barrera (2011) as “sting” (picadura), while
Suarez Castro (2017) as “biting pain” (dolor mordiente).
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Writing with heads: animated logographs
and syllabograms in Maya writing
Nikolai Grube

Abstract:
One aspect of Maya hieroglyphic writing that continues to fascinate us is its pronounced figurativeness,
which finds its greatest expression in head variants of signs and in full figure glyphs. For a more systematic
understanding of these personified signs, it is necessary to divide them into two groups. The first class are
“essential personifications”. These are logograms that render names of anthropomorphic or zoomorphic
beings by depicting their heads or other important parts of their bodies. The second class of personified
signs are “unspecific personifications”, where there is no natural relationship between sign and meaning.
These are most, syllabic signs. The animation of syllabic signs occurs especially in dedication texts. The
study of the use and distribution of personified signs helps us to understand the relation between image,
anima, and agency in Maya hieroglyphic writing.
Keywords: Maya hieroglyphic writing, Maya epigraphy, personifications, animation.
Resumen:
ESCRIBIR CON CABEZAS: LOGOGRAMAS Y SILABOGRAMAS ANIMADOS EN LA ESCRITURA
MAYA
La escritura jeroglífica maya es un sistema de escritura excepcionalmente complejo, que proporciona
una visión profunda de los conceptos émicos de comunicación y su conexión con el mundo animado. Un
aspecto fascinante de la escritura maya es su figuración pronunciada, que encuentra su máxima expresión en las variantes de cabeza de los signos y en los glifos de figura completa. Para una comprensión
más sistemática de estos signos personificados, es necesario dividirlos en dos grupos. La primera clase son
“personificaciones esenciales”. Estos son logogramas que dan nombres de seres antropomórficos o zoomórficos al representar sus cabezas u otras partes importantes de sus cuerpos. La segunda clase de signos
personificados son las “personificaciones genéricas”, donde no existe una relación natural entre el signo
y el significado. Estos son en su mayoría, signos silábicos. La animación de los signos silábicos ocurre en
contextos específicos en donde particularmente necesaria es la presencia de lo sobrenatural. El estudio del
empleo y de la distribución de signos personificados permite a nosotros a entender las relaciones que en el
pensamiento maya existieron entre la imagen, entre la imagen, animacidad y agencia en el pensamiento
maya.
Palabras clave: Escritura jeroglífica maya, epigrafía maya, personificaciones, animación.
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There is hardly any aspect of Maya writing that fascinates outsiders and
specialists as much as its extraordinary visual complexity. One factor that definitely
contributes to the impression of an exuberant visual quality of Maya writing is the
fact that Maya scribes had many different calligraphic registers at their disposal that
were available to them. This applies in particular to the form of the signs they chose
for the creation of a text. Besides abstract signs, scribes had at their disposal signs
representing bodies and body parts, but especially heads and faces. Already at the
beginning of hieroglyphic research, scholars were amazed to discover that numbers
could be written either with bars and dots, or with anthropomorphic signs which
today we call personified forms or head variants (Spinden 1913: 80-81; Thompson
1950: 44-45). These are signs depicting the heads of the supernaturals which represented these numbers. In some cities, for example in Copan and Quirigua, scribes
went even further and used full-figure hieroglyphs for almost all calendrical elements, including the numbers and the periods of the Long Count (Figure 1). Today
we know that full-figure hieroglyphs and head variants existed not only for numbers
and the periods of the calendar, but that entire texts could be represented by signs
based on images of animals or human beings.
The personification of signs in Maya hieroglyphic writing has received astonishingly little attention in the scholarly debate. One explanation could be the
enthusiasm for the decipherment and the linguistic dimension of the written texts,

Figure 1: Full figure glyphs on Copan Stela D, A3-B4. (Drawing by Nikolai Grube)
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which has dominated most publications in the past decades. Questions of grammar, the reading of texts, and the analysis of inscriptions and their historical contextualization have been very much in the focus of Maya epigraphy. Only recently
other aspects of Maya writing have come to attention. In various recent publications, Stephen Houston has stressed the pictoriality of Maya writing, comparing it
to Egyptian hieroglyphs, which likewise preserves its pictorial quality over an enormous period of time (Houston 2014: 75-123; Houston and Stauder 2020). He also
points out the porosity between image and texts in these scripts. Hieroglyphic scripts
refer to the world outside the texts by preserving a large degree of pictoriality, and
not only through their language code. This distinguishes hieroglyphic scripts from
other, more abstract “line or stroke based” systems (Houston and Stauder 2020: 9).
Our passion for the linguistic decipherment and the fact that Maya writing
contains syllabograms representing the sound of speech has also made us forget that
Maya writing is first and foremost a logographic script, a script based on word signs
(Grube 2021). Maya hieroglyphic writing has two classes of signs: Word signs, logographs, which refer to a particular word, and syllabograms, which do not denote
any meaning, but only a combination of consonants and vowels, or simple vowels. In Maya writing, logographs represent words by depicting what is meant. Thus,
there are logographs for “house,” “jaguar,” “king,” etc., which are easily recognized as
icons of these objects or beings, at least if one is familiar with Maya visual conventions. In terms of number, logographs are clearly predominant in texts. They render
nouns and, to a lesser extent, verbs, while adjectives, prepositions, and particles
did not have their own logographs due to their non-existent iconic referent (Grube
2021). Logographs provide a basic set of words that were important to the scribes of
the Classic Maya. During the Preclassic, texts could be written almost exclusively by
means of logographs, with the aid of only a minimal number of syllabograms for the
occasional marking of possession or for verbal suffixes. In the Classic period, however, scribes became more demanding in terms of the representation of language. In
particular, the recording of different verbal forms and more complex grammar was
no longer possible with logographs alone. In addition, there were many semantic
fields and abstract terms for which no logographs were available. This eventually
led to an increase of the syllabic component of the texts. However, Maya writing
remained primarily a logographic script.
Syllabograms, on the other hand, as phonograms, have no natural connection
to the world of objects. Nevertheless, a look at the syllabic grid of Maya writing shows
that syllabograms almost always have an iconic dimension and can be recognized as
being derived from images of objects and beings. The explanation for the iconicity of
syllabograms is related to the history of the development of Maya writing. Although
the origin of many syllabograms is not yet known, several can be explained as acrophonic derivations (Houston 2000: 328; Houston 2012: 204; Kettunen and Zender
2019). Thus, the syllable cho is derived from the word choh, “lower jaw”, the syllable
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mo is based on the eye of a Guacamaya parrot (mo’), and hu is derived from the head
of an iguana, huj in most Mayan languages. In this acrophonic process, words lose
the final, usually weak consonant and thus the relationship to their original meaning.
The loss of meaning is often, but not always accompanied by the complete loss of the
original image and a strong abstraction of the sign.
Logographs, however, have retained their pictorial quality throughout the
entire period of existence of Maya hieroglyphs. Over the two millennia of its use, the
proportion of logographs in the script has not diminished in favor of a reduction to
a much smaller and, at first glance, more efficient set of syllabograms (Grube 1990).
This proves that logographs are an essential feature of Maya writing. They provide
an additional level of communication and understanding that goes beyond the linguistic level. Logographs connect the world outside the written texts with the written word and thus contribute to making the ontological boundary between word,
image and object permeable. Logographs carried a decided semantic and existential
weight, standing as evident proxies for perceptible things.

Essential and generic personifications
Bodies and body parts of living beings make up a large part of the repertoire of signs in Maya hieroglyphic writing, this applies to logographs as well as to
syllabic signs. Even seemingly abstract signs can often be reconstructed as representations of body parts of humans or animals. Often these are pars-pro-toto representations, as the project “Text Database and Dictionary of Classical Maya” has
identified them in the context of the reclassification of the signs for the revised sign
catalog (Diehr et al. 2017; de la Iglesia et al. 2021). Fundamental to our new sign
catalog is the distinction between sign (the abstract idea of a sign as a carrier of
meaning) and graph (the realization in a particular context). Most signs can appear
in different manifestations. For many signs there is a complex full form, but in very
few cases it is used by the scribes. Instead, only parts of the signs are used, such as
half, or only an upper element, sometimes only a certain prominent visual element.
The dictionary project has investigated and systematically described the derivation
of these graphs from the full forms of the signs (Prager and Gronemeyer 2018)1; it
will not be analyzed in depth here. However, in the context of dealing with head
variants, the differentiation between different discrete signs on the one hand and
graph variants of signs on the other hand is important for the classification and understanding of head variants. This is best illustrated by examples: for the time unit
haab “year”, there were different spellings: there was the abstract sign 0548bv, but
also the head variant 1034st, which is based on the representation of a bird’s head
with a human lower jaw (Figure 2). A comparison of the two signs clearly shows
that they have nothing in common. Neither sign is related to the other in any way.
We therefore classify both in our sign catalog as discrete signs that have the same
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Figure 2: The distinction between graph variants and signs for HAAB “year”. a) 0548bv, b) 1034st;
c) 0548pp (Drawings by Christian Prager)

reading as a logograph (HAAB), but are each assigned independent sign numbers.
However, there is also a variant of the logograph for HAAB, which is composed
of the sign 0548bv as well as the head of a supernatural being. Since this variant is
obviously only a personification of 0548bv, it is listed in this case as a graph variant
0548pp in our sign catalog. Now, the two head variants for HAAB differ in that the
bird’s head variant 1034st is an independent sign that is in no way related to the
graph variants for sign 0548. The origin of the bird’s head variant is still unclear and
probably is related to the mythology of the origin of time units.
The distinction between sign and graph is also important for the systematic
typology of animated signs. Basically, two types of animated signs can be identified
in Maya writing: essential animated signs and generic animated signs, a distinction
also suggested by Stephen Houston in his analysis of full-figure hieroglyphs (2014:
106)2. Essential animated signs are those whose faces and bodies are related to the
word or concept or being to which they refer. Logically, these signs can only be
logographs, because only logographs refer to words. Essential animated logographs
are, for example, the many heads of supernatural beings that appear in the script.
The head of the god K’awiil stands for the logograph K’AWIIL and thus for the deity itself, just as the head or body of a jaguar stands for the word BAHLAM, which
means “jaguar”. The head of a crocodile stands for the word AHIIN “crocodile”, and
the head of the god of drunkenness for the deity AKAN itself. But essential head
variants can also represent actions and states of being which involve the human
head, such as 0120bh K’AY “sing” and 0178st YA’ “pain” (Figure 3). A large number
of head variants still awaits decipherment.
Although all specific head variants are logographs, not all animations of
logographs are necessarily essential. Logographs can also display non-essential,
or generic personifications. These signs combine a geometric shape with a generic
head or other body part. In its weakest form, animation only reshapes the left outline of a sign by adding a nose, a mouth, a forehead or a curl of hair. An example of
this can be the logograph KAB, whose basic shape is a geometric sign (Figure. 4a).
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a)

d)

b)

c)

e)

f)

Figure 3: Head signs as logographs. a) K’AWIIL “god of lightning”; b) BAHLAM “jaguar”; c)
AHIIN “crocodile”; d) AKAN “god of drinking”; e) K’AY “sing”; f) YA’ “pain” (Drawings by
Christian Prager).

a)

b)
Figure 4: The generic personification of a logograph.
a) KAB “earth”; b) KAB “earth”
(Drawings by Christian Prager
and Nikolai Grube

As an animated graph, the sign shows a profile head
that contains the inner elements of the geometric sign
(Figure 4b). The geometric and the animated version
are different graphs of the same sign. The generic head
attached to the sign contributes no additional value
to the linguistic reading. Instead, the function of the
generic animation was to communicate that not only
the word “earth” was intended, but that the earth was
regarded as an animate being endowed with life essence.
Other forms of generic animation show
a non-specific head with an oversized snout, an equally oversized eye, and a large tongue hanging out of the
corner of the mouth. These features are also found
in numerous depictions of gods. Linda Schele and
Mary Miller showed as early as 1986 in their Blood of
Kings catalog that this generic supernatural head also
serves to suggest the presence of supernatural powers in sacred objects (Schele and Miller 1986: Fig. 21).
In hieroglyphic writing we see examples of the per-
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a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 5: The animation of a logograph with a suffixed generic deity head. a) 0548pp HAAB “year”; b)
PET “circle”; c) WITZ “mountain”; d) K’AHK’ “fire” (Drawings by Christian Prager)

sonification of the signs for HAAB “year,” PET “spindle whorl”, WITZ “mountain,”
K’AHK’ “fire,” and TZ’AM “throne” (Fig 5). The fact that objects in Maya ontology
have animacy and are considered to be imbued with agency has long been known
(Schele and Miller 1986; Houston and Stuart 1996; Houston 2014.). Logographs
that refer to things in the world are animated because they refer to a living world.
The generic head of a supernatural was simply attached to a logograph, or the logograph was inserted into such a generic head, to indicate that it was filled with life
force, that it had some kind of soul and energy. In this way, even objects that did not
have an anthropomorphic or zoomorphic manifestation, such as a spindle whorl or
a throne, could be given life when represented by a logograph.

Animated syllables
The animation of syllabograms is more complex because they do not entertain such an obvious link with the things and beings of the world. And yet, if we
look at the syllabary, we see that many syllables have the form of heads of humans,
supernaturals, or animals. The presence of anthropomorphic or zoomorphic syllabograms is the result of a historical process. These syllabograms developed out of
logographs, which have lost their original meaning and transformed into representations of syllables in a process of acrophony. At some point, these signs may have
been essential logographs, although it is currently impossible to trace their change
of function diachronically3. Acrophonically derived syllabograms showing heads or
body parts therefore constitute a category of signs somehow in between essential
and generic personifications because of their particular diachronic development.
On the other hand, syllabograms with generic head forms can be identified
much more easily. They can be recognized by the fact that they contain essential
elements of the original graph and, as described above, only add a standardized
personification head under the sign (Figure 6) or a simple face as a “façade” on the
left side of the sign. There is no relationship between the face and the reading of
the sign, because the face is usually the non-specific face of a young man, and in
very few cases, that of a young woman. We can observe this process, for example, in
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 6: The animation of syllables with a generic head. a) 0021hh bu; b) 0021vt bu; c) 0017hh yi;
d) 0017bh yi. (Drawings by Christian Prager)

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

h)

i)

j)

Figure 7: Syllabograms and their animation with an attached face. a) 0501hh ba; b) 0501st ba;
c) 0585hh bi; d) 0585st bi; e) 0671hh chi, f) 0671st chi; g) 0672hh ho; h) 0672st ho; i) 0679hh i;
j) 0679st i (Drawings by Christian Prager)

the syllabic signs ba, bi, chi, ho, i, ja, ma, ta, tzi, lu, and others, which were given
a nose, a mouth and eyes (Figure 7). Overall, however, these personifications are less
common than essential personifications. Also, they do not yet appear in Early Classic inscriptions, making their first presence only in connection with the extensions
and modifications of Maya hieroglyphic writing at the beginning of the Late Classic,
which are probably a consequence of social and linguistic processes that changed
Maya society during this period (Grube 1990: 82; 1994: 184-186).
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This form of personification of syllabograms impresses by its arbitrariness.
There is no immanent connection between the face attached and the phonetic value
of the sign. And yet, the artist who used such a sign felt the need not to employ
a simple syllabogram, but to endow it with a face, thus indicating that language and
its materialization in the form of writing were considered animated also on the level
of the sound.

The contexts of animated signs
Animated signs appear already in the earliest examples of Maya writing. We
see head variants in the texts of San Bartolo (Saturno et al. 2006), on the inscribed
bone of Kichpamha (Gibson, Shaw and Finamore 1986), and also the perforatorsceptre from Uaxactun (Kováč, Jobbová and Krempel 2016), to name just a few texts
from the Late Preclassic that have an archaeological context. In the context of Long
Count dates, head variants appear as early as the oldest of these dates on Tikal Stela
29. Extremely playful head variants also appear in texts on ceramics, such as on
a Lucha Incised blackware bowl found in an Early Classic burial in Structure C47 at
Caracol (Chase and Chase 2014: 27, Figure 8). In these early texts, however, generic
personifications are still extremely rare, and syllabograms with generic animations
are still completely absent. However, it is precisely these generic personifications
that provide overwhelming evidence for the idea of the animacy of signs.
The function of generic animation goes beyond the mere unspecific marking of “sacredness”. This becomes especially clear by analyzing the contexts in which
generically animated signs are particularly common. The scribe of Naranjo Stela 46,
a monument unearthed only a few years ago (Martin et al. 2017) uses animated
signs quite sparingly (Figure 9). However, the hieroglyph u-KAB-ji-ya, u kabjiiy,
which can be freely translated as “by his/her action/by his/her agency” (Schele 1982:
73; Martin and Grube 1994: 7), in this long inscription appears always in the animated form. The animation consists in a juvenile head attached to the left of the
sign, therefore, this animation is a generic animation. The function of this compound is to introduce the name of the originator of an event. The personification of
this logograph in this text lends weight to the idea of “agency”, in particular since the
few other personified signs in this inscription all are essential personifications. The
generic animation of u kabjiiy-compounds in Maya writing is very common and
widespread and confirms the idea that animation was used very purposefully and
deliberately by the scribes to augment texts with levels of meaning that go beyond
the mere linguistic level.
One genre in which animated signs are particularly prevalent is in dedication texts for objects or buildings. The throne of structure 9N-82 from Copan, the
House of the Scribe in the Sepulturas group is a good example for a text, whose sixteen glyph blocks are composed almost entirely with personified signs (Riese 1989;
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Figure 8: Hieroglyphic cartouches on a Lucha Incised blackware bowl from an Early Classic burial in
Structure C47 at Caracol. The text reads yu-k’i-bi bi-?-la mu-yu-? ya-ka?-NAAH-hi CHAN-TE’-?AHK bi-ta-la-AJAW (Drawing by Nikolai Grube)
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Figure 9: Naranjo Stela 46. The head variants of the KAB sign can be seen in B13, D4, C10 and D17.
(Drawing by Alexandre Tokovinine in Martin et al. 2017)
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Stuart 1992). The text deals with
the dedication of the house as well
as of the throne bench of the lord
Mak’an Chanal. At the beginning of
the dedication text, the verb u-t’ab-se
“he lifts it” is written in such a way
that the actual verb is a personified
logograph, and the causative suffix
formed by the syllable se is written
as an animated syllabogram (Zender
2019: 31, Figure 10). The personificaFigure 10: Part of the dedication phrase from the
tion in this text is clearly in the traSepulturas Bench from Copan (Drawing by Nikolai
dition of personified and full-figure
Grube)
signs that began in Copan under
the auspices of the king Waxaklajun
Ub’aah K’awiil. The exceptionally animated throne text is also an indicator of the
self-confidence and artistry of the scribe who inhabited the house.
Animated syllabograms are even more present in dedication texts on ceramics. These texts run as a band around the upper rim of a vessel opening and are
largely standardized as Michael Coe already found out in 1973 (Coe 1973). Personified hieroglyphs are particularly common in dedication texts from the region of El
Zotz’ (Moot 2021). A polychrome vessel in this style shows a fascinating painted
scene with Itzamnaaj, the maize god, the hero twins, and numerous other figures
interacting in a scene of gift-giving (Kerr 7727, Figure 11). The dedication formula
under the vessel’s rim consists of fourteen glyph blocks, eleven of which are heads.
We can see that the syllables yi, chi and tzi have been animated quite simply by inserting them into the generic face. The dedication formula is in stark contrast with
the hieroglyphic captions below it, which use very few head variants representing
spoken texts. This confirms that the animation of the dedication text was an important concern for the scribe. In fact, the use of head variants is a common feature of
dedication texts on almost all ceramics. By animating the signs, dedication texts
were endowed with agency. The signs are not only reproductions of language, they
also act, they live and work and communicate between the artist, the supernatural
forces, and owner or patron of the vessel. The application of a dedication formula
to a ceramic object is what makes it a sacred object in the first place. The animated
script functions as a transformative medium that changes the essence of the object
on which it is placed.
As a result, texts became stages on which supernatural actors appeared and
could be experienced sensually. Divine actors, and this includes objects endowed
with life force and calendar periods, populate the texts and interact with each other.
The fact that syllabograms were also personified in Maya writing shows that writing
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Figure 11: Rollout drawing of the design on the ceramic Kerr 7727 (Drawing by Dana Moot)

itself and individual syllabic sounds were considered to be endowed with vitality
and with agency. However, this life force needed the artist to be born. Just as painters, sculptors and potters created the objects and thus made visible those forces
inherent in the artwork, it was finally humans who could erase the written texts. In
Aguateca (Stela 2) and Dos Pilas (Stela 16), the erasure of writing (ch’ahkaj u tz’ibal)
is mentioned as an outcome of the attack on Seibal. The destruction and killing of
texts make clear that writing was not only animate, but also vulnerable and transient, just like human life.

Notes
1 The sign numbers refer to the new sign catalogue of the „Textdatenbank und Wörterbuch des Klasssichen Maya” project, which will be made available online soon. It was decided to maintain the
numbers of the Thompson catalogue because they are well established. The two letter code after the
sign refers to the particular graph variant of the sign, thus 0548bv identifies the sign as „bipartite
vertical”, while 1034st stands for „standard”. The meanings of the innovative two letter codes are
discussed in Prager and Gronemeyer 2018.
2 Houston calls the personifications that I call „essential” here „specific” and describes them this way:
”The bodies fir with the creature or god whose face is shown”. In contrast, he describes „generic“
personifications: ”They have no clear reference to a particular being other than a graceful, youthful
face or, as the full-figuration erupts, a body, often clothed in simplest form but enough to hide the
privates” (Houston 2014: 106).
3 Some signs which have been taken as evidence for syllabograms derived acrophonically from logographs actually are never used as syllabograms. The head of the pocket gopher 0757st, which appears in almost all published syllabaries with the reading ba is a good example. Based on the word
for pocket gopher baah in most Mayan languages, the sign was used as a rebus for baah “first, head,
image”. It is impossible to find a single clear example for a purely syllabic use of this sign. In all contexts, it seems to function as a logograph with the readings mentioned before. In a revised syllabary,
0757st therefore should be removed as a ba syllable.
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